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August 1, 2009
Mr. George Olson
City Manager
City of Sherman
220 W. Mulberry
Sherman, Texas 75090
Dear Mr. Olson:
We are pleased to submit the final Sherman Comprehensive Plan as unanimously adopted by the
City Commission on July 20, 2009. The Plan document was prepared in accordance with our
Professional Services Agreement with the City.
As an update to the City’s 1998 plan, the new Comprehensive Plan captures where Sherman is
today, various opportunities and challenges that are anticipated over the next 10 to 20 years, and
where the community should focus to yield desired outcomes. The Plan describes community
needs and aspirations related to economic development, housing, neighborhood integrity,
downtown revitalization, utility infrastructure and drainage, mobility, environmental protection,
park and recreation enhancements, and community aesthetics and image.
In addition to City Council and Planning & Zoning Commission meetings and discussions, the
Plan reflects community input obtained through early stakeholder interviews, two community
forums held in different areas of the City, a Community Design Workshop, eight work sessions
with a specially appointed Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee, and a final public hearing.
As emphasized in the adoption meetings, attention now turns to the pursuit of near‐term action
initiatives. Short‐term achievements are critical to gaining traction for broader implementation.
Some policy areas, such as growth management, require a focus on the longer‐term vision and
strategic directions established by this Plan. Change is inevitable, but positive, beneficial change
for Sherman will require the ongoing commitment of all who contributed their time and ideas to
the Plan.
On behalf of our firm, it has been a pleasure working with all involved. We sincerely appreciated
the opportunity to lend our professional skills and experience to this process. We look forward to
seeing the continued success and enhancement of Sherman in the years ahead.
Respectfully submitted,
KENDIG KEAST COLLABORATIVE

Bret C. Keast, AICP
President

Gary Mitchell, AICP
Vice President
Performance Concepts in Planning

www.kendigkeast.com
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Introduction
& Vision
Chapter 1

The Sherman Comprehensive Plan is designed as a framework for guiding future
development, redevelopment, and community enhancement in the city and its
surrounding planning area over the next 20 years and beyond. The purpose of this
plan is to establish a vision, along with realistic goals and achievable strategies, that
residents, business and land owners, major institutions, civic groups, the Planning
and Zoning Commission, and City Council prefer—and will support with action—in
the years ahead.

Introduction
The City of Sherman fulfills many functions for residents, visitors, and
businesses alike. The city’s location is both a gateway and a destination
situated between the Dallas‐Forth Worth Metroplex and Lake Texoma. As a
freestanding community, Sherman exists as a node of development in the
center of Grayson County. These neighborhoods and business areas create
sufficient mass that Sherman serves its home community as well as residents
across Grayson County and adjoining counties. As a city, Sherman follows a
strong tradition of North Texas development that is centered on a historic
courthouse and downtown business district. The city’s expansion has
spawned neighborhoods and industry in all directions. Sherman is also
blessed with an abundance of local cultural opportunities and educational
institutions that provide valuable amenities to a city of nearly 40,000
residents.
The city’s location 60 miles north of Dallas creates the effect of both an
entrance to the Dallas/Fort Worth region as well as a gateway to the Lake
Texoma area (and continuing on into Oklahoma). Abundant transportation
connections create additional economic development opportunities as

7.1
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businesses take advantage of Sherman’s strategic location. These businesses
did not locate haphazardly in Sherman, but are part of a long tradition of
forward looking economic endeavors. Previous Sherman officials have
provided leadership in securing adequate utility infrastructure and industrial
sites that led to a flourishing economy. Besides the land and connections
needed to grow its base, the city has expanded in large part due to its quality
of life. Sherman’s downtown, as well as other local shopping venues and
activities, draw in tourists and residents alike. This is not to say that
improvements cannot be made, but there is already a strong foundation upon
which to build.

It could be argued that Sherman’s history in planning extends all the way to
its inception as a small town. In 1846, Grayson County was created, with
Sherman located in the center of the county and designated as the county
seat. Factories and mills began to blossom in the community, as well as
railroads and school systems, providing a solid foundation for Sherman and
Grayson County to develop. Although much of this initial growth stemmed
largely from the efforts of individual leaders and businesses, there is a
substantial history of comprehensive planning in Sherman. This planning
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effort follows several earlier comprehensive plans that were completed in
1968, 1988, and 1998. More targeted plans have looked at specific issues, such
as parks and the central business district. Indeed, this plan is one more step
forward in making Sherman an attractive place for business, residents, and
visitors.

The comprehensive planning process is structured not only to celebrate
accomplishments of the past, but also as an opportunity to address challenges
of the future. Land use and transportation changes in the area require
attention to ensure that current development efforts are true to the past
traditions of Sherman. There are many policy and infrastructure decisions
being made on a daily basis that relate to this plan. In some cases, this plan
will offer guidance to decision makers for challenges yet unseen while other
sections reinforce established policies that should be carried forward as a sure
and sound basis for future development.
In geographic terms, this Comprehensive Plan addresses the current city
limits of Sherman, as well as its surrounding “extraterritorial jurisdiction”

1.3
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(ETJ). As stipulated by Chapter 42 of the Texas Local Government Code,
based on city population size, Sherman’s ETJ extends two miles beyond the
city limits, as shown in Map 1.1, Study Area. Additionally, it is important to
note the major connections in and around the city and its ETJ (US Highways
75 and 82, along with State Highways 56, 11, 289 and FM 1417).
Whether an issue is a challenge or an opportunity, the utmost importance
should be placed upon this plan as an opportunity for thoughtful public
discussion of the issues facing Sherman. As Sherman looks forward to the
coming years, the desires of residents are woven through all aspects of this
plan. From parks to performing arts, there are many community assets that
this plan strives to utilize to Sherman’s fullest advantage. Local residents
have demonstrated their ability to manage a steadily growing community for
more than 140 years, and this plan seeks to continue that tradition.

Purpose of the Comprehensive Plan

“Planning” Is … the
process of identifying
issues and needs,
establishing goals and
objectives, and
determining the most
effective means by which
these ends may be
achieved.

A comprehensive plan is usually the most important policy document a
municipal government prepares and maintains. This is because the plan:
♦ lays out a “big picture” vision and associated goals regarding the future
growth and enhancement of the community;
♦ considers at once the entire geographic area of the community, including
potential growth areas where new urbanization and/or annexation may
occur beyond the already developed portions of the city; and
♦ assesses near‐ and longer‐term needs and desires across a variety of inter‐
related topics that represent the key “building blocks” of a community
(e.g., land use, transportation, urban design, economic development,
redevelopment, neighborhoods, parks and recreation, utility
infrastructure, public facilities and services, etc.).
Through a comprehensive plan, a community determines how best to
accommodate and manage its projected growth, as well as the redevelopment
of older neighborhoods and commercial and industrial areas. Like most
similar plans, this Comprehensive Plan is aimed at ensuring that ongoing
development and redevelopment will proceed in an orderly, well planned
manner so that public facilities and services can keep pace and residents’
quality of life will be enhanced. Significantly, by clarifying and stating the
City’s intentions regarding the area’s physical development and
infrastructure investment, the plan also creates a level of certainty for
residents, land owners, developers, and potential investors.

Use of this Plan
A comprehensive plan, if prepared well and embraced by the community and
its leadership, has the potential to take a city to a whole new level in terms of
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livability and tangible accomplishments. However, comprehensive plans are
only words and images on paper if their action recommendations are not
pursued and effectively implemented.
The plan is ultimately a guidance document for City officials and staff who
must make decisions on a daily basis that will determine the future direction,
financial health, and “look and feel” of the community. These decisions are
carried out through:
♦ targeted programs and expenditures prioritized through the City’s
annual budget process, including routine but essential functions such as
code enforcement;
♦ major public improvements and land acquisitions financed through the
City’s capital improvements program and related bond initiatives;
♦ new and amended City ordinances and regulations closely linked to
comprehensive plan objectives (and associated review and approval
procedures in the case of land development, subdivisions, and zoning
matters);
♦ departmental work plans and staffing in key areas;
♦ support for ongoing planning and studies that will further clarify needs
and strategies, including the City Council’s own strategic planning;
♦ pursuit of external grant funding to supplement local budgets and/or
expedite certain projects; and
♦ initiatives pursued in conjunction with other public and private partners
to leverage resources and achieve successes neither could accomplish
alone.
Despite these many avenues for action, a comprehensive plan should not be
considered a “cure all” for every tough problem a community faces. On the
one hand, such plans tend to focus on the responsibilities of City government
in the physical planning arena, where cities normally have a more direct and
extensive role than in other areas that residents value, such as education,
social services, and arts and culture. Of necessity, comprehensive plans, as
vision and policy documents, also must remain relatively general and
conceptual. The resulting plan may not touch on every challenge before the
community, but it is meant to set a tone and motivate concerted efforts to
move the community forward in coming years.
It is also important to distinguish between the function of the comprehensive
plan relative to the City’s development regulations, such as the zoning
ordinance and subdivision regulations. The plan establishes overall policy for
future land use, roads, utilities, and other aspects of community growth and
enhancement. The City’s zoning ordinance and official zoning district map
then implement the plan in terms of specific land uses and building and site
development standards. The City’s subdivision regulations also establish
standards in conformance with the plan for the physical subdivision of land,

1.5
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Local Government
Planning
The success of the plan
depends upon how it is
integrated with the
operation of local
government (planning,
policy development,
regulation, and
programming through
City departments.)

CHOICES AND PRIORITIES
For the plan to be
effective, community
issues must be researched
and analyzed, solutions
and alternatives
evaluated, and a realistic
and feasible plan of
action put in place to
overcome the problem.
The evaluation of
alternatives for resolving
issues—and the selection
of one or more strategies
that are both reasonable
and acceptable—are
essential elements of the
community planning
process.

the layout of new streets and building sites, and the design and construction
of roads, water and sewer lines, storm drainage, and other infrastructure that
will be dedicated to the City for long term maintenance.

Planning Authority
Local Authority
Section 3. Comprehensive
Plans.
(a) Content. The council
may accept as advisory
and as a guide, and may
from time to time modify,
a comprehensive plan
setting forth in graphic
and textual form policies
to govern the future
physical development of
the city. Such plan may
cover the entire city and
all of its functions and
services or may consist of
a combination of plans
governing specific
functions and services or
specific geographic
areas, which together
cover the entire city and
all of its functions and
services.
(c) Effect. The
comprehensive plan shall
serve as a guide and is
advisory only to all future
council action concerning
land use and
development regulations,
urban renewal programs,
and expenditures for
capital improvements.

State Support for Community Planning –
Section 213 of the Texas Local Government Code
Unlike some other states, municipalities in Texas are not mandated by state
government to prepare and maintain local comprehensive plans. However,
Section 213 of the Texas Local Government Code provides that, “The
governing body of a municipality may adopt a comprehensive plan for the
long‐range development of the municipality.” The Code also cites the basic
reasons for long‐range, comprehensive community planning by stating that,
“The powers granted under this chapter are for the purposes of promoting
sound development of municipalities and promoting public health, safety and
welfare.” The Code also gives Texas municipalities the freedom to “define the
content and design” of their plans, although Section 213 suggests that a
comprehensive plan may:
(1) include but is not limited to provisions on land use, transportation, and
public facilities;
(2) consist of a single plan or a coordinated set of plans organized by subject
and geographic area; and
(3) be used to coordinate and guide the establishment of development
regulations.
The Comprehensive Plan will serve as a guide for the development of the
community with respect to land use, thoroughfares and streets, and other
matters affecting development within the city and its ETJ.
As stated previously, this is not the first time the City of Sherman has
undertaken a Comprehensive Plan. Most recently, the Comprehensive Plan
of 1998 was created and served as a guide for the City over the past 11 years.
In addition to the goals and objectives set forth in past plans, the process of
creating the new Comprehensive Plan explored and incorporated salient
goals and objectives set forth in other previous documents:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

City of Sherman Strategic Plan 2005‐2010 (2006)
Parks and Recreation Master Plan (2005)
Consolidated Plan and Strategy for Community Planning & Development
Programs (2005)
Downtown Streetscape Plan (2003)
Goals for Sherman (1991)

City of Sherman
Home Rule Charter
Article VII. Planning and
Engineering
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Why Plan?
Local planning allows the City of Sherman to have a greater measure of
control over its destiny rather than simply reacting to change. Planning
allows the City to pro‐actively manage future growth and development as
opposed to reacting to development proposals on a case‐by‐case basis
without adequate and necessary consideration of community wide issues.
The process required to update the Sherman Comprehensive Plan may prove
more valuable to the community than the plan itself since the document is
ultimately only a snapshot in time. The planning process involves major
community decisions about how much and where growth will occur, the
nature of future development, and whether the community can afford to
provide the necessary public services and facilities to support this growth.
This leads to pivotal discussions about what is ʺbestʺ for the community and
how everything from taxes to ʺquality of lifeʺ will be affected.

Figure 1.1
Previous Special Issue Studies

Long range planning also provides an opportunity for the City’s elected and
appointed officials to step back from pressing, day‐to‐day issues and clarify
their ideas on the kind of community they are trying to create. Through the
plan development process, they can look broadly at programs for
neighborhoods, housing, economic development, and provision of public
infrastructure and how these efforts may relate to one another. The Sherman
Comprehensive Plan represents a ʺbig pictureʺ of the city, one that can be
related to the trends of the broader region as well as the State of Texas.
Local planning is often the most direct and efficient way to involve members
of the general public in determining the vision of their community. The
process of plan preparation provides a rare opportunity for two‐way
communication between citizens and local government officials as to their
vision of the community and the details of how that vision is to be achieved.
The plan results in a series of goals and policies that, ideally, will assist the
City in administering development regulations; in determining the location,
sequencing, and financing of public improvements; and, in guiding
reinvestment and redevelopment efforts. The plan also provides a means of
coordinating the actions of many different departments and divisions within
City government.
In summary, important reasons for long range planning in Sherman include:
♦ To ensure adequate public facilities to meet the demands of future growth
and development.
♦ To achieve an efficient growth pattern that reflects community values.
♦ To ensure the long term protection and enhancement of the image and
visual appearance of the community.
♦ To provide a balance of land uses and services throughout the
community to meet the needs and desires of its growing population.

1.7
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♦
♦
Getting to Action
The plan must go beyond
general and lofty
sounding goals. While
everybody may agree
with such goals, true
progress will only occur if
the plan establishes a
policy framework and
provides guidance as to
how particular
opportunities and
challenges are to be
tackled.

To involve local citizens in the decision making process and reach
consensus on the future vision for Sherman and its ongoing development.
To develop annual work programs and prioritize improvements
consistent with the Comprehensive Plan.

Community Overview
The City of Sherman has a rich and diverse history, from which it has evolved
into a strong and dynamic community. Sherman provides a high quality of
life with an array of diverse economic and housing opportunities, an
accessible and active downtown, an excellent school system including
multiple colleges, and other outstanding public services. As the community
is continually changing, goals should be set to build upon and further
improve these attributes.
Since Sherman’s incorporation, the city has experienced steady population
growth which is expected to continue in coming years. Housing, public
service, employment, and economic opportunities must be assessed to
accommodate current and future Sherman residents. Before looking at the
future, however, it is important to consider the past and current conditions
through a demographic and socioeconomic assessment.

Key Socioeconomic Trends and Factors
A History of Steady Growth
Population growth will always vary from year to year, but for more than 140
years Sherman has experienced steady growth that is likely to continue. Both
Sherman and Grayson County have seen consistent growth since 1930, as
illustrated by Table 1.1, Historical Population. The city population increased
by an average of 2.1 percent annually. By 1970, Sherman’s population of
29,061 comprised approximately 35 percent of the county‐wide population.

Table 1.1, Historical Population

Percent
Change

City Share
of County
Population

Grayson
County
Population

Year

Sherman
Population

Percent
Change

1930

15,713

‐‐

23.9%

65,843

‐‐

1940

17,156

9.2%

24.7%

69,499

5.6%

1950

20,150

17.5%

28.6%

70,467

1.4%

1960

24,988

24.0%

34.2%

73,043

3.7%

1970

29,061

16.3%

34.9%

83,225

13.9%

1980

30,413

4.7%

33.9%

89,796

7.9%

1990

31,601

3.9%

33.3%

95,021

5.8%

2000

35,082

11.0%

31.7%

110,595

16.4%

Source: U.S. Census
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From 1970 to 1990, both Sherman and Grayson County experienced relatively
low levels of population growth. For those 20 years, Sherman’s population
increased by only 0.43 percent per year. In the last decade, from 1990 to 2000,
both Sherman and Grayson County experienced a renewed surge in
population due to in‐migration. Although Sherman has become a slightly
smaller percentage of the county, Sherman and Grayson County are currently
showing strong, corresponding growth characteristics.
Population Growth Comparison
Figure 1.2, Past and Projected Population, shows the previous and future
growth of the City of Sherman compared to the cities of McKinney, Frisco,
and Denton. From 1870 up until 1940, Sherman, McKinney, and Denton all
saw similar growth patterns while Sherman remained the largest city. During
the 1940s, Denton experienced an explosion in growth which has continued
since, rising to 80,537 people by the year 2000. Both McKinney and Frisco’s
populations remained modest until 1990, but now, they too are on similar
paths as Denton.
Population projections from the Texas Water Development Board predict that
by the year 2060, McKinney, Frisco, and Denton will all have populations at
least three times greater than Sherman. It is predicted that by 2060, the City
of Denton will have a
population
of
498,488
residents.
The City of
Sherman is predicted to
500,000
increase
by
almost
Sherman
45,000 people
to
a
450,000
McKinney
population of 80,000 by
400,000
2060—more than doubling
Frisco
its population size over the
Denton
350,000
next five decades. Although
all the comparison cities
300,000
have been and are expected
250,000
to continue experiencing
rapid growth, Sherman will
200,000
also continue to grow, at a
150,000
higher rate than in the past,
100,000
50,000

20
50

20
30

20
10

19
90

19
70

19
50

19
30

19
10

18
90

0
18
70

but will likely still retain the
population of a small to
mid‐sized city. The Board
projects a 2030 projection for
Sherman of 50,600 persons.

Figure 1.2
Past and Projected Population

Source: U.S. Census
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Factors in Employability and Income Potential
The level of education within a community determines the capabilities of the
area labor force. This, in turn, influences the types of businesses that come to
or remain in a community, as well as the success certain businesses will have
at finding the types of labor skills they require. Figure 1.3, Educational
Attainment, shows that Sherman residents compare closely with the entire
state of Texas, though attaining less education overall in comparison to all of
Grayson County. As of 2000, Sherman had a higher high school‐only
education rate (21.6 percent) than McKinney, Frisco, Denton, and Grayson
County, and the statewide level was 24.3 percent. A total of 77.8 percent of
Sherman citizens had graduated high school, which was higher than the state
average (75.7 percent), yet slightly lower than the county average
(80.3 percent). In contrast, 20.1 percent of Sherman citizens had a bachelor’s
degree or higher, which was less than the Texas average (23.3 percent) yet
greater than the county level (17.3 percent).

Extent of Poverty
The U.S. Census Bureau
estimated that 13.5
percent of all Grayson
County residents (15,328
persons) were living in
poverty status in 2005—
and 18.6 percent of all
those under age 18. The
latest poverty data at the
city level is from 1999,
showing 9.6 percent of
families and 13.3 percent
of all individuals (4,401
persons) living in poverty.

Figure 1.3
Educational Attainment

23.3%

Percent bachelor's degree or
higher

75.7%

Percent high school graduate or
higher

7.7%
Graduate or professional degree
15.6%
Bachelor's degree
5.2%
Associate degree
22.4%
Some college, no degree
Texas

24.8%

High school graduate (includes
equivalency)

Grayson County
Denton

12.9%

Frisco

9th to 12th grade, no diploma

McKinney
11.4%

Sherman

Less than 9th grade

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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Level of education, skills, and transportation access all factor into the
“employability” of individuals, which, in turn, determines one’s income
earning potential. Displayed in Figure 1.4, Income Comparison, are the
median household and per capita income levels of Sherman residents in
2000 relative to McKinney, Frisco, Denton, Grayson County, and all of Texas.
With Sherman having a per capita income of $18,717 and a median household
income of $34,211, this placed it below the income levels of all the
comparisons. Most closely related was Denton, with a per capita income of
$19,365 and a median household income of $35,122. However, Sherman
likely also has the lowest cost of living of all the comparison cities. The
Sherman income comparison shows a similar pattern to the educational
attainment comparison. As of 2005, the U.S. Census Bureau estimated that
median household income in Grayson County had increased to $39,655. Also,
the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis reported 2005 per capita income in
Grayson County at $26,207, compared to $32,460 statewide.
The age distribution of the local population is another key factor that shapes
an area’s labor force, as well as the particular outlook and service needs of
residents. The age distribution in Sherman as of Census 2000 indicated an
older population (median age of 34.0 years) than the rest of Texas (32.3 years).
However, based on median age, Sherman’s age pattern was significantly
younger than that of all of Grayson County (37.2 years), and also younger
than the nation (35.3 years).

Sherman Schools
During the 2006-07 school
year, Sherman ISD had an
85.1 percent graduation
rate. The district was
deemed “Academically
Acceptable” under the
Texas Education Agency
rating system. Among the
district’s 6,419 students
that year, 11 percent
participated in Gifted &
Talented programming,
another 23 percent in
Career & Technology
Education, and
13 percent in Bilingual/ESL.
Overall, 54.5 percent
were considered
economically
disadvantaged.
Figure 1.4
Income Comparison
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Most evident from the “age pyramid” chart in Figure 1.5 is the relatively high
numbers of seniors (age 65+) and young adults (ages 15 through 29).
Figure 1.5
Sherman Age Distribution by Gender, 2000

U.S . Female

80 to 84 years

U.S . Male
S herman Male

70 to 74 years

S herman Female

60 to 64 years
50 to 54 years
40 to 44 years
30 to 34 years
20 to 24 years
10 to 14 years

11

9

7

5

3

1

1

3

5

7

9

11

Under 5 years

Source: U.S. Census

Figure 1.6

This high number of young adults may be influenced by the
presence and quality of Sherman’s educational resources,
especially higher education. On the other hand, the proportion of
Sherman’s population falling into the prime earning years,
including all the age cohorts from ages 30 through 64, are below
percentages in these same age ranges nationally. In all age groups
beyond age 65, Sherman’s percentages are higher than national
averages.

Median Age in Texas Counties, 2000

Figure 1.6, Median Age in Texas Counties, illustrates Grayson
County’s median age in respect to the rest of the state of Texas,
according to the Texas State Data Center. Although it has been
rumored that Grayson County is one of the oldest counties in
Texas, as many as 100 Texas counties have a median age greater
than that of Grayson County ranging up to a high median age of
53 years. Grayson County (37.2 years as of 2000) does still have
an older median age than Texas (32.3) and the United States
(35.3).
Source: Texas State Data Center
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It will be interesting—and essential—to monitor, in coming years, whether
individuals within the current middle age population “bulge” choose to
remain in Sherman into retirement versus relocating elsewhere. If they do
stay, then this continued “graying” of the population, as is occurring
nationwide, will require even greater attention to the housing, transportation,
recreation, and health care needs of older residents. As of Census 2000, both
Sherman and all of Grayson County already had 15.1 percent of their
populations in the 65‐plus age group compared to 12.4 percent across the U.S.
Changing Employment and Economic Opportunities
Figure 1.7, Employment of Sherman Residents by Industry Type, confirms
that educational, health, and social services (22.1 percent); manufacturing
(19.3 percent); and retail trade (12.4 percent) offered the most significant
employment opportunities to local residents as of the 2000 Census. Of the
13 different industry types, these three constitute 54 percent of the total
employment for the local population, respectively (as of the 2000 Census).
Texas Workforce Commission data for 2007 showed that education and health
services accounted for 27.7 percent of countywide employment (compared to
22.3 percent statewide). Other significant sectors for the county in 2007
included trade, transportation, and utilities (21.9 percent—nearly identical to
the statewide level of 21.5 percent); manufacturing (14.4 percent versus
9.3 percent in Texas); and leisure and hospitality (10.3 percent versus
9.6 percent statewide). Significantly, natural resources and mining
contributed only 0.5 percent of countywide employment compared to
2.6 percent
Figure 1.7
across Texas.
Employment of Sherman Residents by Industry Type
Agric ulture,
Other servic es
(exc ept public

Public

forestry, fishing and

administration, 3.9%

hunting, and mining,
0.7%

administration), 4.3%

Construction, 6.3%
Arts, entertainment,
rec reation,

Manufacturing,

ac commodation and

19.3%

food servic es, 6.9%
Wholesale trade,
Educ ational, health

3.0%

and social servic es,
22.1%

Retail trade, 12.4%

Professional,
scientific ,
management,

Transportation and

administrative, and

warehousing, and

waste management
services, 6.6%

real estate, and rental
and leasing, 8.6%
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utilities, 3.4%

Finance, insuranc e,
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Information, 2.4%

Occupational data also from the 2000 Census showed the largest percentage
(16.3 percent) worked as administrative support; 13.8 percent had
professional positions; another 12.5 percent worked in sales and office jobs;
and 12.3 percent were in executive, administrative, management and
managerial positions. The remainder was divided among occupations
ranging from manufacturing positions to service and household functions.

Labor Force and Jobs
Sherman’s labor force size
and number of employed
persons have both been
relatively stable over the
last few years since 2005.
The labor force total
ranged from a low of
17,063 in 2007 to a high
of 17,317 for the first four
months of 2008. Over the
same period since 2005,
the unemployment rate in
Sherman has been on a
steady downward trend
(from 5.6 percent in 2005
to 4.875 percent, year to
date, through April 2008).
This is in line with the
statewide decline in
unemployment (5.4
percent in 2005 and
4.9 in 2006, 4.3 in 2007,
and 4.25 percent through
April 2008).

A Texas Workforce Commission analysis of the Texoma region, including
Cooke, Lamar, and Grayson Counties, gives a detailed view of the region’s
diverse and changing employment opportunities between 1990 and 2007.
A large and growing provider of jobs to the region is the educational services
industry, which increased by 63 percent since 1990 to provide almost 7,000 job
opportunities. Food Services is also a growing industry, increasing by
77 percent since 1990 to provide over 5,200 jobs. Trends also show that
several retail service occupations, specifically electronics related, are growing
rapidly in the region, replacing various industrial and manufacturing jobs.
During the public participation process for this plan, residents voiced concern
over the viability of retail and service jobs, which may not be well paying,
suggesting that this should not be the only type of economic development
occurring in Sherman.
Shifting Work Locations and Commuting Patterns
The fact that Sherman residents’ average commute time to work in 2000 was
19.9 minutes, according to the U.S. Census, indicates that most residents live
relatively close to work and face limited traffic congestion. Sherman is well
supplied with regional transportation infrastructure for automobile
commuting. Comparison cities such as Frisco (31 minutes), McKinney
(27.3 minutes), and Denton (22.6 minutes) all have greater mean travel times
to work. Even Grayson County (24.9 minutes), Texas (25.4 minutes) and the
nation (25.5 minutes) all have average commutes at least five minutes longer
than Sherman.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, the overall number of
residents in Grayson County that commute to jobs outside of the county has
been increasing substantially in recent decades. In 1970, only eight percent of
county residents commuted to a different county. As of 2000, over 20 percent
of county residents left the area for work. The counties that employ the most
Grayson County residents are Collin and Dallas, which both have had
increasing numbers coming from Grayson County since 1970.
Related journey‐to‐work data from 2000 show that the vast majority of
Sherman’s population (78.5 percent) traveled alone to work by automobile,
while 15.1 percent carpooled. Not surprisingly, given the limited options,
only 0.2 percent of Sherman residents used public transportation (which
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includes taxicabs). Another 2.2 percent of residents said they worked from
home, while 3.1 percent reported that they walked to work.
Changing Housing and Neighborhoods
As shown by Figure 1.8, Age of Housing, as of the 2000 Census, only
11.6 percent of Sherman’s housing units were built after 1990. Between 1990
and 2000, 1,729 homes were
added for 3,481 additional
residents.
In
contrast,
approximately 20 percent of
25.0%
Sherman’s Year 2000 housing
19.9%
stock was built from 1970 to 1980,
20.0%
16.3%
meaning 2,970 homes were
added for only 1,352 additional
15.0%
11.6%
people that decade.

Figure 1.8
Age of Housing

19.4%

21.9%

11.0%

10.0%

According to the 2000 Census,
5.0%
70.2 percent of Sherman housing
was single‐family (including
0.0%
mobile homes), whereas 29.7
percent
was
multi‐family
1990 to 1980 to 1970 to
(including
duplexes
and
1989
1979
Marc h
apartments). These single‐family
2000
percentages compare slightly
lower than state (75.5 percent)
and national (73.5 percent)
averages. Grayson County’s housing stock consists of 85.2 percent single‐
family and 14.8 percent multi‐family, which reflects the more extensive rural
areas the unincorporated county encompasses. It will be important to
evaluate the proper quantity, quality, and variety of housing needed for the
existing and future population of Sherman. As of 2000, 56.4 percent of
dwelling units in Sherman were owner occupied, and 43.6 percent were
renter occupied.
Another interesting data item from the decennial census involves the tenure
and relative turnover of the local population, which is determined by asking
where people lived five years earlier. In Sherman’s case, 44.7 percent of
residents in 2000 reported that they lived in the same house as in 1995.
Another 29.3 percent had lived elsewhere in Grayson County, 14.8 percent
had resided in other parts of Texas, and 8.6 percent had lived outside of Texas
(with 2.6 percent living abroad in 1995).
Regional Coordination on Economic Development, Transportation
Regional elements, such as the economy and transportation, also have a
tremendous impact on Sherman and therefore need to be addressed similar to
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Household Size
As of Census 2000, the
average household size in
Sherman was
2.42 persons, which
compared to 2.5 for all of
Grayson County,
2.59 nationally, and
2.7 statewide.

Extent of Poverty
The U.S. Census Bureau
estimated that 13.5
percent of all Grayson
County residents (15,328
persons) were living in
poverty status in 2005—
and 18.6 percent of all
those under age 18. The
latest poverty data at the
city level is from 1999,
showing 9.6 percent of
families and 13.3 percent
of all individuals (4,401
persons) living in poverty.

local issues. One regional economic development driver is the Blalock
Industrial Park, which the Sherman Economic Development Corporation
(SEDCO) has managed since 1990. This area provides important industrial
jobs for not only Sherman residents but for all neighboring areas.
Geographically, there are key areas (such as U.S. Highway 75 and FM 691)
which are shared between cities and need cooperation with neighbors to
ensure effective and positive outcomes. The Grayson County Airport is one
location that is underutilized by Sherman and the surrounding region. The
open land at the airport provides opportunity for industrial developments.
Transportation is another critical regional issue which relies on cooperation
with neighboring jurisdictions and other agencies for progress. Creating
thoroughfares between Highways 56 and 82 and 289 are possible
improvements, for example, that Sherman cannot tackle alone. The ongoing
expansion of Highway 289 is another example of cooperation with the County
and State to provide necessary improvements. In the end, both the State and
County gain from the transaction. To come up with a feasible plan for road
improvements, questions pertaining to funding, implementation, and
associated development regulation need to be addressed by all affected
interests to achieve mutually beneficial outcomes.
In the past, the Interurban railway made hourly trips to Dallas from Sherman.
Currently, Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) has the right‐of‐way and track
that extends from Allen to Sherman. Coordination between Dallas, Allen,
McKinney, Sherman, and any other potentially affected community would
influence progress towards a common public transit goal.

Plan Development
To facilitate the process of updating this Comprehensive Plan, the City
engaged Kendig Keast Collaborative, urban planning consultants, and
appointed a broadly representative Comprehensive Plan Advisory
Committee to work with City officials, staff, residents, and the consultants.
Over the course of a one‐year period, a variety of public outreach and
involvement activities were conducted, background studies were completed,
and individual elements of the plan were drafted, reviewed, and refined to
produce a document for public and official consideration. The plan is
organized in the following manner:
Chapter 1, Introduction & Vision
This chapter explains the purpose of community planning and the
value that will be accrued from undertaking a comprehensive
planning process in Sherman and its extraterritorial planning area.
The chapter also focuses on compiling and summarizing meaningful
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information on key community indicators, trends/shifts and context,
and similar data compilations already available through other area
entities and websites. The chapter also documents the public
participation activities that served as the foundation of the planning
process.
Chapter 2, Urban Design & Land Use
This chapter assesses the community’s long‐range development
outlook and provides a vision for the future physical development of
Sherman and preferred growth areas in its extraterritorial
jurisdiction. It serves as the City’s policy for managing new
development and redevelopment, preserving valued areas and lands,
and protecting the integrity of neighborhoods, while also
safeguarding and enhancing community image and aesthetics.
It provides necessary guidance to enable sound decision making
about the compatibility and appropriateness of individual
developments within the context of the larger community.
The urban design component of this chapter looks first to
development form and secondly to the aesthetic treatments that
improve the appearance of the visual environment. The primary
concern in development form is whether it helps to create an
environment that is both functional and attractive.
Chapter 3, Growth Management & Capacity
This chapter outlines methods by which the community can
effectively manage its future development in a wise and fiscally
responsible manner. It includes an assessment of the City’s utility
infrastructure and public service capacities, both for serving today’s
community as well as future development and population. It then
outlines policies regarding how the City intends to accommodate
growth and new development to ensure efficient land and roadway
network utilization, orderly extension of public services, and
achievement of a desired urban form and character over the coming
decades.
The chapter essentially examines the City’s capacity to sustain its
current and support future development, including evaluations of
infrastructure capacities, facility needs, and demands. Additionally,
it includes strategies and recommended mechanisms for managing
the pattern of growth within the City’s ETJ.
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Chapter 4, Transportation
This chapter addresses community wide mobility needs on all levels,
from sidewalks and trails, to local streets and neighborhood access, to
arterial roadways and highways, local and regional airports, and
public transit and freight movement. This long range transportation
plan is to be used as a guide for preserving rights‐of‐way and
upgrading and extending the network of arterial and collector roads
and highways in an efficient manner. This should be done concurrent
with ongoing development and consistent with the urban form and
community character objectives contained in the Urban Design and
Land Use chapter.
Chapter 5, Conservation & Natural Resources
This chapter focuses on the conservation of key natural resources that
are important to the economic health, quality of life, and
sustainability of Sherman. The assessment includes the area’s land,
water, and air resources as well as areas of wildlife habitat, prime
agricultural land, and significant natural vegetation. Policies are
recommended to ensure sensitive planning and development
practices, as well as the protection of life and property from the
adverse impacts of natural disasters.
Chapter 6, Parks & Recreation
The City’s Parks and Recreation Master Plan from 2005 is
incorporated into this chapter through the inventory and analysis of
existing parks, facilities, and recreational resources. This assessment
is meant to ensure that the City “catches up” on any deficiencies in
the provision of parks and recreation areas and facilities; that existing
facilities are consistent with the community’s preferences; and that
future land acquisition and facility improvements keep pace with
new development. The chapter also includes a conceptual trail
network map.
Chapter 7, Housing & Neighborhoods
This chapter offers an analysis of the area housing market to evaluate
the existing housing stock and assess current and future housing
needs of area residents. This includes the potential location, scale and
mix of future residential development and redevelopment, as well as
consideration of factors and amenities that may be impacting
home buying decisions and preferences. The design and character of
neighborhoods is also considered within the context of the City’s
current development regulations and the impact this has on housing
development, infill potential, community form, land use
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compatibility, and connectivity – as well as the community’s
economic development potential and livability for residents.
Chapter 8, Community Facilities & Cultural Services
The purpose of this chapter is to recognize and ensure the continued
protection and enhancement of the cultural resources and leisure
opportunities available to the citizens of Sherman. Assets such as the
public library, arts and humanities offerings, historic sites and
structures, and programs and services for seniors are all essential to
local quality of life and economic development. Public services such
as police and fire are also assessed in this chapter.
Chapter 9, Economic Development
This chapter provides a set of goals, strategies, and implementation
actions for both strengthening and diversifying the economy.
Current conditions are assessed and policies recommended for
growing the community in a way that is both feasible and compatible
with Sherman’s character. These policies outline ways to support and
retain existing businesses, attract and grow new job creating
businesses, and train the communityʹs workforce for current and
future labor needs—all with a view toward achieving improved
livability.
Of particular importance to economic development are the physical
planning components that contribute to Sherman’s readiness to
accommodate new development and reinvestment.
Key
considerations include the provision of sufficient space in appropriate
locations for commercial business parks and industrial development;
adequate public facilities and services; available, quality housing; and
a high quality living environment for all residents of the community.
Chapter 10, Implementation
This final chapter utilizes the recommendations of the individual plan
elements to consolidate an overall strategy for implementing the
Comprehensive Plan, particularly for the highest priority initiatives
that will be first on the community’s action agenda. Specific tasks are
cited which must be accomplished to achieve the community’s vision
and goals.
The CPAC reviewed, discussed, and provided input to each of the
plan elements, with additional input from various community
stakeholders. Following a joint workshop between the City Council
and the Planning and Zoning Commission to consider plan
implementation priorities, plan adoption occurred after a City
Council public hearing on the final proposed plan.
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Additional Information
Additional indicator data and background information on Sherman is
available from the following sources:

Data Availability
This Comprehensive Plan
was prepared toward the
end of a decade. This is
when one-of-a-kind data
from the last decennial
U.S. Census is growing
increasingly out of date
and data from the next
census is still up to five
years away. In the
meantime, results from
the last census (cited as
1999 or 2000 data in this
chapter) is still, in many
cases, the best source of
data about
socioeconomic
conditions at the local
community level.

♦

City of Sherman official website:
http://www.cityofsherman.org/

♦

Sherman Economic Development Corporation:
http://www.sedco.org/

♦

Sherman Chamber of Commerce:
http://www.shermanchamber.us/

♦

Sherman Department of Tourism:
http://www.shermantx.org/

♦

Grayson County:
http://www.co.grayson.tx.us/

♦

Sherman‐Denison Metropolitan Planning Organization:
http://www.sdmpo.org/

♦

Texas State Data Center:
http://www.txsdc.utsa.edu/

♦

Texas Workforce Commission, Labor Market Information:
http://www.tracer2.com/

♦

U.S. Bureau of the Census, American FactFinder website:
http://factfinder.census.gov/home/saff/main.html?_land=en
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SHERMAN
C o m p r e h e n si v e
P l a n
2 0 0 9

Urban Design
and Land Use
Chapter 2

Some residents voiced their desire to see the enhancement of the historic
Downtown center and the adjacent residential areas; the integrity of existing
neighborhoods maintained; more housing options developed in future
subdivisions; provision of quality landscaping; preservation of open space;
and achievement of attractive and functional corridors and districts. In
many ways, residents seek to recapture the small city atmosphere that is not
being effectively implemented in new development. In other cases, there is
a need to raise the bar in existing developments so that the future conditions
are equal or better to those of the past. While it is impossible to return to the
past, there is much hope that future development can respect and support
many of the community character features that residents value.

Introduction
There is resident support to translate these small city values into strategies to
achieve tangible results and preferred development outcomes. This may be
accomplished through a series of recommended programs, ordinances, and
capital projects, as well as through implementation of the Future Land Use &
Character Plan, which visually portrays the intended pattern and character of
future development.
Sherman’s history as a free‐standing community dates back to its very origins
as a North Texas crossroad. The City’s development continued over the years
until Sherman became the economic engine of the County, and the
surrounding land uses changed as more growth occurred. There has always
been a sense of “place” associated with Sherman as a city and a destination.

2.1
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This identity stands as a stark contrast to suburbs that blend together without
much distinction or character. As the Metroplex expansion continues in the
direction of Sherman, it creates greater impact on the land use patterns in
Sherman. The housing and job markets that were once too far away to create
more than a ripple in the local economy are now within an easy morning
commute. In terms of urban design and land use patterns, this change has
created both opportunities and challenges for Sherman. These issues that
relate to urban design, land use, redevelopment, historic preservation, and
appearance are addressed in this plan chapter.
Historically, Sherman has functioned as a
market for goods and employment while
retaining its own identity. The Courthouse
Square provides a central area of urban
style development as well as commercial
opportunities.

Since the last comprehensive plan in 1998, Sherman has
periodically considered more targeted needs and strategies
through special studies and plans prepared for particular
districts, corridors, and unique areas of the community. The
challenge for today and the years ahead is to come to
consensus on how best to accomplish the continuing vision of a
well‐planned and highly attractive community, balancing
private interests and public prerogatives in the process.
As Sherman enters a new phase of ongoing growth and land
development activity, it is more critical than ever to plan for
orderly accommodation of additional residents, homes, and
businesses and the traffic, housing, recreational, and public
service demands they will bring. Municipal government, in
particular, must position itself to be responsive and meet the
level‐of‐service expectations of new citizens in the community,
as well as the needs of longtime residents.

Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to establish the necessary policy guidance that
enables the City to plan effectively for future growth and development, while
keeping in mind the existing land use context. Sound planning is essential to
ensure that the community is not only prepared for serving anticipated
infrastructure needs, but also for establishing and preserving community
character. Ensuring high quality development is as critical as providing the
pipes underground and laying new streets in a neighborhood.
The concepts of land use and community character are integral to other
components of the Comprehensive Plan. For instance, the transportation
network provides access to land, which influences the type and density of
development. The proximity or lack of utilities can also dictate the amount,
location, and timing of development. Design and development character
impact community aesthetics and, thus, the perceptions held by area
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residents and those considering investment in the community. Proximity to
public facilities can impact public health and safety at specific locations and,
as a result, impact the development potential of an area.
This urban design and land use chapter is divided into three sections:
⇒ Discussion of trends affecting development opportunities in
Sherman.
⇒ Recommended goals, objectives, and actions for retaining and
enhancing Sherman’s community character.
⇒ Existing and future land use analysis and discussion.

Community Character
Community character relates to the use of land, but, more
importantly, translates to the design characteristics that
influence the “look and feel” of development. Instead of
simply identifying the land use, such as commercial, a
determination of an area’s character more distinctly defines
the intensity of development and the design features that
contribute to its specific nature and appeal. For instance, a
traditional downtown with a grid street pattern, streets with
sidewalks and street furniture, smaller‐sized lots, and mature
trees is distinctly different in character—even though both are
commercial in use—from a contemporary highway
commercial strip that features curvilinear streets with curb
and gutter, large parking areas, towering signage aimed at
passing automobiles, and smaller, newly planted trees.

The same land use comes in many different
contexts. A commercial use in the
Downtown is much different than an
identical commercial use along Texoma
Parkway. This Plan encourages that
development regulations guide future
buildings to fit into the existing fabric.

It is this combination of basic land use and the physical
characteristics of such use that more accurately determine the
real compatibility and quality of development, as opposed to
just land use alone. Aesthetic enhancements such as the
design of buildings, landscaping and screening, sign control,
and site amenities also contribute to enhanced community
character.
The community character approach can be applied to the
typical range of land use types. Examples include:
• a single‐family home situated on a relatively large lot,
with many mature trees and substantial separation
from neighboring homes, versus a single‐family
bungalow on a small, narrow lot with rear‐alley access
and minimal yard space or vegetation;
• a master‐planned business park in a campus‐like setting versus an
office building on a site dominated by surface parking;
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“storefront” shops and small cafes in a walkable, “neighborhood
commercial” setting versus “big box” stores and associated pad‐site
restaurants and retailers in a large‐scale shopping center with
extensive surface parking and minimal landscaping;
a manufacturing facility that is on a large site accented by mature
trees and landscaping versus an intensive industrial operation, with
significant outdoor activity and unscreened equipment and storage;
or
a public library or community center that is designed to be
compatible with the surrounding residential neighborhood versus a
municipal public works maintenance and storage site that is as
intensive as most private industrial sites in the community.

Industrial uses even contribute to the local
urban context and add different
characters. The industries located in the
Blalock Industrial Park are built to a
campus-style standard while others are
typical of an active industrial corridor.
Industrial uses that are out of character with
their surroundings can create an adverse
impact on the neighborhood, as
exemplified by the gravel storage site on
Lamar Street near a Downtown gateway.

Therefore, examined in this chapter is the basic use of land in
Sherman, along with the character of neighborhoods,
commercial areas and corridors, and undeveloped and rural
settings. This includes such factors as density (generally
determined by lot and building size), building setbacks,
building height, lot coverage, levels of open space, and the
amount of vegetation or volume of landscaping. This approach
allows the formulation of standards to achieve the desired
character in newly‐developing areas, redevelopment and infill
areas, and areas where a more rural atmosphere is desired for
the long term. Character districts better portray the intended
outcomes of development, which offers assurance to
neighboring property owners and allows quantification of the
associated development impacts (population density, traffic
generation, water and wastewater demands, etc.).

Issues and Opportunities
Throughout the planning process, a number of issues and
concerns were expressed related to urban design, development,
corridor appearance, and redevelopment efforts in Sherman.
These discussions formed the basis of the following issue
statements, along with analysis of existing conditions, review of
Sherman’s current development ordinances, and examination of
the City’s planning and development process—all within the
context of recent development patterns. Following the
identification of the key issues is a set of community goals and
objectives, along with discussion of necessary implementation
steps.
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Ensuring that Future Growth Respects Sherman’s Traditional Small City
Character
The freestanding city form has been reflective of Sherman’s development
pattern over the past 100 years. Sherman has consisted mainly
Sherman has strengthened its character
of a compact network of neighborhoods situated at the
over its entire history. With such a resource
crossroads of Highways 75, 56, 82, and 11, and the existing
available, it is important to protect the
railways. Over the years, the City has grown to 42.2 square
existing character in neighborhoods and
miles and has a population approaching 40,000 residents. The
the Downtown. Looking ahead,
economic engines of the nearby Dallas‐Fort Worth Metroplex
improvements to character should be
and local industry will continue to spur long‐term population
encouraged in future neighborhoods
and commercial nodes.
growth and the development of new subdivisions. This
changes the once rural landscape—for good. To ensure high‐
quality development, Sherman must take a proactive stance to
maintain its desirable qualities. Otherwise, the highly valued
small‐town character will give way to becoming an edgeless
city‐suburb. The early signs of this transition are starting to
appear with new growth occurring on the western and
northwestern fringe of the City. Many residents indicated that
the small city character was a critical element in their decision
to move to Sherman or continue living in Sherman, and they
want that character to be retained even as the City grows.
Citizens treasure those features that make Sherman an
attractive living environment, including: a compact
community form, smaller‐scale development, significant open
spaces, attractive street trees/landscaping, access to recreation
opportunities, highly livable neighborhoods, an historic
downtown, and distinct separation from the Metroplex
provided by the surrounding rural environs, among others.
Therefore, any alteration of these valued assets is considered a
compromise to the City’s character.
Respecting Sherman’s existing neighborhoods and commercial
centers will be critical in the future. Over the 20‐year horizon
of this Comprehensive Plan, much of the readily developable
land in the central area of Sherman will be effectively built
out. Remaining undeveloped lands will include sites far
outside the developed core of the City or consist of hard to
develop parcels that face development constraints. As this
occurs, the focus will shift somewhat from new development
to maintenance of recent investment and redevelopment of
older sites and structures.
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The character of the
Downtown and nearby
historic neighborhoods
greatly contribute to
Sherman’s sense of place.
As a city that evolved
independently, there is
much pride and value in
these local placemaking
features.

Key planning considerations for the enhancement of small city character, as
addressed by Goal 2.1, include:
1. Considering adoption of character‐based versus traditional, use‐
based standards for Sherman’s development ordinances.
2. Evaluating existing landscape standards to ensure that they are
producing appropriate landscape designs for neighborhoods.
3. Evaluating the land use and transportation connections in existing
and future neighborhoods so that there is adequate connectivity to
local destinations (e.g., parks, schools, shopping, etc.).
4. Amending the development regulations to allow for increased
flexibility. Regulations can also provide incentives related to certain
development types that are appealing to residents, such as
development clustering and conservation development types.
Rejuvenating the Downtown Main Street Area
Residents identify with Downtown and would like to see it preserved and
improved. However, as traffic volumes continue to increase along other state
highways and new commercial areas introduce a competing market, they see
its function eroding and its distinctive community identity slowly
disappearing. Downtown property owners and tenants articulated this
perspective based upon the decay of physical infrastructure in the Downtown
and the drop‐off in commercial activity. Therefore, Sherman must make a
deliberate choice as to the revival and redevelopment of the area. There was
both optimism and concern voiced at the community meetings, with a general
preference to see the City’s center preserved, enhanced, and better connected
to surrounding areas.
To help sustain and enlarge the City center, there is an opportunity to
enhance the streetscape and infrastructure near the Downtown while also
pursuing economic development activities. Any new City investment should
help stabilize Downtown and serve as a catalyst and anchor for
redevelopment. Its design could also reinforce the historic urban character
and set the stage for an improved district identity. This and other
redevelopment initiatives may warrant near‐term action to solidify the City’s
long‐term interests.
Key planning considerations for the development of an economically viable,
historic downtown, as addressed by Goal 2.2, include:
1. Preserving and enhancing the quality of the buildings in the
Downtown through redevelopment or structural and/or façade
improvements.
2. Identifying local, state, or national historical district designations that
could allow for grants and preservation design guidelines.
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3.
4.
5.

Evaluating existing streetscape and landscape linkages to ensure that
they are connecting Downtown with adjacent areas.
Capitalizing on “placemaking” opportunities through Downtown
gateway and signage improvements.
Completing more targeted planning studies for the Downtown and
its fringe areas that will set a course toward greater economic
development opportunities.

Improving Urban Design, Appearance, and Gateways
The appearance of Sherman is the single most evident glimpse of its economic
vitality, resident pro‐activeness, and civic pride. The initial impression is
formed by the quality of development, property upkeep, condition of public
facilities, amount and quality of open spaces, and the design of roadways and
other public buildings and infrastructure. Visual appeal reinforces the quality
of life for those who reside in Sherman, as well as the
The rolling, green landscape that separates
experience of those making their first visit to the City. The
Sherman from other cities is treasured by
idea of “curb appeal” matters to both prospective residents
residents and visitors alike. At the community
looking for housing and high school students making an
forums, many residents commented on the
need to preserve these corridors from
exploratory trip to Austin College. Many current residents
rampant growth. As the saying goes,
think that the corridor quality can and should be improved.
“There is only one chance to make
a first impression.”
The City can enact policies and standards that influence the
quality of Sherman’s natural and built environments. Without
a plan to accentuate corridors, special districts,
neighborhoods, and open spaces, there will be a sense of
“sameness” in the community, with little to distinguish it from
the county or other communities. This concern was voiced by
residents at public forums as they spoke about their initial
impressions of Sherman and how many of those impressions
were negative as a result of the entranceway or corridor
appearance upon entering the City. There was a general
sentiment that the standards for open space and corridor
design could be raised so that future visitors find Sherman to
be an attractive, welcoming environment.
Key planning considerations for enhancing urban design, appearance, and
gateways, as addressed by Goal 2.3, include:
1. Further developing signature gateways at key thresholds to the City,
Downtown, neighborhoods, and business corridors.
2. Defining the character of future development adjacent to existing
neighborhoods through the land use classifications reflected on the
Future Land Use & Character Plan.
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Preparing commercial corridor and small area enhancement plans
focusing on transportation, streetscape, and signage design
improvements.

Goals, Objectives, and Action
Recommendations
The following goals, objectives, and recommended actions were formulated
to specifically address the issues and needs outlined above. The goals reflect
the overall vision of the community, which may be achieved by pursuing the
objectives and acting on the recommendations. It is important to
Commercial design standards can address
note that these are also general statements of policy that may be
many issues related to the site design and
cited when reviewing development proposals and be used in
aesthetics of the building, parking lot, and
loading areas. In the examples below from
making important community investment decisions regarding
the Wal-mart in McKinney, an intense buffer
the provision and timing of facilities and services.
is used around the loading areas and the
rear of the building. Similar standards
GOAL 2.1: Enhanced community character in Sherman.
should be added to the Sherman
ordinance.
⇒ Add standards to the existing zoning and subdivision ordinances
that directly address community character (and not just land use)
to enable new development to conform to the desires of residents,
while providing additional clarity to applicants.
1. Consider adoption of standards that provide additional
certainty regarding the community character that must
be created or protected as sites are developed or
redeveloped in Sherman. Character‐based standards
allow a range of development options on individual
properties, but with the application of specific
standards to ensure compatibility for adjacent uses with
different development intensities. This permits a
greater mixing of land uses within a community,
subject to integrated design and compatibility
standards.
2. Add bufferyard provisions and incentive‐based
mechanisms to mitigate adverse impacts of adjoining
uses and protect and maintain the character of both.
This is particularly important in outlying and growth
areas where increasing development causes character to
change.
3. Consider adopting design standards related to large‐scale commercial
and/or industrial development (e.g., over 40,000 square feet).
Standards can address the building size, roof, and skyline; materials
and design elements; loading and storage placement and screening;
open space and streetscape areas; landscaping; and signage.
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Industrial district standards can differentiate between outer
elevations (those with street frontage and visibility to the public) and
interior elevations (those shielded or screened from public view via
building orientation, location, or design). Truck loading and exterior
storage areas should be effectively screened and buffered if near
residential uses or public rights‐of‐way.
4. Emphasize neighborhood integrity and protection
Site design standards can also include the
more than ever as both residential structures and
parking lot design and buffering. In the
example below, a surface parking lot is
streets and other local infrastructure continue to age.
landscaped in the space between the
parking
stalls and the sidewalk. Another
⇒ Update existing landscape and screening standards in the
image illustrates the connection between
subdivision and zoning ordinances to ensure that new
the parking lot and the sidewalk. The bottom
developments contribute to community character and do not
image demonstrates the use of buffer strips
negatively impact existing developments.
in the parking lot to separate rows and
provide greenery.
1. Require additional street and front yard trees in all
new subdivisions, which must be coordinated with
utility placement. These trees would be in addition to
those required per lot, as well as those required for
open spaces and parking lots associated with high‐
density development.
2. Create buffering and screening provisions for large
residential developments (25+ homes), multi‐family,
and commercial sites. A menu of buffering options
should be created dependent upon the intensity of
adjacent uses and varying site conditions. This allows
the applicant to choose the means of compliance
versus a one‐size‐fits‐all standard.
3. Require screening along all parking and vehicular use
areas that have frontage on public street rights‐of‐way
and major entrance drives. The screening may include
shrubbery, earthen berms, walls, or a combination.
4. Soften the harsh image created by walls and fences
that separate uses. Currently, most commercial uses
are separated from adjoining uses by the exclusive
means of a wall or chain link fence. This can be
particularly bland and unattractive when the
adjoining use is a single‐family home. The zoning
ordinance should require that future walls and fences
be complemented by landscaping to provide a softer
buffer than currently exists.
5. Establish minimum parking lot setback requirements
to form a streetscape green adjacent to street rights‐of‐
way, with sufficient width (minimum five to eight
feet) to accommodate monument signs, trees, and
parking lot screening.
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While the Downtown has
an adequate urban
design base upon which
to build, there are
opportunities to explore
with redevelopment.
One such existing
redevelopment option is
shown below. Likewise,
two past successes are
illustrated along Travis
Street.

Establish requirements for raised islands within parking areas (such
as one island of a specified size for each 15 to 20 parking spaces), with
specifications for canopy trees, shrubbery, and groundcover on these
islands.
Require site design and planning standards for temporary uses.
Furthermore, specify the percentage of site area that may be used for
these uses and display of outdoor merchandise, as well as its location
on the site, enclosure separating it from other use areas, and the
height of stacked materials, among other applicable requirements.

⇒ Promote multimodal circulation options and create connectivity between
subdivisions as is typical in traditional neighborhood development.
1. Promote development practices that result in highly walkable
neighborhoods, meaning there is a mixture of uses within convenient
distance so that automobiles are not essential for relatively short trips.
2. Require sidewalks in new developments as a means for pedestrian
connections to neighboring developments. Nearby destinations
should have sidewalk connections so that residents can conveniently
access on foot (or by bike) a nearby school, adjoining subdivision,
park, or business.
3. Ensure adequate infrastructure and capital budget support of
multimodal projects that will result in added infill development on
scattered remaining parcels. An example of a strategic multimodal
investment is the ongoing reconstruction and improvement of
Brockett Street.
GOAL 2.2: Expanded opportunities for redevelopment and economic growth
in the Downtown, while respecting the existing historic character.
⇒ Continue to support development that compliments the historic nature of
Downtown.
1. Rather than the current approach of exempting the Central Business
Area from various zoning ordinance provisions, create a CBD zoning
district with customized standards for this area consistent with the
direction of this Comprehensive Plan. Areas of historic value should
be maintained and enhanced in accordance with preservation
guidelines and development standards.
2. Explore the use of additional standards that follow the style of
existing Downtown development, including requirements related to:
a. zero front and side yard setbacks;
b. minimum building height of two stories (still retain maximum of
six stories);
c. entrances and architecture focused on the street front;
d. building exteriors;
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e. street trees and landscaped planters in sidewalk;
f. site lighting; and
g. signs and awnings.
Encourage residential uses on the second story or as part of a mixed‐
use site.

⇒ Identify local, state, or national historical district designations that could allow
for grants and preservation design guidelines.
1. Consider Downtown for designation as a Federal‐
Contributing buildings are those that give
and/or State‐registered historic Downtown.
The
the historic district a special character, as in
“district” should be a contiguous area that has
the residential and non-residential examples
definitive boundaries denoted on a parcel map.
below, as compared to a non-contributing
building such as a recently built gas station
2. Designate a local historical district with boundaries
with an entirely contemporary design.
that capture contributing buildings identified in a
historical survey. This local historical district could be
further protected through the development of special
design review guidelines and procedures.
3. Continue to offer additional financial assistance
options for property owners through a façade
rehabilitation program that facilitates improvements
to historic buildings. This program should involve,
but not be limited to, low‐interest loans, grants,
technical assistance, and/or an expedited approval for
façade or sign improvements. Such projects should be
promoted in press notices and marketing materials, as
well as on the City’s website.
4. Amend standards and guidelines for a Historic Board
that relate to development, reconstruction, and
additions to buildings within the boundaries of the
district. These standards may supplement current
Historic Board decisions to ensure the historic
integrity of the district. The provisions should also
address prohibited and allowable demolitions.
⇒ Evaluate existing streetscape and landscape connections to
ensure that they are producing appropriate design linkages for
the Downtown.
1. Establish connections between the Downtown and Municipal center
area along Travis Street that accentuate street “enclosure” and create
public space. As one resident said at a community forum, “These two
areas are like a dumbbell and there needs to be a connection between
them.”
2. Consider developing pedestrian‐focused cross streets that will open
up new areas in all directions from Courthouse Square. The limits of
this area could be expanded to encompass potential redevelopment
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Directional and
interpretive signage can
improve a user
experience. Also, they can
make better use of
resources and educate
residents about historical
features. The McKinney
examples below illustrate
the power of signage. An
existing wayfinding and
signage example from
Sherman is at the bottom.

areas or incorporate existing properties. For instance, it could extend
to the north/south of Travis Street and Crockett Street, as well as the
east/west thoroughfares of Houston/Lamar Streets, to allow
development adjacent to the traditional downtown corridor. This is a
sizeable area that offers potential for expanding and strengthening
the Downtown.
⇒ Capitalize on “placemaking” and ”wayfinding” opportunities through
Downtown gateway and signage improvements.
1. Create entry enhancements to form a sense of arrival into the
Downtown. Aside from a traditional downtown building form, there
is currently only one physical feature—the Sherman banners—that
distinguishes the historic Downtown from any other area of the
community. As a result, it blends into the urban fabric rather than
emerging as a “place” within the larger community.
2. Use landmark design elements and other unifying streetscape
treatments to form an edge that demarcates the definitive boundaries
of the Downtown. This may include unique streetscaping, signage,
lighting, monumentation, or other features.
3. Install a network of wayfinding signs in the community to direct
visitors to the Downtown and pedestrians to individual sites within
the Downtown area such as City Hall, parking areas, County Jail,
restaurants and shopping, etc.
4. Use building design techniques, covered walkways, and other
treatments to minimize the effects of weather on downtown patrons
and visitors. These improvements will not only create a visual cue of
a pedestrian‐friendly atmosphere, but also contribute to the physical
comfort of workers, residents, and visitors.
5. Work with the Downtown Redevelopment Committee on projects as
a means to leverage private investment. Any Downtown efforts
would need to be supported and led by the Downtown business
community.
6. Continue utilizing funding mechanisms, such as a Tax Increment
Financing (TIF) district, for proposed Downtown improvements.
7. Improve transportation access to the Downtown through well‐
marked visitor parking and a bus drop‐off area. Convenient parking
spaces and signage are required for automobiles, as well as
pedestrian connections for visitors to reach local stores and other
Downtown destinations.
8. Improve existing land and/or buildings, possibly in partnership with
other local private and public entities such as the Sherman Economic
Development Corporation (SEDCO). The initial success of the facade
program lends itself to further investment.
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⇒ Identify future planning studies for the Downtown and the Downtown fringe
area that will allow for greater economic development opportunities.
1. Complete a Downtown economic development study to determine
future business opportunities for the Downtown and evaluate
options for future redevelopment. Retaining viable businesses in the
Downtown is essential since it contributes to the lifeblood of the City.
2. Prepare a Downtown Master Plan extending from Courthouse Square
and the immediate streets in the Downtown area. The plan should
identify the potential form of development/redevelopment, along
with improvements relating to streets and parking areas, vehicular
and pedestrian access and circulation, streetscaping and amenities,
signage and lighting, and infrastructure upgrades. Furthermore, it
should establish implementation priorities and identify possible
funding sources and financing options.
3. Improve housing structures and general neighborhood conditions in
areas around Downtown through infrastructure reinvestment,
housing rehabilitation, and compatible infill development, as well as
by providing technical site
Travis Street and Mulberry Streets provide the potential linkage
design assistance.
between the Courthouse Square and the Arts and Cultural
4. Intensify efforts to revive and/or
districts of downtown Sherman, as illustrated below in the design
promote re‐use of vacant and
workshop exercise.
obsolete retail and industrial
properties.
GOAL 2.3: Improved urban design and
aesthetics along major corridors and at
gateways.
⇒ Create signature gateways at key
thresholds to the City, Downtown,
neighborhoods, and business corridors.
1. Consider the design and phased
construction
of
signature
gateways in the following
locations:
a. Downtown gateways;
b. Highway
75
gateways
(north and south);
c. Reserved location at 289 and
82; and
d. Along Highways 56 and 82,
both east and west.
2. Consider enhanced gateway
treatments with more significant
monuments, landscaping, and
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lighting at the locations with the greatest visibility. These may be
constructed by the City or, potentially, sponsored and coordinated
with adjacent private development or community organizations.
Integrate gateway and other street enhancements (lighting, signage,
landscaping, street furniture, paths, etc.) into programmed capital
improvement projects. Enhancements may also include pavement
colors and patterns at intersections, crosswalk textures (particularly
in pedestrian environments), ornamental street fixtures (signal poles
and mast arms), unique signage, added green space, land contouring,
street trees, and pedestrian paths and amenities. Coordination with
TxDOT will be required for state routes.
Initiate redevelopment and enhancement projects at entrances to the
community and major corridors leading to the Downtown (notably
Travis, Crockett, Houston, and Lamar Streets), including public
infrastructure improvements and strict enforcement of code
violations. The City may consider a grant or low‐interest loan
program for qualifying private enhancement projects.

⇒ Prepare commercial corridor and small area enhancement plans focusing on
beautification, streetscape, and signage design improvements. This can apply to
existing corridors, as well as corridors that will be the site of future
developments.
1. Identify commercial and residential properties that are experiencing,
or at risk for experiencing, disinvestment and decline. Special
emphasis should be placed on sites along commercial corridors and
near the Downtown. Subsequently, establish targeted infrastructure
improvement programs, funding and incentive programs, and
administrative assistance to aid in their redevelopment and aesthetic
improvement. In some cases and/or strategic locations, public
acquisition may need to be considered.
2. Adopt and enforce provisions that reduce blighting influences along
corridors and in neighborhoods, including:
a. Unsecured vacant structures that are open to vandals and the
elements.
b. Removal of junk, abandoned vehicles, and other derelict items
from yards and alleys.
c. Frequent parking of cars, boats, trailers, and/or recreational
vehicles on grass in front of homes.
d. Illegal dumping and trash accumulation.
e. Illegal placement of temporary signs on public and private
property.
3. Create a pro‐active program for handling the condemnation,
demolition, and rehabilitation of substandard structures and
underdeveloped property. Revise local health, building, and
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development codes, as needed, to streamline the process for
addressing unsafe or dilapidated structures and other health and
safety risks such as inoperable vehicles, weeds and heavy trash,
overgrown sites, and run‐down structures used for criminal activity.

Existing Land Use: Inventory and
Character Designations
Reflected in Map 2.1, Existing Land Use and Community Character, is not
only the current use of land in and around Sherman, but also the defined
character of this land use based on the classifications listed in Table 2.1,
Existing Land Use and Character.

Table 2.1, Existing Land Use and Character
City
Acreage

% of
Total

ETJ
Acreage

% of
Total

Total
Acreage

% of
Total

1,102.5

4.1%

2,528.4

5.6%

3,630.9

5.1%

Vacant

2,864.7

10.6%

403.5

0.9%

3,268.2

4.5%

Agricultural and Rural

13,180.6

48.8%

34,765.7

77.5%

47,946.3

66.7%

Countryside Residential

414.0

1.5%

2,558.8

5.7%

2,972.8

4.1%

Manufactured Homes

73.6

0.3%

38.7

0.1%

112.3

0.2%

1,152.4

4.3%

3,546.2

7.9%

4,698.6

6.5%

874.4

3.2%

68.8

0.2%

943.3

1.3%

Auto‐Urban Single‐Family Residential

2,178.2

8.1%

0.1

0.0%

2,178.3

3.0%

Auto‐Urban Multi‐Family Residential

217.0

0.8%

0.0

0.0%

217.0

0.3%

Designation
Natural

Estate Residential
Suburban Residential

Auto‐Urban Commercial

1,674.7

6.2%

461.0

1.0%

2,135.7

3.0%

Urban/Downtown

34.7

0.1%

0.0

0.0%

34.7

0.0%

Industrial

162.2

0.6%

63.6

0.1%

225.8

0.3%

Research & Business Park

988.0

3.7%

0.0

0.0%

988.0

1.4%

Public/Institutional

1,052.0

3.9%

229.0

0.5%

1,281.0

1.8%

Parks and Recreation

1,039.0

3.8%

201.3

0.4%

1,240.3

1.7%

TOTAL

27,008.0

44,865.1

Findings
o Sherman is comprised of approximately 27,008 acres (42.2 square
miles) as shown in Map 2.1. According to Table 2.1, Existing Land
Use and Character, nearly 67 percent of the land within the City and
ETJ is Agricultural and Rural, which includes unplatted parcels and
rights‐of‐way.
o The planning area outside of the City limits is predominantly
comprised of Agricultural and Rural character (34,766 acres) with a
couple pockets of Estate Residential (3,546 acres).
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71,873.2

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

Agricultural and Rural is the largest land use category, which
includes nearly half (48.8 percent) of the calculated land area within
the City. Suburban Residential (3.2 percent) and Auto‐Urban Single‐
Family Residential (8.1 percent) together account for roughly
11 percent of the total acreage within the City limits.
Auto‐Urban Commercial development contributes roughly
6.2 percent of the City’s land use, with most of this development
centered on major state highway corridors and at the interchange of
Highways 82 and 75. Downtown commercial land uses add a much
smaller fraction (less than one percent).
Even with Sherman’s significant business park sector, particularly at
Blalock Industrial Park, both industrial land uses account for
4.3 percent of all acreage in the City limits.
Public and Institutional uses, such as City Hall, contribute
approximately 1,052 acres or 3.9 percent of the City land area.
Recent urban development has primarily occurred in subdivisions on
the fringes of the City in the north and west. This includes new
subdivisions between Highway 82 and Highway 56, as well as
proposed developments in the northwest quadrant of the City.
Commercial development has occurred and is expected to continue
along the central corridors of Sherman near Highways 75 and 131.
This is in addition to the continued redevelopment in the Downtown.
The rural character surrounding Sherman on all sides offers a timely
opportunity to establish a definable edge to the community, thereby
avoiding a proliferation of strip commercial and industrial
development outside of the City limits.
Parks and Recreation accounts for 1,039 acres (3.8 percent) of all land
use within the City limits. This consists of land devoted to public
parks and other recreational lands.

Future Land Use and Character: Plan
and Policies
The essence of land use planning is a recognition that Sherman does not have
to wait and react to growth and development. Rather, it can determine where
growth will occur and what character this new development will reflect.
Through active community support, this plan will ensure that development
meets certain standards and, thus, contributes to achieving the desired
community character.
Sherman Future Land Use Plan
As a guide for land development and public improvements, the plan depicted
in Map 2.2, Future Land Use & Character Plan, captures and incorporates
into the City’s policies the community’s values regarding how, when, and
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where Sherman will grow over the course of the next two decades. This is
significant since the findings and recommendations contained in this plan
provide the basis for the City’s development ordinances as the primary tools
to implement the plan.

Implementation: Prudent Use of
Development Regulations
Directly associated with the implementation of this plan is the enactment of
appropriate incentives, standards, and regulations to ensure compliance with
the City’s policies and overall community vision. While regulations impose
certain restrictions on the use of land, in the interest of all persons and the
community as a whole, they are an essential component for realizing many of
the values and priorities expressed by individuals and groups during this
planning process. Regulations that are enacted must be reasonable, fair, and
equally applied – and effective in achieving a specific public purpose. There
must also be diligence in their enforcement so as to “maintain a level playing
field” and protect the interests of all persons and not just those who are
nearby or adjacent to the use.
There are a variety of methods available to enact control and, thus, manage
development in a responsible manner. The approach taken is fully in the
hands of the community and its leadership. While there are traditional means
that are common among other communities, there are also creative variations
that can be customized to address the specific issues and desired outcomes of
Sherman. The content of this chapter establishes a firm foundation and policy
framework to support whichever implementation strategy the community
chooses to pursue.
Preliminary Ordinance Issues and Proposed Changes
To ensure effective implementation of this core element of the
Comprehensive Plan, key code amendments and enhancements should be
considered. Perhaps of greatest importance is the need for additional detail
and targeted standards in both the zoning and subdivision ordinances. Other
code upgrades should better position the City to address and/or encourage:
•
•
•
•
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housing quality and diversity of housing types;
Downtown vitality and commercial/residential mixing;
development clustering and conservation design for resource
protection purposes;
development quality and compatibility through the use of site and
building design standards, particularly along high‐profile corridors;
and
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•

use of density bonuses and other incentives – and a streamlined
development approval process – for applicants who meet basic code
standards consistent with comprehensive plan policies and objectives.
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Another key factor besides the total population increase is the impact of the
growth upon the physical characteristics and scale of the City. While
Sherman’s population has been growing at a moderate pace, its total land
area as a city has expanded much more rapidly. This trend is noted in past
comprehensive plans and is visible in the present day by simply looking out
the window at the abundance of new development. However, there are
implications to this type of growth that should be examined and weighed
against other alternatives. There are choices to be made as Sherman
continues to grow. The primary question revolves around the manner and
location of this future growth.

Introduction
Over the course of the last 30 years, Sherman has experienced a stable rate of
growth, increasing nearly one percent per year (0.81 percent or about
275 persons per year). From an economic perspective, the increase in
population and corresponding employment growth is a positive indicator of
the community’s competitiveness and stability.
The pattern of growth and locations of service provisions are contributing
factors to a community’s fiscal well‐being. Since the 1978 Comprehensive
Plan, the overall form of development has become increasingly scattered
around the periphery of Sherman and throughout the City’s extraterritorial
jurisdiction (ETJ). A scattered growth pattern strains local government
resources—and can also undermine community character and individual
quality of life as traffic congestion appears in more locations, provision of
parks and other public facilities lags behind new growth, and older
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neighborhoods and retail areas lose their vitality. Anticipating yet more
population growth, Sherman must consider mechanisms to coordinate the
pattern and timing of development and to ensure cost efficiency in providing
public facilities and services. This means that Sherman must use all the tools
at its disposal to assume the role of a proactive, moderate‐growth city.

Purpose
This element clarifies the City’s policy regarding how growth and new
development will be accommodated. The central focus is how it should occur
in an orderly and beneficial manner while being consistent with other fiscal
and community considerations. Chief among these considerations are utility
infrastructure and public service capacities. Also important are efficient land
and roadway network utilization to achieve and maintain a desired urban
form and character. With regard to police and fire/rescue, the paramount
concern is the City’s ability to serve its current geographic area and residents
(Map 3.1, Fire Stations and Police Repeaters), while also preparing for the
service demands that will come with ongoing development and added
population.
In addition to incorporating planning considerations and guidance related to
the City’s basic infrastructure and public service responsibilities, this chapter
also establishes an overall framework for growth management. This
framework includes strategic directions as to the changes in policies and
practices that should be considered to better manage future growth and
development. The emphasis is on viable and practical solutions the City can
pursue to preserve its community character even as growth occurs, ensure
efficient provision of adequate public infrastructure and services, protect its
strategic community assets, and secure Sherman’s long‐term fiscal health.

Historic Growth Context
Reasons for Sherman’s Recent Growth Trends
There are several reasons why the recent pattern of growth has occurred in
and around Sherman, including, but not limited to, the following:
⇒ There is a trend to “greenfield” development due to the ease of development
approval, particularly since the City has no authority within its ETJ to regulate:
1.
2.

The use of any building or property for business, industrial,
residential, or other purposes;
The bulk, height, or number of buildings constructed on a particular
tract;
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3.

4.

The size of a building that can be constructed on a particular tract of
land, including, without limitation, any restriction on the ratio of
building floor space to the land square footage (floor area ratio); or
The number of residential units that can be built per acre of land.

⇒ The City’s policy for utility extensions requires that future development be
annexed into the City in order to connect to sewer and water. However, there is
not a designated growth area, nor are there evaluation standards that determine
the cost/benefit of different development densities. As connections are made on a
case‐by‐case basis, there is no official mechanism to coordinate the pattern and
timing of development and ensure cost efficiency in the provision of adequate
public facilities and services.
⇒ There are both allowances and limitations within the zoning
The historic growth pattern of Sherman is
ordinance, including:
similar to other free-standing cities: pattern
of grid streets, Courthouse Square as focal
point near Downtown, and a mix of uses
1. The fact that there is no true Agricultural “A” district
within close proximity. In the picture below, it
in the zoning code, which effectively allows all land
is clear that the growth pattern consisted of
in the City to be immediately developed into an estate
infill development or expansion into
residential character (two acres or more).
immediately adjacent vacant land. Thus,
2. There are few incentives, such as density bonuses,
street and utility connections were
minimized and less expensive. Any sprawling
integrated into the ordinance to encourage certain
tendencies or “leapfrog” developments
development types. An increased density in exchange
were developed decades after this
for development clustering and increased open space
illustration. The lessons of this traditional
could allow a rural development environment within
neighborhood development can still prove
the city limits, rather than necessitating development
valuable to Sherman in the coming years.
in the ETJ to achieve this character. The infrastructure
necessary to support this development type is more
efficiently provided and the environmental impacts
(e.g., stormwater runoff) are greatly reduced.
3. The current requirements for use transitions and
buffering are generally ineffective, providing reason
to develop in the open countryside to gain relief from
the impacts of urban/suburban development.
⇒ Although very limited in scope, there are several rural water
providers around the periphery of the City, meaning that development may gain
access to a public water system that meets the standards of the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) without requiring connection to
the City’s water system.
⇒ Grayson County’s requirement for permitting septic systems is a minimum of a
one‐acre lot. These requirements allow rural development within the ETJ to the
extent that septic systems are feasible in an area.
⇒ Platting requirements under Grayson County include an exemption when the
divided lots will be larger than ten acres, which allows rural development to
occur without platting and, thus, without any provision for right‐of‐way
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⇒

⇒
Typically, sprawling
patterns consist of large
homes on large lots that
are not contiguous with
adjacent development.
This type of development
is also known as “leapfrog”
development. The
implications of sprawl
affect many aspects of
city living: financial
stability, aesthetics, local
environment, and the
provision of services.
Ultimately, the rest of the
taxpayers must bear the
burden of this inefficient
development pattern.

⇒

⇒

⇒

dedication, delineation of easements, or other typical—and warranted—
pre development requirements.
The City’s landscape requirements apply only within the City and not the ETJ.
Much of the development in the ETJ accomplishes a rural feel by “borrowing” the
open space and landscaping from adjacent lots. In the end, this sense of openness
can be fleeting as other developments fill in the area. As landscaping is only a
tiny portion of the overall development cost, there is only limited financial
savings from not having to meet such requirements.
Development outside the city limits does not pay City property taxes. Therefore,
residents and businesses outside the city limits benefit from access to municipal
facilities and services (such as roads, parks, trails, libraries, and other community
facilities), but they do not share the tax burden associated with constructing and
maintaining those facilities and services. Over time, this increases the tax burden
on in‐City residents.
Land is generally less expensive outside the city limits due, in part, to the absence
of public infrastructure and improvements. This situation equates to cheaper
development overall with the end result being lower home and building costs.
The natural amenities offered by the gently rolling terrain, mature vegetation,
and lake are highly desirable as a living environment. There is an attraction to
this open, rural landscape, which will slowly disappear with increasing
development and a lack of land use controls to protect the desirable character.
There are multiple school districts, which influences the choice of residential
location as individuals assess perceived differences in program quality, special
offerings, facilities, etc.

Consequences of Sprawl
While Sherman’s recent growth has brought great opportunity, without
adequate foresight and preparedness, it may involve long‐term consequences,
including:
⇒ Erosion of a defined community edge, thereby blurring its boundaries and
contributing to a loss of community identity.
⇒ Degradation of environmental resources such as floodplains, wetlands, habitat,
vegetated areas, etc.
⇒ Overwhelmed public infrastructure (e.g., roads, water, and wastewater systems)
and services (e.g., police and fire protection, parks, libraries, and schools), in
some cases, creating unsafe conditions.
⇒ A lack of coordinated planning between individual developments, leading to,
among other things, a discontinuous and disjointed street system and inability to
achieve linear linkages and greenways.
⇒ Premature and unexpected shifts in traffic patterns, causing congestion and
environmental impacts as development occurs in an uncoordinated fashion before
adequate road infrastructure is in place.
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⇒ The private provision of streets and infrastructure systems (such as package
treatment plants, in some locations) for which the burden may shift to the City in
future years without the requisite funding to pay for it.
⇒ Cumulative impacts on the natural environment due to urban stormwater runoff
(increased drainage volumes and velocities) and nonpoint source pollution of area
streams and watercourses from contaminants and sediments carried by overland
drainage.
⇒ Inefficient provision of services, meaning a larger investment in infrastructure
systems with fewer than the optimal number of connections/users to pay for
them.
⇒ Increased traffic as residents have to traverse relatively longer distances to reach
places of work, shopping, services, education, recreation, and entertainment. This
means that more public dollars must be expended on road building, expansion,
maintenance, street lighting, and traffic enforcement (plus the associated
drainage and environmental impacts of more widespread road surfaces).
⇒ Declining rural character and agricultural operations as formerly large,
contiguous farm and ranch properties are broken up by scattered development
and the proliferation of “exurban” two‐plus acre lots. The agricultural industry
is a significant sector of the regional economy, and the presence of local
agricultural products is good for local consumers. Moreover, farming is an
important part of the region’s heritage that continues to contribute to the quality
of life and identity of the community.
The 1988 Land Use pattern illustrates a
⇒ Disinvestment in the original town area as new development
growth pattern that is beginning to show
continues to occur on the periphery.
signs of fragmented development. While the

Issues and Opportunities
Through the long‐range planning process, a number of issues
and concerns were expressed related to management of
growth in and around the community. These discussions
formed the basis of the following issue statements, along with
analysis of existing conditions, review of current plans and
policies that factor into growth management, consideration of
the City’s public infrastructure and service capacities—
at present and in the years ahead—and examination of
expected future growth trends. These statements bring focus
to this plan regarding the community’s values, expectations,
and priorities for addressing Sherman’s growth management
needs. Following the identification of the key issues is a set of
community goals and objectives, along with discussion of
necessary implementation steps.

core of the city is visible, there are only a
few developments that have sprung up in
the periphery. They are most visible in the
areas west of Hwy 1417 and north of US 82.

Exploring Growth Management Mechanisms
As displayed in Table 3.1, Historical Land Use and
Population, since 1975, Sherman’s overall form of
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development has become increasingly less dense. Dating from the late 1880s
through the mid 1960s, the pattern of development occurred generally in a
contiguous manner. Since 1975, however, development has become
fragmented and scattered around the periphery of the City and throughout
the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ).
Several factors have contributed to this post‐1975 development pattern,
including annexation and ETJ development policies. Continuing this growth
pattern will become increasingly problematic, resulting in service inefficiency,
which strains the fiscal resources of the community. In fact, this strain is
already apparent as seen by the proportion of required investment and need
to replace Sherman’s existing, aging utility infrastructure. Thus, the viability
of expanding the system extensively in the near term to serve outlying
development is questionable from a growth management—versus economic
development and/or strategic interest—perspective.

Table 3.1, Historical Land Use and Population
1975
31,500

1987

persons

Acres

Acres
per 100
people

Single‐Family
Multi‐Family
Commercial
Industrial
Parks

2,082
167
464
793
174

Total Developed Area

34,575

2007

persons

39,149

persons

Acres

Acres
per 100
people

Acres

Acres
per 100
people

6.6
0.5
1.5
2.5
0.6

2,468
230
564
1,117
304

7.8
0.7
1.8
3.5
1.0

4,619
290
1,709
1,150
1,039

14.7
0.9
5.4
3.7
3.3

6,083

19.3

7,667

24.3

14,445

45.9

Vacant and Agricultural Land

7,757

24.6

16,008

50.8

12,179

38.7

Total Area

13,840

43.9

23,675

75.2

26,624

84.5

Land Use Designation

Source: City of Sherman Comprehensive Plan (1988),
Kendig Keast Collaborative (June 2008), Texas State Data Center (2007)

Key planning considerations for managing Sherman’s growth more
effectively, as addressed by Goal 3.1, include:
1. Maintaining a commitment to continuous long‐range and strategic
planning to ensure a sound policy basis for the institution and
administration of growth management measures. Further, the
policies and objectives of the Comprehensive Plan must carry
through to the City’s master plans for the provision of street and
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

utility infrastructure, public safety services, and other municipal
activities.
Evaluating available regulatory mechanisms, most notably through
local zoning and subdivision provisions, which, to varying degrees,
can directly impact the character, form, location, and quality of
development.
Pursuing annexation and expansion of the City’s geographic
jurisdiction in a strategic fashion, particularly since, under the Texas
statutory framework, the City must have areas already within its
corporate limits to implement a full range of regulatory and fiscal
approaches to growth management.
Negotiating development and/or participation agreements, which
provide for infrastructure funding (and may, in some instances,
include land use controls).
Exploring the creation of additional improvement districts in the
Sherman area, as well as other types of political subdivisions
authorized by state statute, which are independent entities that
provide for infrastructure funding and operation.
Entering into interlocal cooperation contracts, as appropriate and
where mutually beneficial, as they provide a means for local
governments to agree with other units of government for the
provision of infrastructure and public services, as well as
administrative functions.
Planning effectively for the extension of publicly‐owned utilities
through ongoing capital improvement programming.

Improving Stormwater Control and Drainage Systems
Residents spoke of Sherman as a community that maintains much of its
appeal through its undeveloped surroundings and the intrinsic beauty of its
natural landscape. There were many comments regarding the desire to
preserve existing green space, as well as better management of stormwater.
This objective may be achieved by adopting sound environmental
conservation and responsible land development practices. Sensitive areas
within the floodplain and wetlands may be incorporated in developments as
an amenity, while sustaining their resource function. Doing so requires a
regulatory system that balances development efficiency and resource
protection. Innovative land planning practices will preserve resources and
effectively integrate them into development without compromising private
interests.
The need for flood control in Sherman is visible after any serious
thunderstorm sends water into many low‐lying areas. However, this scenario
reached a dramatically new level in June 2007 as the City core became
inundated with flood waters. The damage to the community, both in human
and economic costs, serves as an unfortunate reminder as to Sherman’s
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The context of the
Comprehensive Plan effort
is heavily influenced by
the recent flooding events
of June 2007. That severe
rainstorm impacted the
entire city for over a week.
The images below
capture scenes of flooded
infrastructure during that
event. While the cause
was simple, too much rain
in a short period of time,
there are many
complexities in addressing
the drainage issue.

vulnerability to flooding. Now that the City has had an opportunity to
recover and look back at the flooding incident of 2007, the importance of
drainage policy assumes a higher priority level in Sherman. Lands along
drainage ways and within floodplain areas and wetlands offer opportunities
for resource conservation and land preservation as denoted in Map 3.2,
Floodplain Map. These areas may be used to fulfill multiple objectives, such
as environmental protection, resource management, and natural stormwater
runoff.
Key planning considerations regarding the physical and planning needs to
address stormwater and drainage, as addressed by Goal 3.2, include:
1. Conducting studies of existing drainage issues and ensuring that the
results lead to actionable policies.
2. Continuing to budget for capital projects that reduce the chance of
flood damage.
3. Reviewing existing ordinances that guide local development to
ensure that existing policies and implementation tools are in
accordance with best management practices.
Maintaining Water and Wastewater Infrastructure
Expanding neighborhoods require
improvements to drainage, water, and
wastewater systems. These improvements
focus not only on new infrastructure, but also
involve retrofitting of existing infrastructure.
For example, some existing drainageways
must be upgraded with new culverts,
bridges, and lining materials. All existing
drainageways require periodic brush and
debris clearing.

This assessment provides a first look at the long‐term utility
issues associated with service demands. These goals provide
general guidance in the development of water and wastewater
infrastructure improvements so that the service area
population will be adequately served in coming years. In fact,
this Plan takes a long‐term vision that extends to 2060.
The City of Sherman’s water distribution system currently has
sufficient capacity for its various components. Major capacity‐
related upgrades are not expected to be required within the
near future. However, as the City expands, adequate piping
should be provided to ensure consistent service throughout
the distribution system.

Sherman operates an effective wastewater collection and
treatment system. The City also actively maintains and
rehabilitates its existing wastewater infrastructure. Sherman’s
municipal staff plans for wastewater improvements well in
advance, as evidenced by the City’s Capital Improvement
Program. Over the next five years, over $15 million in
improvements are planned at the wastewater treatment plant
and another approximately $2 million is planned for expansions and
replacements of the collection system pipe. Additional capacity at the
wastewater treatment plant is not expected to be necessary for at least 10
years.
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Key planning considerations for ensuring that Sherman stays on top of its
fundamental water and sewer infrastructure needs, as addressed by Goal 3.3,
include:
1. Addressing pressing rehabilitation needs within the existing systems
in the near term through targeted capital investments (e.g., to address
deteriorated older pipes, provide additional water storage, and
expand water line redundancy).
2. Supporting effective, ongoing planning and system monitoring—
in parallel with land use and development tracking—to ensure that
the City’s existing facilities remain on target with new and continuing
service demands. Crucial to this consideration is developing an
accurate inventory of water system connections, as defined by TCEQ,
for both of the water service areas in the City.
3. Ensuring that Sherman is staying up to date with its ordinances and
programs related to water and wastewater performance.
Supporting Essential Public Safety Services
In addition to basic water and wastewater infrastructure,
public safety services are a good indicator of how well
positioned a City is to serve new growth. Under state law, a
municipality must be able to provide emergency police and
fire response immediately to newly‐annexed territory. At the
same time, existing residents and development rely on a basic
level of protective services, which must be maintained as the
City adds new population and grows geographically.

Public safety services are affected by growth
in a similar manner to utility infrastructure:
new areas of development require
additional services. Additional stations,
equipment, and staff are necessary to keep
up with the growing population.

Key planning considerations for ensuring the continued
quality and responsiveness of the City’s police and fire/rescue
functions, as addressed by Goal 3.4, include:
1. Providing adequate staffing levels to meet basic
response and operating standards.
2. Investing in sufficient facilities, in terms of location,
design, and functionality, to provide reliable response
and service area coverage.
3. Continuing to pursue inter‐governmental approaches
to coordinate basic functions and gain cost savings,
while remaining sensitive to administrative and
operational challenges that may be involved.
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Goals, Objectives, and
Action Recommendations
The following goals, objectives, and recommended actions were formulated
to specifically address the issues and needs outlined above. The goals reflect
the overall vision of the community, which may be achieved by pursuing the
objectives and acting on the recommendations. It is important to note that
these are also general statements of policy that may be cited when reviewing
development proposals and used in making important community
investment decisions regarding the provision and timing of facilities and
services.
GOAL 3.1: Growth and development patterns that are consistent with the
City’s infrastructure and public service capacities and desired community
form and character.
⇒ Ensure that proposed utility extensions are made only in preferred growth areas.
1. Use infrastructure‐related measures to guide and focus development
in preferred areas.
⇒ Plan and implement both routine and strategic annexations that will enable the
City to promote or discourage, as appropriate, development in key areas.
2. Employ growth management measures in areas the
The City does have some leverage in such
City annexes for their strategic, long‐term significance,
annexation negotiations, especially if the
rather than for purposes of promoting and directing
City is able to provide timely infrastructure
near‐term urban development, to prevent premature
and services on reasonable terms, which
and inappropriate development in such areas. In some
directly benefits the developer. Since the
City may enter into development
cases, strategic annexations are necessary due to the
agreements with land owners in the ETJ,
actions of other government entities and agencies,
this may offer an opportunity for providing
which may limit the extent of more routine
services in exchange for the development
annexations
the City can pursue in the near term.
abiding by aspects of the City’s regulations
3. Use reliable cost‐benefit analysis methods to evaluate
that would not normally apply in the ETJ,
and/or meeting other community objectives
all proposed annexations. In many cases where more
(e.g., resource protection).
than pure financial considerations are involved, policy
decisions will be necessary to consider the value of
annexation and growth control versus the increment
of added cost for providing state‐mandated services.
⇒ Explore regulatory mechanisms that will enable the City to
influence the location, pattern, and timing of new growth.
4. Consider adding an Agricultural district in the City’s
zoning code to increase the minimum lot size to
something higher than the current two acres. The
intent is to limit premature urbanization in areas that
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cannot be served by current public utility infrastructure—and also to
maintain a true rural character, at least for the time being, as the
zoning district name implies. A rational basis for the density
limitation, such as inadequate road capacity, must be cited to justify
this regulatory strategy. Site‐specific traffic impact analyses (TIAs)
could then be evaluated against the existing capacity and level‐of‐
service determinations.
5. Explore allowable residential densities in agriculturally zoned areas.
This should include requirements for development clustering and
open space preservation, via the dedication of conservation
easements, as a means to allow some minimal development while
barring any significant transition to urban land use until such time as
adequate public facilities are available.
6. Consider amending the subdivision regulations, particularly to
incorporate Adequate Public Facilities provisions, such as requiring
adequate road capacities concurrent with development, as well as
demonstration of the ability to meet minimum fire flow requirements.
This is the most direct means for the City to limit premature
development in the ETJ since, unlike zoning, the City
Another new challenge—as the City is
can apply its subdivision regulations across its entire
experiencing with its most recent
annexations—is that a statutory mandate
ETJ.
added to the Texas Local Government
7. Add park land dedication and fee‐in‐lieu
Code in 2007 requires the City to offer
requirements to the subdivision regulations so the
special development and non-annexation
absence of this particular regulatory mechanism in the
agreements to land owners who maintain a
ETJ does not provide a distinct advantage to
Texas Tax Code exemption on their property
developing in the ETJ versus within the city limits.
for agriculture, wildlife, and/or timber land
management. The owner may voluntarily
Any fee alternative should be equivalent to the value
accept
the agreement, or else the City can
of land dedication.
proceed with annexation. If the agreement
8. As a potential alternative to impact fees, investigate
is accepted, the owner agrees to forego
the use of improvement districts since they allow for
any development activity (other than
funding of a broader range of public improvements.
maintaining an existing single-family
residence on the property). In return, the
City postpones annexation for the term of
GOAL 3.2: Increased ability of natural and engineered
the
agreement but, significantly, is able to
systems to address stormwater runoff and drainage, both in
enforce
its planning and development
existing neighborhoods and proposed developments.
regulations so long as they do not interfere
with the tax exempted use of the property.
⇒ Conduct a series of studies that identify improvements to the
existing drainage system.
1. Complete a comprehensive long‐term basin‐wide
Flood Damage Reduction Study to identify and
quantify potential flood damage areas in the Post Oak
Creek watershed. The study should consider existing
and fully developed watershed conditions, formulate
alternative structural and non‐structural flood control
solutions, investigate the benefits and costs of
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While on-site detention
may be a necessary
component of stormwater
management in new
developments, the
landscaping of such
basins is not addressed in
the existing Sherman
ordinance. Future
detention basins can be
aesthetically beautiful in
addition to providing
utilitarian drainage
control.

2.

3.

4.

alternatives, and provide specific recommendations for addressing
the City’s flooding issues. Structural solutions might include channel
improvements, bridge modifications, regional detention facilities, and
levees/floodwalls, while non‐structural solutions might include flood
warning systems, flood proofing of structures, or buyouts of flood
prone property. Results of this study would serve as a road map for
solving flooding problems as funding becomes available.
Conduct a series of short‐term smaller scale flood damage reduction
studies for known isolated flood damage areas. These types of
projects would address well documented flooding issues that can be
solved more expeditiously and inexpensively than larger scale basin‐
wide flood control projects.
Conduct a stream channel assessment study and formalize City
policy on funding of maintenance and erosion remediation for
privately owned stream channels.
Conduct a dam safety study for local Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) flood control structures, including dam breach
analysis, dam safety response plan, and, if necessary, recommended
dam modifications to ensure flood protection for existing and future
downstream development.

⇒ Improve the existing drainage system through capital improvements, which may
be funded through a variety of sources.
5. Investigate potential funding sources, including development of a
Capital Improvements Program, creation of a Stormwater Utility,
and/or participation in grant and/or cost sharing opportunities with
public agencies such as the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB), National Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). The TWDB Flood Protection Planning Grant
program is a reliable source of funding for regional engineering
studies evaluating structural and non‐structural solutions to flooding
problems. The NRCS Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention
Program has previously provided federal funding for construction of
floodwater retarding structures in the Sand Creek (Sites 8A and 10A)
and Post Oak Creek (Site 11) watersheds, and still has a future
floodwater retarding structure (Site 9A) in its long‐range plan for the
Sand Creek Watershed. The FEMA Flood Mitigation Assistance
(FMA) Grant program is administered by the TWDB and provides
funding for implementation of flooding solutions such as buyouts,
relocations, flood proofing, and small localized flood control projects.
Section 205 of the 1948 Flood Control Act, as amended, provides
authority to the USACE to plan and construct structural and non‐
structural flood damage reduction projects under cost‐sharing
agreements with non‐federal sponsors such as the City of Sherman.
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⇒ Implement drainage policies through ordinance amendments or programs that
utilize the latest in Best Management Practices (BMPs).
6. Amend the City’s development regulations as they pertain to the
functional and aesthetic requirements of stormwater detention
facilities. Due to the presence of existing flooding problems in
downstream reaches of the City’s major streams, onsite detention
facilities for new developments are a method of addressing
stormwater issues. However, proposed detention facilities should not
only be functional, but also be attractive to the community. This can
be accomplished through specific regulations for design grades,
surface materials, landscaping, decorative fencing, and other aesthetic
improvements.
7. Integrate the FEMA Map Modernization Program Digital Flood
Insurance Rate Map (DFIRM) data into the City GIS system and fully
implement it as a floodplain management tool. FEMA’s ongoing
Grayson County Flood Insurance Study update will provide GIS
layers depicting floodplain and floodway areas. These layers will
overlay current City GIS topographic and aerial photographic data
layers, providing accurate and readily accessible floodplain
determinations for properties adjacent to the City’s major streams.
8. Prepare GIS mapping of existing underground stormwater outfalls
and infrastructure. This will assist in compliance with the City’s
Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) and also
Sherman’s capital improvement program
provide a valuable tool for tracking and solving
currently includes plans for various water
smaller‐scale local flooding issues.
system upgrades and repairs through 2013.
Approximately $4.1 million in improvements
are planned for the water treatment plant,
GOAL 3.3: Sufficient water and wastewater system capacity
including $1.2 million for a feed line to the
to accommodate growth expectations through 2030 and
plant. The City has also planned for over $3
beyond.
million of distribution system upgrades,
including both water pipe replacements
⇒ Implement phased, targeted improvements intended to increase
and additions. This proactive planning for
needed upgrades and repairs should
redundancy within the water system.
continue,
and the projected funding should
1. An additional water main connecting the water
be
revisited
frequently in light of recent
treatment plant to the distribution system is highly
dramatic increases in construction costs.
recommended. A single pipe is the only way water
The City should consider developing water
currently travels from the treatment plant to the
and wastewater master plans to assist in
distribution system. Therefore, the northern part of
planning and help prioritize needed
improvements in both infrastructure systems.
Sherman could experience service disruptions and/or
be unable to meet emergency demand conditions if
this existing pipe has to be removed from service for
maintenance or repair.
2. Development in far north Sherman along
U.S. Highway 75 is also served by a single pipe;
a second connection to this pipe is needed to “loop”
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the pipeline and maintain consistent service to the area. Connecting
an additional pipeline from the plant into the main in northern
Sherman along U.S. 75 would improve two major redundancy
problems that currently exist in the City’s distribution system.

The wastewater ordinance
may also include additional
requirements to strengthen
certain areas in the City’s
current system. For
instance, the ordinance
could include design
requirements for
determining the
appropriate capacity of
pipes. This can be an
effective way of ensuring
that new sanitary sewer
pipes are adequately and
conservatively sized to
reduce capacity-related
problems. Some cities have
ordinances that establish
minimum wastewater flow
rate values and peak factors
based on land use, and they
require that specific
infiltration and inflow (I&I)
flow rates be incorporated
into the design calculations.
An ordinance can also be
an important step to reduce
I&I rates by establishing
minimum standards for
materials, construction
methods, and testing
requirements for all new
construction. Finally, an
ordinance should limit the
construction of lift stations as
much as practical since
they are more costly for the
City to operate and
maintain.

⇒ Focus on addressing maintenance issues and capital improvements in the
existing water and wastewater systems.
3. Implement the menu of projects itemized in the capital budget to
address various maintenance issues at the existing water and
wastewater plants. Also included in the CIP are projects to replace
deteriorating older lines in the wastewater collection system.
4. Monitor the level of wastewater treatment plant capacity available to
serve the service area. Plan for any needed expansion or new plant
construction accordingly as may become apparent in the next 10 to 20
years.
5. Additional capacity in Sherman’s water facilities, such as pumps,
tanks and treatment plant, are not expected to be required for
approximately 30 years based on the projected growth. However, the
facility capacities should be reassessed if Sherman expands its service
area or if growth significantly outpaces the current projections.
6. Investigate the application of impact fees. Impact fees represent one
method available for funding infrastructure expansions that
specifically support new development. This is in contrast to
infrastructure that is already in place to serve existing development.
⇒ Pursue ordinance amendments and programs that lead to overall system
performance improvements.
7. Maintain early and ongoing coordination with the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality regarding upcoming discharge permit
renewals, likely facility expansions and/or upgrades, and expected
new rules and requirements related to wastewater system design,
operations, and maintenance.
8. Comply with the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
request to update the number of water connections by individual
housing unit. This analysis should be performed for each portion
(groundwater and surface water) of the Cityʹs system individually.
9. Consider, as an intermediate goal, developing formal water and
wastewater plans.
GOAL 3.4: Adequate public safety facilities, equipment, and professional
staffing to meet current needs and prepare for future service demands.
⇒ Support the mission and essential responsibilities of the City’s key public safety
functions and personnel through adequate budget and community support.
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1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Anticipate and be prepared to address any SFD and/or SPD facility
and/or equipment needs that are necessitated by increased staffing.
Determine whether a new SFD and/or SPD headquarters will be
necessary through remodeling or new construction and proceed with
planning and design for this significant capital investment.
Given the potential for interagency agreements with the County,
consider a new location for the City’s primary Emergency Operations
Center (EOC), as well as a back‐up EOC location for redundancy
purposes. While the main EOC operations may be located in a
potential new building, the alternate EOC could remain housed in the
basement of the existing Downtown Police Station.
Identify a location for a new Police repeater that allows full coverage
of the City’s recently annexed territory in the north and west. Current
coverage is adequate, but gaps will appear as more land is added, as
highlighted in Map 3.1, Fire Stations and Police Repeaters.
Complete the planning, design, and construction of an additional SFD
station in order to maintain levels of service in the Blalock Industrial
Park. While not obsolete, the existing fire station at the corner of 1417
and 75 may be relocated in the near future. Any new fire station
should incorporate green building design in order to save on energy
costs and provide for better occupant health. Building designs should
also blend in with the surrounding area, especially if located in a
highly visible location.

⇒ Address code content and enforcement procedures to enhance public safety and
better coordinate inter‐departmental functions.
6. Strengthen enforcement of dilapidated houses and nuisance
buildings.
7. Consider the adoption of a residential fire sprinkler ordinance to
enhance the safety of Sherman residents and reduce property losses.
From a growth management perspective, a sprinkler installation
requirement could also be considered in any fringe locations where
available water service cannot meet minimum fire flow standards
and/or emergency response facilities are not within a specified
distance for timely call response.
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Growth Management Mechanisms
There are an array of strategies for managing the pattern and timing of
development, ranging from simply minimizing the impacts of growth
without affecting the pattern to strictly controlling growth. Given the
limitations of Texas law, there are few, if any, mechanisms currently available
to entirely prevent sprawl. Therefore, it is wise for Sherman to consider the
ways in which it can exert more influence over the direction and timing of
development that it ultimately must serve.
Subdivision Regulations
1. The most readily available means for minimizing the impacts of
peripheral growth is by way of amending the subdivision regulations
because, unlike zoning regulations, the subdivision regulations may
be applied within the ETJ.
2. The key to linking the subdivision regulations to growth
management efforts is to establish clear, definitive development
standards that must be met to receive subdivision approval. This is
because, by statute, subdivision review and approval is an
administrative function, meaning that a plat must be approved if all
City requirements are met. Therefore, standards for adequate water,
sewer, and street infrastructure are especially crucial for managing
subdivision activity in the ETJ.
3. Access management standards could be imposed along rural ETJ
roadways consistent with or similar to those recommended by the
Texas Department of Transportation. For example, if the minimum
spacing limitation between driveways is 360 feet (recommended for
streets with a 45 m.p.h. posted speed), then 100‐ to 200‐foot frontage
lots with individual drives would not be allowed. This would
preserve the safety and traffic‐carrying capacity of roadways that
may be improved to collector or arterial standards in the future. Strict
application of spacing requirements could also trigger platting if a
developer chose to construct an access street parallel to the main
roadway to enable more lots and driveways (the access street would
require public dedication, which, in turn, requires platting).
4. Together with the requirements for an increased lot size could be an
allowance—or incentive—for development clustering. Rather than
constructing a rural large‐lot subdivision with no public open space,
the developer could incorporate smaller lots and a high ratio of public
open space into the subdivision design. This allows the rural
character to remain with the advantages of less impervious cover,
reduced water demands, increased recharge, and land conservation.
Given certain performance standards, the open land could also
continue to be used for agricultural purposes.
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5.

6.

As part of the delineation of “protection areas” through its future
land use planning, the City may also establish standards for the
identification and protection of floodplains, wetlands, habitats,
mature vegetated areas, or other natural features. Resource protection
standards would provide a method and means for requiring varying
degrees of protection of resource features, depending on their scale
and significance. Density bonuses can be used to support the focusing
of development on the developable portions of a site. The bonuses
would act as an incentive by allowing a gross density equivalent to or
higher than a conventional subdivision layout. This is achieved by
adjusting lot sizes or using different housing types in combination
with an open space ratio.
A development plat requirement is a way for the City to regulate
development in areas of the city limits and ETJ that may otherwise be
exempt from the subdivision plat process. Whereas a subdivision plat
is required for the division of land into two or more parts, a
development plat may be required concurrent with property
development even if there is no division of land. Development plat
review can be required to enable the City to document all planned
improvements, easements, and rights‐of‐way prior to initiation of
construction, as well as conformance with any applicable City
ordinances, plans, or policies.

Zoning Regulations
7. All newly incorporated areas should be zoned “A” Agricultural as
now occurs with the “SF‐1” District. However, to serve its growth
management function, the minimum lot size should be increased
from two to 20 or more acres. This would maintain the open, rural
character of these areas. Their eventual rezoning to another district
classification could also be timed with the City’s staged growth plan
and infrastructure improvement plan. Additionally, the City could
allow for very low‐density residential development in these
agriculturally zoned areas by allowing extreme clustering. This
enables there to be some development value to the land and also
allows for construction of additional homes for family members.
8. If Sherman is to be successful at enticing more development to occur
within the city limits rather than the ETJ, its development processes
and timing of approvals must not be a constraint. Since a subdivision
plat is the only required approval for development in the ETJ (with
no plat requirement for lots larger than five acres), the complexity of
the process and length of time to gain approval within the City may
outweigh the benefits of in‐City development (public utilities, faster
emergency response times, increased convenience, zoning controls,
etc.). Various action statements in other chapters of this
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Comprehensive Plan are aimed at regulatory simplification and
streamlining.
Adequate Public Facilities Requirements
9. Some communities allow development to occur only as adequate
facilities and services are available. Also known as “concurrency”
requirements, essentially this mechanism ensures that infrastructure
exists, or is readily—and efficiently—available, prior to or concurrent
with development.
10. Adequate Public Facilities Ordinances (APFOs)
The City obviously takes great effort to
require applicants for new development to
develop a Capital Improvement Program.
demonstrate that facilities and services will be
A stormwater and water master plan can
available to serve the project at the time the
achieve many tasks depending on the
development is available for occupancy. Utilizing
needs of the City, including to:
• Assist in identifying and prioritizing
this system, the City is able to adopt level‐of‐service
needed capital improvements;
standards, which can be used as criterion for
• Plan for future growth and
judging conformance with the subdivision
development;
regulations. As an alternative, increased developer
• Analyze the most efficient ways to
participation
in infrastructure construction and
relieve or expand existing pipes
financing may be necessary to shorten development
through hydraulic modeling;
timeframes.
• Develop options to reduce the
number of existing and/or future lift
11. The value of this approach is in how it
stations;
establishes a direct, causal link between the
• Analyze and recommend specific
provision of public facilities and the public
ordinance requirements to ensure
health, safety, and welfare. The general
proper expansion of the collection
components include:
system infrastructure; and
a. Determining a service threshold at which
• Consider funding alternatives to help
pay for needed improvements, such
demand exceeds the desired capacity of
as adequate public facilities
public facilities, whether it is water and
ordinances.
wastewater systems, roadways, parks, or
schools. Generally, the difference
between the established threshold and
the existing level of service is the amount
available for development.
b. Determining if there are projects that will
be exempted or receive flexibility in meeting the threshold
requirements by way of achieving other community
objectives, such as economic development, infill
development, mixed use, affordable housing, etc.
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c.

Determining the measures to remedy situations when the
threshold is exceeded, including delay of development until
such time as the project no longer exceeds the threshold,
reducing the project’s impact to the point that it meets
requirements, or mitigating the impact of the
An improvement district is a funding
project by upgrading public facilities or
mechanism for public improvements
infrastructure.
related to neighborhood-scale infrastructure
d. Reserving the amount of capacity projected
(roads, detention, sidewalks, parks, etc.).
for a development during the time between
One of the advantages of an improvement
district is that each assessment is added to
approval of a project and its completion,
the homeowner’s tax bill. As a result, no new
which counts against the total capacity of
homeowner’s association is required to act
public facilities in future applications for
as an intermediary. Likewise, the demise of
development. An expiration date for
a homeowner’s association does not result
approved projects may be necessary so as not
in the City being left to pay for the
to unnecessarily burden or deny other
remainder of the improvement. In the event
projects.
that the funds for the improvement district
are not paid, the City can take action by
placing a lien on the property instead of
Development Agreements
trying to resurrect a failed homeowner’s
12. Development agreements are written contracts that
association.
can be used for a wide variety of purposes, including
the ability to impose land use and environmental
controls over property in the ETJ in exchange for the
provision of City infrastructure and public services
(e.g., streets, drainage, and water, wastewater, and
other utilities).
13. Such agreements can also document a City’s
guarantee to annex a property (on agreed upon terms)
or not to annex the property for a period of up to five
years.
14. Development agreements run with the land, but do not bind end‐
buyers of fully developed lots, except with respect to land use and
development regulations that apply to the lots.
Improvement Districts
15. Improvement districts may be created to fund infrastructure
improvements by special assessment against the property owners
who principally benefit from them, in fair proportion to the level of
their benefit. Improvement districts are run by the governmental unit
that creates them—in this case, the City. The district has the power to
impose a special assessment, but not to tax.
16. A variety of public improvements may be funded by an improvement
district. Among those most essential to growth management are:
a. acquiring, constructing, improving, widening, narrowing,
closing, or rerouting of sidewalks or of streets, any other
roadways, or their rights‐of‐way;
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b. acquiring, constructing, or improving water, wastewater, or
drainage facilities or improvements;
c. establishing or improving parks;
d. acquiring, by purchase or otherwise, real property in
connection with an authorized improvement; and, in the case
of home rule municipalities like Sherman,
e. levying, straightening, widening, enclosing, or otherwise
improving a river, creek, stream, other body of water, street,
or alley.
17. Sherman may create an improvement district within its corporate
limits or ETJ, after completing a process specified by statute,
including one or more public hearings regarding: the advisability of
the improvement; the nature of the improvement; the estimated cost
of the improvement; the boundaries of the public improvement
district; the method of assessment; and the apportionment of costs
between the district and the municipality as a whole.
18. An ongoing service plan must be approved by the City. The plan
“must cover a period of at least five years and must also define the
annual indebtedness and the projected costs for improvements.” The
service plan must include an assessment plan and must “be reviewed
and updated annually for the purpose of determining the annual
budget for improvements.”
19. Use of this mechanism may be feasible and warranted as a means for
meeting infrastructure needs within portions of designated growth
areas where the City is not yet prepared to commit capital resources
to extend services.
Interlocal Cooperation
20. As authorized by the Texas Government Code, the purpose of
interlocal cooperation contracts is to “increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of local governments by authorizing them to contract, to
the greatest possible extent, with one another and with agencies of
the state.”
21. Municipalities are provided broad authority to contract with each
other, with counties, with special districts and political subdivisions,
with federally recognized tribal governments that are located in the
State of Texas, and with State agencies to provide “governmental
function[s] or service[s] that each party to the contract is authorized
to perform individually.”
22. Growth management is most effective when approached from several
levels of government. Therefore, interlocal cooperation contracts
should be considered between the City of Sherman and other
governmental entities (e.g., Grayson County, Greater Texoma Utility
Authority) that play a role in public functions and services that could
benefit from inter‐jurisdictional coordination.
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Examples of interlocal cooperation include:
a. transportation infrastructure;
b. water supply and wastewater treatment;
c. drainage;
d. police protection and detention services;
e. fire protection;
f. parks and recreation; and
g. planning and engineering.
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Storm Drainage Background
The City of Sherman is located almost entirely within the Post Oak Creek
watershed, which drains generally from northwest to southeast. City
stormwater runoff is primarily routed to Post Oak Creek through two of its
major tributaries, East Fork Post Oak Creek and Sand Creek. The main
channels of these streams have remained largely natural over the years with
varying degrees of development encroachment along the adjacent
floodplains. The City is responsible for operation and maintenance of three
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) floodwater retarding
structures in the upper reaches of Post Oak Creek and Sand Creek.
One challenge associated with Sherman
drainage and stream channels is the policy
of clearing and maintenance. Private
property owners are responsible for their
own sections of stream, which includes the
need for clearing and trash removal. While
this policy respects private property rights, it
can lead to collective problems when
stream corridors deteriorate. This policy also
poses a difficulty for stream organizations to
host clean-up events since most corridors
involve multiple property owners and, thus,
require multiple property owners’ consent.
This Plan does not advocate a change to
the policy of private ownership and
responsibility, but it does aim to identify the
issues that pose challenges to adequate
stormwater control.

The East Fork of Post Oak Creek and the upper reaches of Post
Oak Creek are significantly affected by inadequate adjacent
storm drainage systems in US Highway 75. As a result, the
most severe historical flooding in Sherman has occurred along
the US 75 corridor and the nearby downstream reach of Sand
Creek. Despite a history of flooding in some portions of the
City, there has been a general public resistance to funding
large scale flood protection projects. Instead, the City
approaches drainage issues in a reactive mode through an
aggressive drainage maintenance program.
Stream channels are typically privately owned without public
drainage or floodplain easements. Although the City
occasionally funds maintenance activities for severe stream
channel problems, property owners are generally held
responsible for stream bank erosion remediation. It is likely
that streambank erosion activity in the downstream reaches of
Post Oak Creek, East Fork Post Oak Creek, and Sand Creek
will intensify as anticipated future development occurs in the
upper watershed areas of these streams.

The City of Sherman currently regulates development in
accordance with its February 2006 “Storm Drainage Design
Manual” and March 2001 “Master Drainage Plan.” These
documents provide guidance and regulatory policies for a
variety of stormwater issues from large‐scale floodplain
management studies to detailed design of underground storm
drainage systems. The current regulatory policy is to require
design of new storm drainage facilities assuming full development of
upstream watersheds and to require stormwater detention only when
downstream storm drainage systems are inadequate. There has been a
general resistance to small‐scale stormwater detention facilities by the City
and the development community due to reduction of developable property,
maintenance responsibilities, and aesthetic concerns.
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The City of Sherman is a participant in the National Flood Insurance Program
(NFIP), and is involved in the ongoing Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) Map Modernization Program for Grayson County. This
program will result in the production of updated GIS‐based, county‐wide
Digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps. The current Map Modernization effort
does not involve new detailed hydrologic and hydraulic studies, but will
provide more accurately delineated floodplains superimposed on digital
aerial photographic images.
The City of Sherman also participates in the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) stormwater program entitled “Texas
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (TPDES).” This program is intended
to improve Texas waterways by reducing the quantity of pollutants that
stormwater picks up and carries into storm sewer systems during storm
events. TCEQ has issued General Permit No. TXR040000 to allow small
municipal separate stormwater sewer systems (MS4s) to discharge directly to
the surface water of the State in accordance with monitoring requirements
and other conditions set forth in the permit. The City of Sherman has
submitted a Notice of Intent (NOI) and Storm Water Management Plan
(SWMP) to manage eligible stormwater discharges and is in the process of
implementing the following SWMP Best Management Practices (BMPs):
1. Public Education and Outreach;
2. Public Participation/Involvement;
3. Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination;
4. Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control;
5. Post‐Construction Storm Water Management in New Development
and Redevelopment;
6. Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations;
and
7. Authorization for Municipal Construction Activities.
The City of Sherman is required to submit an annual report to TCEQ that
describes the program’s status.

Water System Background
⇒ The City of Sherman is divided into two major water planes. Surface water from
Lake Texoma supplies water to the northern and western portions of the City,
while the central and southeastern portions of the City are supplied from
27 groundwater wells. Together, the two distribution systems supply water to
the population of about 39,000 people and a few customers outside of the city
limits. In case of an emergency, the two systems can be connected. Table 3.2,
Water System Customers, shows the number of units served by Sherman.
⇒ The well capacity for the City of Sherman is approximately 13.8 million gallons
per day (MGD). Thirteen of the wells produce water from the Woodbine aquifer
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at an average depth of approximately 1,050 feet below the surface. The other
14 wells pump from the Trinity aquifer, averaging approximately 2,500 feet deep.
The groundwater is treated on site at the source through the addition of a
disinfectant. Approximately 10,560 connections are located in the city’s
groundwater zone.

Table 3.2, Water System Customers

Type of Customers
Commercial
Residential
Multi Units
Apartments
Mobile Home Parks
Municipal
Outside City Limits
Total:

Total Number of
Connections
1,550
10,912
549
3,801
331
76
91
17,310

Source: Halff Associates and City of Sherman (June 2008)

⇒ Sherman sells water wholesale to a special utility district in Gunter, Texas, in the
amount of 100,000 gallons per day (GPD), with a maximum of 500,000 GPD.
⇒ The City of Sherman currently has the right to withdraw approximately 22,600
acre‐feet of water per year from Lake Texoma. This amount equals an average
daily flow rate of 20 MGD.
⇒ Surface water withdrawn from Lake Texoma is treated at Sherman’s water
treatment plant before being distributed to customers. The plant’s current

Table 3.3, Existing Storage Tanks, Groundwater Zone
Elevated Storage
Tank
Fairview
Harrison
Total Elevated:

Capacity (Gal.)

Ground Storage

Capacity (Gal.)

1,000,000
750,000
1,750,000

Dorchester
McAfee
Ida Road
Fairview
Tuck
Sheppard Drive
Stephenʹs
Russell
Cherry Park
Old Settlers
Total Ground:
Grand Total:

1,000,000
500,000
5,000,000
1,350,000
500,000
500,000
2,000,000
300,000
250,000
250,000
11,650,000
13,400,000

Source: Halff Associates and City of Sherman (June 2008)
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capacity is about 10 MGD. Approximately 6,750 connections in Sherman are
currently served in the city’s surface water zone.
⇒ The clearwell water storage capacity at the treatment plant is approximately
4.2 million gallons.
⇒ A single water transmission line connects the treatment plant to the distribution
system. The lack of redundancy leaves the City vulnerable to service disruptions
in the event that the transmission main fails or requires maintenance.
⇒ Sherman’s existing water storage capacity totals 17.7 million gallons in a
combination of elevated storage and ground storage tanks. Table 3.3, Existing
Storage Tanks, lists the existing storage tanks and their corresponding
capacities for the groundwater zone. Table 3.4, Existing Storage Tanks,
Surface Water Zone, lists the current storage capacity of the tanks in the
surface water zone.

Table 3.4, Existing Storage Tanks, Surface Water Zone
Elevated Storage
Tank
Gallagher
Sheppard Drive
Rex Cruse
Total Elevated:

Capacity (Gal.)

Ground Storage

Capacity (Gal.)

2,000,000
750,000
150,000
2,900,000

SW Booster
Total Ground:
Grand Total

1,400,000
1,400,000
4,300,000

Source: Halff Associates and City of Sherman (June 2008)

⇒ Sherman’s total nominal distribution pumping capacity equals approximately
69,200 gallons per minute (gpm). The pump capacity in the groundwater zone is
about 34,450 gpm. The pump capacity in the surface water zone is
approximately 34,750 gpm, which includes the SW Booster station and the water
treatment plant pump station.

Table 3.5, Future Population and
Projected Number of Connections
TWDB Population
% Change
No. of Connections *
Projection
2008
39,149
0.0%
17,310
2010
39,300
0.4%
17,400
2020
44,400
13.0%
19,600
2030
50,600
14.0%
22,400
2040
57,700
14.0%
25,500
2050
67,000
16.1%
29,600
2060
80,000
19.4%
35,400
* Projected number of connections assumes the current ratio of 2.26 people
per connection remains constant over time.
Year

Source: Texas Water Development Board, Halff Associates, and City of Sherman (June 2008)
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Future Water Projections
⇒ Table 3.5, Future Population and Connection Projections, shows Sherman
population projections through 2060 as given by the Texas Water Development
Board. The existing number of connections was scaled to match the projected
growth rate of the population. The City of Sherman is projected to provide water
to twice as many connections by 2060 compared to the number of connections
currently served. This projection is further analyzed as surface water and
groundwater connections in Table 3.6, Future Connections Projected in Each
Zone.

Table 3.6, Future Connections Projected in Each Zone
Surface Water
Groundwater Zone
Zone
Year
Total Connections
Connections
Connections
2008
17,310
6,750
10,600
2010
17,400
6,800
10,600
2020
19,600
7,020
12,580
2030
22,400
7,300
15,100
2040
25,500
7,610
17,890
2050
29,600
8,020
21,580
2060
35,400
8,600
26,800
* Projected connections shown assume that 10 percent of new connections are
groundwater and 90 percent are surface water.
Source: Texas Water Development Board, Halff Associates, and City of Sherman (June 2008)

⇒ Table 3.7, Water Demand and Available Water Supply, provides Sherman’s
projected water demands, also provided by the Texas Water Development Board.
The table shows that there is an abundance of water available and allotted to
Sherman via its well capacity of 13.8 MGD and surface water rights yield of
25,000 acre‐feet per year (22.3 MGD) from Lake Texoma over the next 50 years.

Table 3.7, Water Demand and Available Water Supply
Year

Water Demand
(MGD)

Existing 2008
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060

8.76
9.00
10.8
12.2
13.7
15.9
19.0

Surface Water
Rights Available
(MGD)
22.3
22.3
22.3
22.3
22.3
22.3
22.3

Source: Texas Water Development Board, Halff Associates,
and City of Sherman (June 2008)
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Minimum Water System Capacity Requirements
The State of Texas establishes minimum requirements for community water
system capacities in Chapter 290, Subchapter D: Rules and Regulations for
Public Water Systems (30 TAC §290.45). The minimum capacity requirements
are established based on the number of connections served in each pressure
plane. Note that a connection is defined by TCEQ as an individual dwelling
unit or business. Connections are not necessarily equivalent to the number of
water meters or customer accounts within a City since multiple connections
may be served by a single meter.
The following list describes the minimum requirements for community water
systems serving more than 250 connections.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Minimum treatment capacity – 0.6 gpm per connection
Clearwell Storage at the treatment plant – 5% of daily plant capacity
Well capacity – Two or more wells with a total capacity of 0.6 gpm
per connection
Elevated storage volume – 100 gallons per connection
Total storage volume – 200 gallons per connection
Pump capacity – 2.0 gpm per connection, or the ability to meet peak
hour demand with the largest pump out of service, whichever is less.
For systems with an elevated storage volume of at least 200 gallons
per connection, the minimum pump capacity required is 0.6 gpm per
connection.
Pressure – 35 pounds per square inch (psi) throughout the system for
normal domestic (non‐fire) demands. During fire flow conditions,
the minimum system pressure is 20 psi.

Table 3.8, Minimum TCEQ Water System
Requirements, Groundwater Zone

Year
2008
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060

Well Pump
Capacity
(gpm)
1,660
1,670
1,890
2,150
2,450
2,850
3,400

Elevated
Storage
(gal)
1,060,000
1,060,000
1,200,000
1,360,000
1,560,000
1,810,000
2,160,000

Total
Storage
(gal)
2,110,000
2,120,136
2,400,000
2,730,000
3,110,000
3,610,000
4,320,000

Pump
Capacity
(gpm)
21,100
21,200
24,000
27,300
31,100
36,100
43,200

Source: Halff Associates and City of Sherman (June 2008)

⇒ Sherman serves 17,310 total connections as of June 2008 (Table 3.2). The
preceding Table 3.8, Minimum TCEQ Water System Requirements,
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Groundwater Zone, and following Table 3.9, Minimum TCEQ Water
System Requirements, Surface Water Zone, show the TCEQ minimum
capacity requirements based on the current and projected number of connections
for each service area in the City of Sherman.

Table 3.9, Minimum TCEQ Water System
Requirements, Surface Water Zone

Year
2008
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060

Treatment
Capacity
(MGD)
5.83
5.86
6.61
7.55
8.60
9.98
11.9

Elevated
Storage
(gal)
675,000
678,000
766,000
872,000
995,000
1,160,000
1,380,000

Total
Storage
(gal)
1,350,000
1,360,000
1,530,000
1,740,000
1,990,000
2,310,000
2,760,000

Pump
Capacity
(gpm)
13,500
13,600
15,300
17,400
19,900
23,100
27,600

Source: Halff Associates and City of Sherman (June 2008)

Table 3.10, Summary of Additional Capacity Required

Infrastructure Type & Zone

Existing
Capacity

Capacity
Currently
Required

Estimated
Time of
Additional
Capacity

Groundwater Zone
Well Capacity (gpm)
9,580
1,660
NR
Elevated Storage (MG)
1.75
1.06
2040‐2050
Total Storage (MG)
13.4
2.11
NR
Service Pump Capacity (gpm)
34,450
21,100
2040‐2050
Surface Water Zone
Treatment Capacity (MGD)
10
5.83
2040‐2050
Clearwell Storage (MG)
4.2
0.50
NR
Elevated Storage (MG)
2.9
0.68
NR
Total Storage (MG)
4.3
1.35
NR
Service Pump Capacity (gpm)
34,750
13,500
NR
(NR) – None required based on the projected growth rate in Sherman’s service
areas.
Source: Halff Associates and City of Sherman (June 2008)
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Table 3.10, Summary of Additional Capacity Required, provides a summary
of the additional capacity estimates required for certain water system facilities
and a general time frame in which the expansions may be required. In
general, the City appears to have sufficient capacity in its water facilities to
meet the minimum state requirements for approximately 30 years. The
summary is based on the assumptions made for the number of future
connections in Sherman’s two water planes. These estimates should be
revised periodically with accurate connection counts.

Wastewater System Background
⇒ The City of Sherman collects and treats domestic, commercial, and industrial
wastewater generated in Sherman and in the communities of Howe and
Knollwood.
⇒ As is typical in most communities, wastewater collection in Sherman is
primarily accomplished via a gradually sloped piping system in which the
wastewater flows by gravity. This collection method is advantageous because it
requires no energy and relatively little maintenance to transport the water to the
City’s treatment facility. However, where gravity flow is not possible due to the
local terrain, wastewater lift stations are in place to pump the water to a point
where it can continue by gravity flow. A total of 16 lift stations are located
throughout Sherman’s wastewater collection system.
⇒ The Post Oak Wastewater Treatment Plant is located in the southeastern part of
the City near the intersection of F.M. 1417 and State Highway 11. Wastewater
from the entire City is treated at this facility, which has a permitted capacity of
16 million gallons per day. Based on the total water demand projections for
Sherman, this capacity should be sufficient for the foreseeable future.
o Based on the water demand projections for Sherman in Table 3.7,
planning for wastewater treatment expansions would likely be
required in the 2025 to 2030 time frame. However, Sherman also
treats wastewater from Howe, which is forecasting appreciable
growth and significant contributions of wastewater in the future.
Therefore, the time frame for planning facility expansions could be
required within the next 10 years depending on the rate of actual
growth in Sherman and Howe.
⇒ The City of Sherman actively maintains an Industrial Pretreatment Program to
ensure the safe and smooth operation of its treatment facility. Businesses that
employ chemical or industrial processes cannot always discharge their waste to
the City’s wastewater system without first providing initial treatment to remove
potentially harmful constituents.
The Pretreatment Program establishes
concentration limits for various constituents in the wastewater, and it prescribes
monitoring requirements and penalties for exceeding the limits. The specific
goals of Sherman’s Industrial Pretreatment Program are to:
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The City’s Industrial
Pretreatment Program and
biosolids land application
system are two successful
components of its
wastewater operations.
These programs should be
continued. Unfortunately,
the land owner of the
biosolids land application
site will not allow future
application once the term
of the current agreement
expires.
Therefore, the City will have
to find other land to apply its
biosolids or dispose of them
at a landfill. If a new land
application site can be
found near the treatment
plant, a significant amount
of money could be saved in
disposal costs. Negative
public perception of the
process is probably the
biggest obstacle to land
application, so public
education on the subject
may prove beneficial.
Many municipalities that
land apply biosolids go
through a biosolids
emergency management
system certification process
to demonstrate to local
stakeholders that their
treatment process is safe.

1.

Enforce requirements of federal and state laws such as the Clean
Water Act,
2. Control and remove pollutants that cannot be removed by, or may
interfere with the successful operation of, the City’s treatment plant,
3. Improve opportunities to recycle or reuse municipal and industrial
wastewater effluent and residuals.
For instance, the City’s
pretreatment program makes the biosolids land application program
possible and could allow the treated water from the facility to be
recycled, as well.
4. Maintain the health and safety of treatment plant staff and the
general public.
5. Preserve and protect the aquatic environment of local waterways.
⇒ Infiltration and Inflow are terms that describe how unwanted water enters
sanitary sewer pipes. Infiltration is the method by which water in the ground
leaks into the pipe; Inflow refers to stormwater runoff that enters directly into a
wastewater collection system. These processes are a concern because they reduce
a pipe’s ability to convey the wastewater itself. Infiltration and Inflow (I&I) are
a particular concern in Sherman since Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSOs) have
occurred in the City’s collection system in the past. Sewer overflows can be a
symptom of high I&I rates and pose public health and environmental risks
depending on their volume and frequency.
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Transportation
Chapter 4

Advance transportation planning and thoroughfare development will help
prepare Sherman for future traffic demands and create a safe and efficient
system of travel to, from, and within the community A well-balanced and
comprehensive transportation system should offer a choice of travel modes
and be appropriately designed for safety and visual appeal. This chapter of
the Sherman Comprehensive Plan establishes the framework for such a
system to accommodate local and regional travel demand through the
year 2030 and beyond.

Introduction
Whether discussing over coffee or outside the sanctuary at church,
transportation concerns are one element common to residents’ everyday lives.
Traffic congestion, street maintenance, and safety along roadways are often
the most talked about issues when considering current and future community
needs. Increased congestion brought about by new commercial development,
confusing downtown intersections, lack of connectivity, and the need for
more sidewalks and trails are all issues that were expressed by the citizens of
Sherman during the public involvement process. When residents cannot
move with relative ease throughout their community, this leads to frustration
and detracts from local quality of life. Likewise, retaining and attracting
businesses requires having adequate roadway, rail, air, and other facilities to
move people and goods to and from this area in an effective and efficient
manner. In fact, many residents cite the convenience of Sherman’s street
network as one reason to live in the City. This stands in contrast to many
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suburban communities around the Metroplex that are seemingly overrun
with cars and face congestion hotspots on a regular basis.
Much of the emphasis of this plan chapter is placed on the roadway system as
it connects the entire region and is the most predominant form of mobility in
Sherman. However, while traveling by car is the most common mode of
travel, this plan recognizes that building and widening roadways will not
adequately address future transportation needs in the community. With
continued growth, high costs of developing infrastructure, escalating fuel
costs, and impacts to air quality and the environment, planning for all future
travel needs in the City will involve looking at transportation as an
interconnected system of roadways, paths, trails, and sidewalks, with
multiple options for getting around, including by transit and bike.
An integrated and connected system with multiple alternatives for traveling
within the community will help keep traffic flowing and alleviate congestion
on roadways. Options should apply not only in terms of
A well-designed transportation network
offering different modes of transportation, but also in offering
allows for multi-modal options that
multiple travel routes and choices on the roadway system.
accommodate multiple user types.
In Sherman’s context, this consists of
Providing such options and enhancing mobility will also
highways, arterials connections, local
require promotion of development patterns that encourage
streets, sidewalks, bikeways, trails, railroads,
alternative land uses and shorter trips (i.e., mixed use
airports, and bus service.
developments and compatible commercial uses within close
proximity to neighborhoods). The transportation system has a
strong influence on the type and quality of growth and
should, therefore, be closely coordinated with the
community’s overall land use goals and policies.

Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to identify and address key
transportation issues in the community and make
recommendations to help improve mobility in the area and
accommodate anticipated growth. Additionally, included in this chapter is a
Thoroughfare Plan map that can be used by City staff, the Planning & Zoning
Commission, and City Council to address necessary thoroughfare connections
and extensions as new development occurs.
This transportation chapter is divided into three sections:
⇒ Discussion of trends affecting mobility in Sherman.
⇒ Recommended goals, objectives, and actions for maintaining and
improving Sherman’s transportation network.
⇒ Existing and future thoroughfare discussion.
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Issues and Opportunities
Ensuring a Well Connected and Safe Mobility Network
A well‐managed and maintained transportation system is important in
ensuring a safe system that is enjoyable by all users. While building new
roadways or widening existing ones is often important in addressing existing
and future traffic needs, maintenance of what is already there is equally
important and should require the continued attention of City government.
With limited financial resources, roadway and other transportation
improvements should be carefully balanced with basic maintenance of the
existing systems of travel.
Additionally, corridors in the older parts of town have
deteriorated over time and are also in need of repair. Some of
this deterioration is inherent to the aging streets and is simply
indicative of the need for continued maintenance. In other
situations, infrastructure (sidewalks, intersection controls,
crosswalks, etc.) was never installed along some City streets,
and there is a need for installation for the first time.

The reconstruction of Brockett Street is an
example of a key corridor improvement that
will improve local road conditions. This
project will connect the Downtown with
Austin College through the new sidewalks
that will allow pedestrian access. Such a
capital investment in public infrastructure is
likely to stimulate private investment in the
housing along the Brockett Street corridor.

Key planning considerations for ensuring a cohesive and safe
mobility system, as addressed by Goal 4.1, include:
1.
2.
3.

Improving existing roadway conditions through
reconstructing failing streets and corridors.
Pursuing safety improvements for all travel modes in
existing and planned corridors.
Ensuring continuity of arterial roads through more
effective thoroughfare planning and targeted right‐
of‐way acquisition and improvements.

Accommodating Greater Walking and Biking Opportunities
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities add to the quality of life of the community
and help create a cohesive environment that is interconnected not only
through roadways, but also through a system of bike lanes, trails, and
sidewalks. In addition to their practical function of getting people around,
pedestrian and bicycle opportunities can help meet some of the recreational
needs in the community. Currently, the private automobile is the primary
form of transportation for most individuals in the Sherman area. However,
with an aging population and the presence of the College, opportunities exist
for providing and accommodating alternative modes of transportation
including bike and pedestrian facilities.
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Key planning considerations for making Sherman more bicycle and
pedestrian “friendly,” as addressed by Goal 4.2, include:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Investing in necessary infrastructure and facilities to support
alternative transportation modes.
Making Downtown and large auto‐oriented commercial
developments more accessible, safe, and hospitable for pedestrians
and cyclists.
Promoting development and redevelopment patterns that result in
parks, schools, and convenience shopping and services within
reasonable walking and biking distance of residential areas.
Working toward a more extensive and inter‐connected trail network
within the community.

Expanding the Road Network While Maintaining Small Town Character
In order to maintain a high quality of life for residents and remain
competitive, local and regional transportation improvements will be
necessary. Mobility system expansion is inherent to population growth. This
growth, however, does not need to come solely at the expense of the City
budget and loss of neighborhood character. Efforts can be made to ensure that
new roads are properly planned and executed. Future linkages can largely fail
or succeed before the initial construction begins since so much of the corridor
potential is derived from long‐term, right‐of‐way planning and acquisition.
Another major issue in street expansion is the physical design of the corridor
and the infrastructure elements present in the right‐of‐way. The majority of
the City’s older residential areas are on a grid system providing good
connectivity within and through neighborhoods.
However, newer
neighborhoods to the north and northwest have been designed with a
curvilinear street pattern, cul‐de‐sacs, and, often, one point of entry/exit.
While this pattern is desirable by residents for reasons of safety and
aesthetics, concerns are typically raised regarding connectivity. Also, as new
subdivisions are developed, plans should be made for adequate connectivity
within and between neighborhoods. Likewise, new subdivisions and
commercial centers should be developed in a manner that allows multiple
transportation options. It is not sufficient to simply designate where new
corridors will expand, but there is much gained or lost in the manner of their
development. A well‐designed, multi‐modal corridor can be a boon to a
neighborhood, while a poorly designed street may only signal a lost
opportunity.
Key planning considerations for ensuring that transportation infrastructure is
in line with area character, as addressed by Goal 4.3, include:
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1.
2.
3.

Developing street design standards that are context sensitive and
vary according to the area character (i.e., urban, suburban, rural).
Anticipating potential traffic congestion and safety issues with
ongoing growth and development.
Lining up the financing and multi‐jurisdiction support for significant
regional roadway projects (e.g., State Highway 289).

Expanding and Enhancing Public Transportation Services
Currently, there is no fixed route transit or shuttle service
within the community, although the Texoma Area Paratransit
System (TAPS) service does provide on‐demand transit
service for residents. This service is primarily aimed at the
elderly and car‐free who choose to call TAPS for local dial‐a‐
ride service. Allowing residents to use additional public
transportation options from their homes to employment and
shopping centers, schools, and places of leisure in an efficient
and safe manner is essential to local quality of life in
Sherman. As the population ages and gasoline prices
increase, ensuring alternative transportation options will be
important in enhancing local mobility. Likewise, given
limited resources and constraints to solely funding routes
through the City, maximizing partnerships will be important
as an implementation strategy in the long term for any transit
service.

The Texoma Area Paratransit System
provides transportation to a niche portion
of the population in the Sherman area.
However, there is the potential to expand
its reach to fixed route service based
upon demand. Local destinations may
include job centers and shopping
destinations in addition to health
services and the Downtown.

Key planning considerations for upgrading public
transportation offerings, as addressed by Goal 4.4, include:
1.

4.5

Investigating public transportation initiatives that
will connect Sherman with nearby communities and
allow for increased economic development
opportunity.
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Goals, Objectives, and Action
Recommendations
The following goals, objectives, and recommended actions were formulated
to specifically address the issues and needs outlined above. The goals reflect
the overall vision of the community, which may be achieved through the
objectives and by acting on the recommendations. It is important to note that
these are also general statements of policy that may be cited when reviewing
development proposals and used in making important community
investment decisions regarding the provision and timing of facilities and
services.
GOAL 4.1: A safe and well‐maintained roadway system in Sherman.
⇒ Improve existing roadway conditions through local infrastructure maintenance
and retrofitting.
1. Stripe roadways, seal‐coat or overlay those needing surface
improvement, and install and/or improve underground or ditch
drainage systems.
The recent eighth-cent sales tax dedicated
2. In conjunction with road rehabilitation or other public
to specific road improvements was cited as
improvement projects, construct or reconstruct
a positive endeavor by residents attending
the community meetings. The fact that
sidewalks where they do not exist or are in poor
specific projects were itemized and
condition (particularly adjacent to schools, parks,
mapped increased the appeal of the sales
public buildings, and the college).
tax so that real world benefits were clear.
3.
Provide
regular maintenance on pedestrian amenities
This type of specialized funding opportunity
including crosswalks and signals, replacing obsolete
may be one mechanism for implementing
traffic signs and synchronizing traffic signals.
further phased roadway improvements.
4. Rehabilitate streets where railroad tracks have been
removed.
5. Seek future funding sources for local transportation
improvements, such as the current Enhanced
Thoroughfare Network initiative.
⇒ Pursue multi‐modal safety improvements in existing and
planned corridors.
6. Ensure connectivity of the road network for effective
police and emergency response.
7. Provide more locations for cyclists and pedestrians to
cross the major corridors.
8. Focus particularly on the safety of school children on
bike and on foot.
9. Take appropriate steps to enhance safety in school
vicinities given traffic and vehicle queuing related to
parent pick‐up and drop‐off.
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10. Separate or buffer cyclists and pedestrians from vehicular traffic
whenever possible.
11. Implement neighborhood traffic calming measures, as appropriate, to
reduce speeding and cut‐through traffic (e.g., in the high school
vicinity).
12. Pursue access management policies and regulations to reduce conflict
points and enhance traffic flow and safety on major roads.
13. Make physical improvements, where appropriate, to enhance safety
(e.g., intersection redesign, new or upgraded signalization,
new/improved street lighting).
Due to Sherman’s geography as a railroad
14. Study and regulate on‐street parking in locations
crossroads, the increased rail crossings in
where it reduces visibility for motorists (e.g., certain
the city present challenges to traffic flow
locations along Grand Avenue).
and emergency response. Further
15. Monitor the visibility of traffic control and directional
improvements in safety conditions could be
achieved at all railroad crossings. This may
signage.
include additional four-arm gates and
16. Target traffic enforcement efforts to areas of
signage
or medians. The City may also
particular concern for safety.
consider the designation of “quiet zones”
17. Take appropriate steps, in coordination with railroad
whereby passing trains are prohibited from
companies, to improve safety at busy railroad
sounding their horns in order to decrease
crossings. Install railroad crossing arms at all road
the noise level for nearby residential
communities. The train horns can be
intersections with the railroad. To enhance safety,
silenced only when other safety measures
applicable pavement markings and signage should
compensate
for the absence of the horns.
also be installed. Long‐term safety and congestion
solutions may include the possibility of additional
railroad under/overpasses at the most significant
locations.
GOAL 4.2: Expanded opportunities for walking and
bicycling.
⇒ Fund necessary infrastructure and facilities to promote
alternative transportation modes.
1. Determine appropriate requirements for sidewalk installation with
new development and street construction/rehabilitation.
2. Install bicycle racks at key locations and buildings throughout the
community.
3. Consider using abandoned railroad right‐of‐way for trail
development.
4. Clarify the City’s role relative to private property owners for
sidewalk maintenance and repair and the potential need for
maintenance standards to ensure consistency.
5. Complete a community‐wide sidewalk inventory to highlight gaps in
the existing sidewalk system, areas with no sidewalks at all, areas
where sidewalks are in need of repair or replacement, and areas with
the most substantial pedestrian activity where sidewalks are most
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6.
7.

needed. The City along with SISD should also submit a grant
proposal to the Texas Safe Routes to School (SR2S) program to secure
external funding support.
Continue to enhance wheelchair mobility as streets, intersections, and
sidewalks are reconstructed.
Consider identifying possible roadways appropriate for bike lanes.
Many of the City’s roadways are currently wide enough to
accommodate bike lanes without the need for additional right‐of‐way
acquisition or street widening.

Creating a more walkable Downtown will
enable better access for pedestrians.
Whether shopping or going to work,
streetscape improvements may include
crosswalks and sidewalk enhancement.
While the existing Courthouse Square area
has some pedestrian infrastructure, there is
much more that can be done to improve
safety, visibility, and accessibility. For
example, illustrated below is the current
intersection at Houston and Crockett streets,
which is a wide expanse of pavement for
pedestrians to cross. Specific improvements
may include adding pedestrian islands,
using pavers in crosswalks, and creating
pedestrian bulb-outs at crossings.

⇒ Increase multi‐modal options at the site‐specific level by making
Downtown and large commercial developments more accessible
for pedestrians and cyclists.
8. Prioritize intersections in the community that are
heavily used by pedestrians and implement safety
improvements at these intersections. Intersections
should be prioritized based on use and pedestrian
risk.
Improvements could include walk overs;
installing accessible ramps for persons with
disabilities; marked, signed, and/or signaled
pedestrian crossings; and pedestrian‐actuated signal
detectors. Examples of intersections that are in need
of pedestrian improvements include Lamar/Travis,
Lamar/Crockett, Houston/Crockett, Travis/Brockett,
and Travis/Mulberry.
9. Target pedestrian/bicycle improvements at key
locations within the community including around the
Downtown area and around schools, parks, and other
public places.
10. Coordinate with Austin College to address the
particular parking, mobility and safety needs of
College students, faculty, staff, and campus visitors.
11. Add specific pedestrian and bicycle criteria to the site
plan review process when large commercial sites are
proposed. These criteria may include designation of pedestrian
connections to surrounding developments, internal pedestrian and
bicycle circulation, bike parking locations, and parking lot safety.
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⇒ Promote land use patterns that result in a more walkable community.
12. Create walkable neighborhoods as future development and
redevelopment continues. Availability of nearby services and
frequent destinations (school, church, restaurants, grocery store,
convenience store, dry cleaners, parks, etc.) allow residents to make
shorter trips on foot or by bike rather than getting in their cars and
driving for every errand.
13. Allow a mix of uses in specific zoning districts so that multiple
destinations can be located in close proximity to one another.
GOAL 4.3: Respect for community character with ongoing transportation
system expansion.
⇒ Anticipate potential traffic congestion and safety issues with ongoing growth and
development, and make or require corresponding and timely improvements,
especially in locations where intensive and/or concentrated
development is proposed.
A traffic impact analysis is invaluable to the
permitting and approval process when
1. Provide alternate travel routes within the overall road
large commercial sites are involved. Such
network to relieve the traffic burden on major
situations could require submission of a study
arterials.
prior to the official acceptance of an
2. Address parking needs Downtown to support the
application for subdivision, property
area’s accessibility and role as the commercial and
development, or a change in zoning (and,
civic center of a vital community.
in some cases, the City could choose to
conduct such a study itself or share the
3. Consider incorporating provisions into the City’s
study cost with the applicant). The TIA
land development regulations authorizing it to
should include mitigation measures
require a traffic impact analysis (TIA) study if
to help maintain the desired traffic
projected traffic from a particular development site
conditions along the roadway.
would exceed a certain established traffic generation
threshold or specified development conditions (e.g.,
square feet of nonresidential development, number of
residential units, or other site‐specific factors that
could trigger the need for mitigation measures along
adjacent public streets or at nearby intersections).
⇒ Develop and implement street design standards that are context sensitive.
4. Promote neighborhood integrity through appropriate street,
sidewalk, and crosswalk design, including protection of mature trees
in all road construction and rehabilitation.
5. Ensure consideration of community image and aesthetics in all
transportation infrastructure design.
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6.

Specify street cross section requirements and design standards in the
subdivision ordinance. While the required right‐of‐way and
pavement widths are currently listed, there are few details regarding
the dimensions of the individual elements of the cross section
(sidewalks, bike lanes, medians, landscaped easements, etc.).

Updating the subdivision regulations with street cross section standards will allow future developments to design
accordingly. Coupled with an updated Thoroughfare Plan, this is an effective tool for ensuring that future
thoroughfares are built to proper standards. These standards may change depending on the context of the
neighborhood. Streets such as Lamar and Houston cross through many different contexts and the transition
from rural to suburban to Downtown. These varying contexts can, and should, be reflected in the street design.

⇒ Support intergovernmental efforts that result in significant regional roadway
projects.
7. Advocate for U.S. 75 reconstruction to upgrade various on and off
ramps to contemporary design standards that improve traffic flow
and safety. Also, ensure that any improvement of U.S. 75 to interstate
standards maintains the same level of accessibility to the heart of
Downtown. Entrances and exits to U.S. 75 are the lifeblood of
Sherman’s economic engine, so any loss of accessibility could have
detrimental effects upon local mobility and business operations.
8. Continue work with other agencies in the spirit of intergovernmental
cooperation. For example, the State Highway 289 improvements
being coordinated between the County and the State are indicative of
a multi‐jurisdictional venture. Similar projects involving the City and
other governmental entities should be evaluated as a means for
achieving transportation projects that are regional in scale.
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GOAL 4.4: Enhanced and expanded public transportation options.
⇒ Investigate other public transportation initiatives that will connect Sherman
with nearby communities and allow for increased economic development
opportunity.
1. Explore ways the City can support expanded local transit services,
especially to benefit the area’s senior population and households
without automobiles.
2. Consider potential transit service options to Blalock Industrial Park
and Grayson Community College given their relatively remote
locations. Given limited resources and the high cost of providing
transit/shuttle service, the City should consider
forming a partnership with the County and/or Austin
Why plan for regional commuter rail in
Sherman? It is not just a dream, but is
College or local employers to provide a service that
actually a part of history. In the not-so-distant
would be mutually beneficial to all.
past, the interurban rail service in Sherman
3. Pursue regional commuter rail possibilities with
allowed residents to commute to jobs in
Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) and other area
Dallas and all stops in between. While it may
jurisdictions as this scenario becomes more feasible
be hard to conceive of such a service
for outer counties like Grayson.
today, the concept of transit connections to
the rest of the Metroplex should be a
4. Invest in shorter‐term mobility enhancements prior
long-term goal. Although much of the rail
to rail implementation, such as potential park‐and‐
infrastructure exists, it will not happen in the
ride services to Collin County and other commuting
near-future due to funding shortfalls. In the
destinations for Sherman and Grayson County
meantime, projects like the Historic
residents.
Interurban Preservation Project will allow
increased visibility of the past route while
improving important corridors. Although
City of Sherman 2030
these corridor improvements will not get a
Thoroughfare Plan
worker to a job in Dallas, they will serve as a
reminder of what was once possible—and
could be possible again.
The City’s Thoroughfare Plan is designed to provide for
future travel needs by ensuring orderly development of the
street system, including the extension and improvement of
existing streets, as well as planned future roadways. The
purpose and importance of the Thoroughfare Plan is to
ensure that adequate rights‐of‐way are preserved with a
general alignment and sufficient width to allow for efficient
expansion and improvement of the street system. In addition,
it is designed to provide opportunities for other
transportation modes so as not to place a fiscal burden on the
community to fund extensive road improvements, which, in
turn, require long‐term maintenance.
Displayed in Map 4.1, Thoroughfare Plan, are the proposed
general alignments for the extension of existing collector and
arterial roadways and planned new roadways. Similar to the
Future Land Use & Character Plan, which is intended to
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guide growth through the year 2030, the Thoroughfare Plan represents a
long‐term vision for the community. The purpose of this plan is to preserve
needed transportation corridors (even if they will not be needed for 50 years)
so that, as development occurs in the future, the City will have the ability to
develop appropriately sized transportation facilities. Further background
information on this important community planning tool is provided in the
appendix to this chapter, Thoroughfare Plan.

Roadway Design Standards
This section describes existing and proposed roadway design standards
associated with each of the functional classifications as shown on the
Thoroughfare Plan map. Roadway design standards are located in the City of
Sherman’s Subdivision Ordinance and include roadway design criteria and
cross sectional elements for Major Thoroughfares (arterial) and Collector and
Local streets. While street classification reflects the functions that roadways
serve as part of the street network, roadway design standards are related to
traffic volume, design capacity, and level of service. The City’s existing
requirements are shown in Table 4.1, Existing Roadway Design Standards.

Table 4.1, Existing Roadway Design Standards
Category
Major Thoroughfares
Marginal Access
Collector
Local Streets
Alleys

Minimum
Pavement
Width (ft)
TBD
27
37
31
10

Right‐of‐Way
Width (ft)
TBD
40
60
50
20

Source: City of Sherman Subdivision Regulations, Section 12 Design Criteria

In the administration and enforcement of the Thoroughfare Plan, unique
situations will occasionally arise where physical conditions in certain areas
conflict with the need for widening of designated thoroughfares to the
planned right‐of‐way width and roadway cross section. Such special
circumstances require a degree of flexibility and adaptability in the
implementation of the plan. Acceptable minimum design criteria and special
roadway cross sections may have to be applied in constrained areas where
existing conditions limit the ability to meet desirable standards and
guidelines. Special roadway cross sections should be determined on a case‐
by‐case basis when a unique design is necessary, and these exceptions should
be subject to approval by the City Engineer. Otherwise, standard roadway
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cross sections should be used in all newly developing areas and, whenever
possible, in existing developed areas.
Local Streets
Local streets allow direct property access within residential and commercial
areas. Through traffic and excessive speeds should be discouraged by using
appropriate geometric designs, traffic control devices, and traffic calming
techniques. Local streets typically comprise about 65 to 80 percent of the total
street system.
The current Sherman standard for local streets is a right‐of‐way width of
50 feet and a pavement width of 31 feet. However, these standards do not
account for situations where less lane width may be acceptable due to lower
density and fewer trips generated. As a result, there is more pavement width
than necessary in some cases, which adds to development
Local streets may also be adapted to an
costs, occupies additional space (thereby reducing
estate or rural character by including an
development efficiency), often encourages speeding, and
open or closed ditch system rather than
results in increased impervious surface and, hence,
curb and gutter. However, this adaptation
stormwater runoff. Therefore, this plan proposes alternative
should only be used in cases of low-density
street cross sections be developed where the standard
development or resource preservation.
pavement width is not warranted (based upon such
performance characteristics as type of access, number of
dwelling units served, and the units’ average frontage
dimensions).
Narrower streets encourage reduced travel speeds, an
increased distance between the street and sidewalk, and a
wider streetscape. Additionally, where appropriate, allowing
for a reduced pavement width would make providing
sidewalks and/or trails more attractive and cost effective to a
developer. However, a local street with a narrower lane
width would be limited to developments with fewer, larger lots taking access
onto the local street. On‐street parking would not be allowed on the narrower
street width, but would be allowed on one side of the typical 31‐foot street
section. Such parking restrictions necessitate review of lot sizes, setbacks, and
on‐lot parking provisions. These pavement widths are designed to carry
immediate local traffic effectively, still be sufficient to accommodate fire
apparatus, and yet be an appropriate width to accomplish neighborhood
traffic calming.

4.13
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Collector Streets
Subdivision street layout plans and commercial and industrial districts must
include collector streets in order to provide efficient traffic ingress/egress and
circulation. Since collectors generally carry higher traffic volumes than local
streets, they require a wider roadway cross section and added lanes at
intersections with arterial streets to provide adequate capacity for both
through traffic and turning movements. However, since speeds are slower
and more turn movements are
Who benefits and who pays?
expected on collectors versus
An existing issue with collector and arterials streets is the cost of
arterials, a higher speed differential
construction when adjacent to new subdivisions. While the developer
and much closer intersection/access
of a subdivision is responsible for building concrete streets as interior
spacing
can be used than on arterials.
connections, there is no requirement that a developer participate
Collectors typically make up about
in the construction of adjacent collector or arterial roads. At present,
the City is footing the bill for thoroughfares that connect neighboring
five to 10 percent of the total street
subdivisions. There should be an evaluation of potential cost-sharing
system.
for the construction of these necessary roadways.
As illustrated below, the development avoids lots that front onto
the thoroughfare and, thus, is not responsible for any of the cost.
However, the cost of the road construction is paid by the rest of the
City’s existing residents. The westward expansion of the City and
increased building in the ETJ exacerbates this cost-sharing dilemma.
The subdivision regulations are the implementation tool to address
this parity issue but will require further study to reach an acceptable
compromise.

Another existing option for estate
and
rural
development
is
consideration of collector roads
without sidewalks or curb and
gutter. This permits the development
to maintain the look and feel of a
rural area, and it also would not
provide the drainage system offered
with roads that utilize curbs and
gutters. In this type of development,
significant green space and an
interior trail system would be
necessary to compensate for the loss
of sidewalks. Pavement width could
be reduced to 24 feet, while the right‐
of‐way requirement would remain at
70 feet to account for the space
required for open or covered ditches.

Arterial Streets
Arterial streets form an interconnecting network for broad movement of
traffic. Although they usually represent only five to 10 percent of the total
roadway network, arterials typically accommodate between 30 and 40 percent
of an areaʹs travel volume. Since traffic movement, not land access, is the
primary function of arterials, access management is essential to avoid traffic
congestion and delays caused by turning movements for vehicles entering
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and exiting driveways. Likewise, intersections of arterials with other public
streets and private access drives should be designed to limit speed
differentials between turning vehicles and other traffic to no more than 10 to
15 miles per hour. Signalized intersection spacing should be long enough to
allow a variety of signal cycle lengths and timing plans that can be adjusted to
meet changes in traffic volumes and maintain traffic progression (preferably
one‐third to one‐half mile spacing). According to the current thoroughfare
design standards listed in the subdivision regulations, right‐of‐way for
Arterials (major thoroughfare) is determined on a case‐by‐case basis.
Functional classification is not dependent on the existing number of lanes
since the functional role served by a roadway typically remains constant over
time, while the roadwayʹs cross section is improved to accommodate
increasing traffic volumes. For example the cross section of arterials may
vary from multi‐lane roadways with four to six lanes down to two‐lane
roadways in the developing fringe and rural areas of the ETJ. In these areas
traffic volumes either have not increased to the point that more travel lanes
are needed, or they are not warranted due to limited density. Thus, lower‐
volume roadways that are continuous over long distances may also function
as arterials, particularly in the ETJ.

Plan Implementation
Implementation of thoroughfare system improvements will occur in stages
over time as Sherman grows and, over many years, builds toward the
ultimate thoroughfare network shown by the Thoroughfare Plan. The fact
that a future thoroughfare is shown on the plan does not represent a
commitment to a specific timeframe for construction or that the City—
or other jurisdiction—will build the roadway improvement. Individual
thoroughfare improvements may be constructed by a variety of implementing
agencies, including the City, Grayson County, and/or the Texas Department
of Transportation (TxDOT), as well as private developers and land owners for
sections of roadways located within or adjacent to their property. Road
construction can be implemented by individual entities or in partnership.
The City, County, and TxDOT, as well as residents, land owners, and
subdividers, can utilize the Thoroughfare Plan in making decisions relating to
planning, coordination, and programming of future land development and
transportation improvements. Review of preliminary and final plats for
proposed subdivisions in accordance with the City’s subdivision regulations
should include consideration of compliance with the Thoroughfare Plan. This
will ensure the consistency and availability of sufficient rights‐of‐way for the
general roadway alignments shown on the plan. It is particularly important to
provide for continuous roadways and through connections between
developments to ensure mobility and emergency access. By identifying
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thoroughfare locations where rights‐of‐way are needed, land owners and
subdividers can consider the roadways in their subdivision planning,
dedication of public rights‐of‐way, and provision of setbacks for new
buildings, utility lines, and other improvements located along the right‐of‐
way for existing or planned thoroughfares.
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The Thoroughfare Plan is a long range plan that identifies the location and
type of roadway facilities that are needed to meet projected long term
growth within the area. The Thoroughfare Plan is not a list of construction
projects but rather serves as a tool to facilitate the preservation of future
corridors for transportation system development, as the need arises. Many
of the proposed arterial and collector streets identified on the thoroughfare
plan, especially in the ETJ, will likely not be needed or constructed within the
next 20 or 30 years. However, one of the purposes of the thoroughfare plan
is to preserve needed roadway alignments (even if they will not be needed
in the immediate future) so that as development occurs in the future, the
City will have the ability to develop appropriately sized transportation
facilities to serve the needs of the community at that time.

Legal Authority
Under the provisions of Article XI, Section 5 of the Texas Constitution and
Title 7, Chapter 212 of the Texas Local Government Code, the City of
Sherman can require that development plans and subdivision plats conform
to “….the general plan of the municipality and its current and future
streets…” and ”…the general plan for extension of the municipality and its
roads, streets, and public highways within the municipality and its extra‐
territorial jurisdiction.”
Requirements for right‐of‐way dedication and construction of street
improvements apply to all subdivision of land within the City’s incorporated
area and its extra‐territorial jurisdiction. In accordance with the Texas Local
Government Code, the City has adopted rules governing plats and
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subdivision of land within the municipality’s jurisdiction, and, by ordinance,
those rules have also been extended to the City’s ETJ.

How it Should be Used
The Thoroughfare Plan should be used by City Staff, the Planning & Zoning
Commission, and City Council in securing needed rights‐of‐way as
development occurs in the community. Displayed in Map 4.1, Thoroughfare
Plan, are proposed general alignments for the extension of existing collector
and arterial roadways and planned new roadways.
It is important to note that the actual alignments of these roadways will likely
vary somewhat from this plan and will be determined through the
subdivision development process and the preliminary engineering phase of
construction. Slight modifications to facility locations, such as a shift of an
alignment several hundred feet one way or another or changes in roadway
curvature are warranted and accepted as long as the intent of the
Thoroughfare Plan to provide system connectivity and appropriate types of
facilities is not compromised. As development occurs alignment studies will
probably be needed to determine the exact location of roadways, keeping in
mind the overall purpose and intent of the Thoroughfare Plan and the
alignments shown on it.
The plan does not show future local streets because they function principally
to provide access to individual sites and parcels and their future alignments
will, therefore, vary depending upon individual land development plans.
Local street alignment should be determined by the City in conjunction with
land owners as part of the subdivision development process. Likewise,
collectors are required with new development, but are not shown in all places
on the Thoroughfare Plan—particularly in the far outlying areas of the ETJ—
since their alignments will depend on the surrounding street system and the
layout and density of development. They are, nevertheless, vital to an
efficient and viable transportation network and must, therefore, not be
overlooked during the subdivision development review process. Collectors
should be situated to connect arterial streets with other collectors and local
streets.

Functional Classification
An effective transportation system is comprised of a network of roadways
each with its own designation, function and capacity within the overall
system. Each street segment contributes to the interconnectivity of the
network. Therefore, for a network to operate efficiently, it is essential for
there to be a complete network of roadways designed in a hierarchy from
highways, to arterial and collector streets, to the local street network. Each
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link is intended to function according to its design capacity, in effect,
distributing traffic from the lowest design classification—local streets—to the
highest functional classification—highway or expressway. Connectivity is a
key to providing an efficient, safe, and convenient roadway network for
vehicular traffic. Characteristics of the City’s functional classification system
as shown on the Thoroughfare Plan map are summarized in the table below.
A functional roadway system facilitates a progressive transition in handling
traffic from the provision of access to the provision of movement. Freeway
and arterial facilities are at one end of the spectrum, primarily providing the

Table 4A.1, Functional Classification Criteria

Criterion

Regional

Principal Arterial

Collector

Local Street

Entirely through traffic
movement with no direct
access to property.

Mobility is primary, access
is secondary. Connects
Freeways and other
Arterials.

Collects traffic destined for the
Arterial network. Connects
Arterials to Local Streets.
Also land access.

Access is primary.
Little through
movement.

Inter‐city, regional, and
interstate.

Connects Freeways to lower
classification roadways.
Connects major activity
centers.

Continuous between Arterials.
May extend across Arterials.

Discontinuous.
Connects to
Collectors.

Roadway Length

Usually more than
5 miles

Usually more than
5 miles

Varies from roughly
one‐half mile to 2 miles

Generally less than
1 mile

Traffic Volumes
(VPD = vehicles
per day)

40,000+ VPD

20,000 to 60,000 VPD

1,000 to 15,000 VPD

100 to 5,000 VPD

5 miles or more

2 miles or more

Generally one‐quarter
to one‐half mile

Varies with block
length (at least
125 feet between)

55 to 70 mph

40 to 55 mph

30 to 35 mph

20 to 30 mph

Controlled access.
Grade separated
interchanges and
frontage/service roads.

Intersects with Freeways,
Arterials, Collectors, and
Local Streets. Restricted
driveway access.

Intersects with Arterials and Local
Streets. Driveways limited.

Intersects with
Collectors and
Arterials. Driveways
permitted.

Prohibited

Restricted

Normally permitted

Permitted

Defines neighborhood
boundaries

Defines neighborhood
boundaries

Internal and traverses
neighborhood boundaries

Internal

Through Truck
Routes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Bikeways

No

Limited

Yes

Yes

Sidewalks

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Functional Role

Roadway
Continuity

Desirable
Spacing
Posted Speed

Access
On‐Street
Parking
Community
Relationship

Source: Kendig Keast Collaborative and City of Sherman
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function of moving vehicles. Collector and local streets are at the opposite end
of the spectrum, providing access to property. To enable streets and highways
to accomplish their intended function, the planning and design of the
facilities should consider those elements that support their functional role.

Requirements and Standards
This section outlines criteria for certain characteristics of street and land
development. These criteria supplement or expand upon the design
standards of the City’s subdivision regulations, providing further policy
support for such provisions. These policies should be applied through
ordinance provisions to ensure proper implementation.
o

Location and alignment of thoroughfares. The general location and
alignment of thoroughfares must be in conformance with the
Thoroughfare Plan, as currently expressed in the City’s subdivision
regulations. Subdivision plats should provide for dedication of
needed rights‐of‐way for thoroughfares within or bordering the
subdivision. Any major changes in thoroughfare alignment that are
inconsistent with the plan should require the approval of the City’s
Planning & Zoning Commission through a public hearing process.
A major change would include any proposal that involves the
addition or deletion of established thoroughfare designations or
changes in the planned general alignment of thoroughfares that
would affect parcels of land beyond the specific tract in question.

o

Location and alignment of collectors. Generally, to adequately serve
their role to collect traffic from local streets and distribute it to the
arterial street system, collectors should be placed between arterial
streets, with a spacing of approximately one‐quarter to one‐half mile.
Collectors must be shown on all proposed subdivisions of land
consistent with the Thoroughfare Plan. In cases where a collector is
not shown on the plan, but is warranted due to development density
and projected traffic volumes, it is also required and must be shown
on the proposed plat.

o

Roadway continuity. To maximize mobility, it is essential that
collector streets traverse adjacent neighborhoods to provide access
and circulation not only within, but also between neighborhoods.
Collector streets should generally connect bounding arterials, rather
than allowing developments to design a street system with limited or
no points of ingress/egress other than the primary entrance(s) to the
development. Rather than allowing waivers of this requirement, the
subdivision regulations should identify warrants and criteria for
exemption.

o

Right‐of‐way and pavement width. The pavement and right‐of‐way
width for thoroughfares must conform to minimum standards unless
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a waiver is granted using formalized criteria. Properties proposed for
subdivisions that include or are bordered by an existing thoroughfare
with insufficient right‐of‐way width should be required to dedicate
land to compensate for any right‐of‐way deficiency. When a new
thoroughfare extension is proposed to connect with an existing
thoroughfare that has a narrower right‐of‐way, a transitional area
must be provided. Sherman’s current practice is that of a street
escrow program whereby funds for street construction are held in
escrow until such time as widening of the complete street section is
warranted due to development.
o

Continuation and projection of streets. In accordance with the
policies and recommendations of this plan, existing streets in adjacent
developed areas should be continued. When an adjacent area is
undeveloped, the street layout must provide for future projection and
continuation of streets into the undeveloped area. In particular, the
arrangement of streets in a new subdivision must provide for
continuation of right‐of‐way for the principal existing streets in
adjoining areas – or where new public streets will eventually be
necessary on adjacent properties that have not yet been subdivided.
Where adjacent land is undeveloped, stub streets must include a
temporary turnaround to accommodate fire apparatus.

o

Location of street intersections. New intersections of subdivision
streets with existing thoroughfares within or bordering the
subdivision should be planned to align with existing intersections to
avoid creation of off‐set or ʺjoggedʺ intersections and to provide for
continuity of existing streets, especially collector and arterial streets.

o

Angle of intersection. The angle of intersection for street
intersections should be as nearly at a right angle as possible. Corner
cutbacks or radii should be required at the acute corner of the right‐
of‐way line to provide adequate sight distance at intersections.

o

Offset intersections. The standard for offset or ʺjoggedʺ street
intersections should be a minimum of 150 feet (200 feet for collectors)
between the centerlines of the intersecting streets.

o

Cul‐de‐sacs. Through streets and tee‐intersections are preferable to
cul‐de‐sacs. Care should be taken so as not to over utilize cul‐de‐sacs,
which limits through access, restricts pedestrian circulation, increases
emergency response times, and confuses motorists. When cul‐de‐sacs
are used, they should have a maximum length of not more than
500 feet measured from the connecting street centerline to the center
point of the cul‐de‐sac bulb. Pavement diameter of the cul‐de‐sac bulb
in a residential area should be 100 feet with a back of curb radius of
31 feet. A commercial or industrial cul‐de‐sac bulb, preferably with
an island, should have a diameter of not less 200 feet.
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o

Residential lots fronting on arterials. Subdivision layout must avoid
the creation of residential lots fronting on arterials with direct
driveway access to the arterial street. Lots should be accessed from
local streets within or bordering the subdivision or an auxiliary street
designed to accommodate driveway traffic. Current City practices
already discourage this frontage design since subdivisions are
required to pay for the street improvements. Thus, there is a fiscal
incentive for developers not to allow individual residences to take
access from an arterial street.

o

Residential lots fronting on collectors. Subdivision layout must
avoid the arrangement of lots to access major collector streets and, to
the maximum practicable extent, minimize access to minor collector
streets, particularly within 150 feet of an intersection.

o

Geometric design standards and guidelines. Other requirements
and guidelines for the geometric design of thoroughfares and public
streets should be provided in the City’s subdivision regulations and
standard specifications. This includes special provisions for lot width
and building setbacks on corner lots to preserve sight distances at
adjacent intersections. It is in the best interest of the applicant and the
City that these street standards are spelled out in the subdivision
ordinance or reference another available resource. Appropriately
designed streets will shorten the length of time necessary for review,
thus allowing the Planning & Zoning Commission and the applicant
to spend less time redrafting and reviewing.
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Conservation &
Environmental
Resources
Chapter 5

Residents spoke of Sherman as a community whose character was shaped
by its natural environment and surrounding environs. There were many
comments regarding the desire to see green space remain as a buffer
around the City, as well as being integrated as an amenity into
development. Besides the physical landscape, there is a need to promote
air quality improvements and energy efficient building development.
Innovative planning practices will preserve resources and effectively
integrate them into development without compromising private interests.

Introduction
This chapter addresses conservation and environmental resources—both of
which relate to Sherman’s land use planning and infrastructure needs, as well
as to the quality of life of residents. The relationship of the environment to
transportation, parks and recreation, and economic development must be
made. Often times, environmental strategies are not properly integrated into
official plans and policies. Indeed, this is the first time that a Sherman
Comprehensive Plan features this section. As such, this Plan includes these
topics in a separate chapter in order to provide a holistic viewpoint and give
proper due to the importance of the natural environment in the current day
and to Sherman’s future.

Purpose
There are many environmental resources available that are of value to the
character and physical integrity of Sherman. Therefore, these resources
deserve the same type of planning efforts devoted to other community

7.1
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More green: parks,
open areas
Sherman in 20 years:
clean, open space
Experience nature
Preserve waterways
Future community
development should not
mess up trees
Grow “healthy”: consider
ways to achieve healthy,
green development
Become a more
sustainable community:
o Energy consumption/
efficiency
o Transportation options
o Local food
production –
farmers market
Sherman has diverse
topography:
o Crossroads of
environment
o Natural beauty
o Stone Creek Country
Club (former
Sherman Hills)
is a model
Environmental/sustainability
education (community
wide):
o Options, examples
from elsewhere

infrastructure since they, too, have a significant influence on the quality of
life. Environmental resources require preservation through City policies,
ordinance amendments, best management practices, and effective
implementation. In particular, there need to be policies in place to maximize
protection while minimizing the impact of the built environment upon the
systems of the natural environment. Innovative technologies and practices
should be adopted that not only keep pace with population growth, but also
match the demonstrated efforts of other leading cities.
This Conservation & Environmental Resources chapter is divided into two
sections:
⇒ Discussion of conservation and natural resources issues and
opportunities in Sherman.
⇒ Recommended goals, objectives, and actions for preserving and
enhancing Sherman’s natural resources and environment.

Issues and Opportunities
Supporting Local Agriculture and Ranching Activities
The agricultural and rural heritage that characterizes the outskirts of Sherman
should not be taken for granted and left relatively unmanaged. Quite the
opposite, in fact, since these lands still provide jobs and commerce for
Sherman and Grayson County residents:
“By the early twenty‐first century the area had become a distribution
and trade center for north Texas and southern Oklahoma;
manufacturing and agriculture were also important elements of the
local economy. In 2002 the county had 2,597 farms and ranches
covering 441,246 acres, 53 percent of which were devoted to cropland
and 40 percent to pasture. In that year farmers and ranchers in the
area earned $41,865,000; livestock sales accounted for $21,857,000 of
the total. Beef cattle, wheat, nurseries and turf, forage, and horses
were the chief agricultural products.” (Source: The Handbook of
Texas Online)
Today, open space and agricultural lands are slowly being eaten up by the
expanding urbanization of the City. Looking at the bigger picture, the
Metroplex is expanding northward, which creates new residential pressures
in neighboring cities such as Anna and Howe. There should be development
options that allow and encourage working farms on the periphery of the City
in order to prevent premature development of prime agricultural farm and
ranch lands. The City’s zoning and subdivision regulations should promote
sensible development in the outlying areas that respects the rural
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infrastructure and needs of neighboring farmers and ranchers. Growth
management strategies can include the use of clustered or “conservation”
subdivisions that protect open space while permitting appropriate residential
development intensities.
Continuation of the agricultural character should be promoted through
preservation of land. In addition to preservation of the land that farms and
pastures occupy, there needs to be recognition of buffers between active
farms and high‐density residential development.
Preserving sensitive areas is difficult in the
face of development pressures when there
Key planning consideration for supporting local agriculture
are limited tools for land preservation. In the
and ranching, as addressed by Goal 5.1, includes:
aftermath of the 2007 flooding, the need for
preserving wetlands and forested lands is
even
higher. However, site design practices
1. Adding a new “Agriculture” zoning district to the
are
largely
the same and have yet to react
zoning ordinance and zoning map.
to the need for resource preservation. The
two areas highlighted below are adjacent
Increasing Natural Resource Protection
to FM 1417 and lie in the path of oncoming
development. These parcels are
There are areas interspersed throughout the community and
representative of the challenges of many of
the resource-rich Sherman surroundings that
around the larger planning area that possess valuable natural
are both treasured by residents—and at risk
resources warranting protection. Lands adjacent to creeks and
of being lost due to existing development
flood‐prone areas, as well as sites and vistas with stands of
patterns.
mature trees, offer opportunities for resource conservation and
land preservation. While these areas are sensitive to urban
development, they may be utilized to fulfill other community
objectives, such as environmental protection, open space
preservation, and nature trail opportunities, as well as natural
storm water absorption and retention.
Sensitive areas along creeks and elsewhere may be
incorporated into developments as natural amenities, helping
to sustain their function as an environmental resource. Doing
so requires a regulatory system that balances development
efficiency and resource protection. As the community
continues to develop, it is advisable for the City to seek
preservation of its valuable resource areas, such as creek
corridors, areas within or immediately adjacent to floodplains,
and critical habitats.
Key planning considerations for preserving the natural
environment in Sherman, as addressed by Goal 5.2, include:
1.

5.3
7.3
5.3

Using natural resource preservation tools to ensure
that sensitive lands are protected from development.
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2.
3.

Exploring tree protection strategies that promote mature tree
preservation and adequate replacement policies.
Adopting site design practices that promote additional green space
instead of pavement or impermeable surface.

Addressing Land Pollution and Waste Management
Land pollution at brownfield sites can have lasting effects upon the
environment in the form of soil and water contamination that may extend
well beyond the boundaries of a polluted site. Leakage of hazardous material
into the soil may cause local ground contamination that prohibits the site
from being used for homes or park space or creates redevelopment feasibility
issues due to the cost of the clean‐up required. This same contamination may
also spread to the groundwater system or to surface water and extend great
distances. The effects of this type of contamination are more widespread and
very difficult to remediate, making impacted properties expensive to fully
redevelop in the future. Typical examples of contaminated sites include old
gas stations, chemical plants, petroleum refineries, waste processing and
storage facilities, rail yards, and junk yards. Brownfields also include
currently operating waste facilities such as recycling plants, municipal
dumps, solid waste transfer stations, and private landfills.
Waste management issues focus on both garbage and recycling collection for
commercial and residential uses. Sherman faces challenges to successfully
manage local waste generation and disposal due to the anticipated increase in
landfill fees (up to $30 from $24 by 2010) and expanding population (more
route miles to cover by diesel trucks). Modern waste management focuses on
diverting materials from landfills by offering alternatives, of which the
hallmark is the City’s aggressive residential recycling program. “Single
stream” or “commingled” recycling is offered to residential units (fewer than
four units per building) and picked up every other week. All recyclables are
separated from other trash but can be kept in the same bin for pick‐up.
Recycling benefits stem from the reduced cost of disposal for the City,
reduction in necessary raw materials for producers of new goods, and the
minimizing of energy required to create new products. Besides the
environmental damage that is avoided by recycling, there is also a substantial
financial benefit from residential recycling and commercial cardboard
recycling.
Key planning considerations for minimizing land pollution and ensuring
effective waste management, as addressed by Goal 5.3, include:
1.

Tracking brownfields and identifying remediation needs and
redevelopment options.
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2.

Exploring waste management opportunities that lead to additional
waste diversion from landfills.

Enhancing Air Quality
The growing population and industry impacts upon air quality are issues that
Sherman, and the entire Metroplex area, must continue to monitor. The
current air quality monitoring standards for Grayson County indicate the area
is in attainment with federal and state Clean Air Act criteria and is not in the
same non‐attainment category as neighboring Collin County. There are many
influences on the regional air quality that include population, transportation
routes, geography and climate, and neighboring cities such as Dallas‐Fort
Worth. However, Sherman needs to protect itself locally from the “stacking”
impacts resulting from the industrial uses located in close proximity within
the Blalock Industrial Park. Additionally, it can be summarized that any
alternative transportation strategy that results in reduced vehicle miles by
single‐occupant vehicles is better for air quality.
Likewise, mitigation strategies such as tree preservation and planting will
improve local air quality. Encouraging additional trees on individual sites can
be done by mandating that larger trees be preserved during redevelopment
and that trees be replanted after redevelopment. The City’s landscaping
requirements should be evolved to the point that new developments look
attractive and there are no loopholes allowing construction of subdivisions
with minimal or poor landscaping. Increasing the urban tree canopy is an
environmental and quality of life issue that many cities are vigorously
pursuing. Sherman has undertaken tree planting ordinances in the past but
must continue its efforts at tree preservation and replanting.
Improving Energy and Building Efficiency
Energy usage affects the environment through the production of energy from
traditional fossil fuel sources, development of new energy infrastructure, and
exploitation of natural resources to recover new sources of raw fossil fuels.
Much of this energy usage is involved with transportation, but there is a large
amount of energy usage in the everyday operation of buildings as detailed in
Figure 5.1, Building Impacts in the United States. The energy usage in
buildings can be reduced through the retrofitting of existing buildings, as
well as by designating conservation practices for new buildings. The City can
follow the lead of many other cities by mandating that municipal projects
meet certain minimum standards of building energy efficiency.
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Figure 5.1, Building Impacts in the United States
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Goals, Objectives, and Action
Recommendations
The following goals, objectives, and recommended actions were formulated
to specifically address the issues and needs outlined above. The goals reflect
the overall vision of the community, which may be achieved by pursuing the
objectives and acting on the recommendations. It is important to note that
these are also general statements of policy that may be cited when reviewing
annual budgets and used in making important community policy decisions.
GOAL 5.1: Community support and recognition of local agriculture and
ranching activities.
⇒ Create a new zoning district—Agriculture—for agricultural activities that
maintains a rural scale and character.
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1.

Add a new district that explicitly allows and protects farming and
ranching as intended uses. This district may also allow conservation
development, but it should not permit a higher suburban level of
density as seen in existing neighborhoods. Such a zoning district
would provide newly annexed properties with a more appropriate
zoning category instead of the existing low‐density (2 units per acre),
single‐family residential district (R‐A).

GOAL 5.2: Utilization of natural resource protection tools.

Preserving agriculture is possible through a
strategy of land use protection. Zoning
district controls are the policymaking
response to loss of agricultural lands.
Nationwide trends show the popularity of
“eating local” as farmer’s markets spring up
in new locations every month.

⇒ Protect existing habitat and natural areas from development by
using the full array of tools at the City’s disposal.
1. Allow and promote cluster subdivisions that will
preserve site specific resources as part of planned
developments or in a newly adopted agricultural
zoning district.
2. Promote landowner education regarding the benefits
and potential applicability of conservation easements
within subdivisions and for individual properties.
3. Investigate future park or forest preserve lands for
direct acquisition to provide long‐term protection of
the open spaces that surround Sherman.
4. Preserve existing low lying areas by applying
floodplain protection measures that minimize development.
5. Continue to emphasize natural resource protection as a key objective
of ongoing parkland acquisition and enhancement of existing park
locations.

⇒ Explore a tree preservation strategy that offers protection and owner/developer
incentives for existing mature trees on developed parcels.
6. Prioritize larger trees for preservation efforts rather than removal or
replacement. No such policy currently exists that promotes tree
preservation for large, specimen trees.
7. Preserve large trees on publicly owned lands whenever possible. For
example, the sizable trees on the east side of Old Settler’s Park
provide a historic context and should be preserved.
⇒ Promote site design practices that reduce the extent of impervious cover (building
footprints and paved areas) in favor of natural and/or landscaped areas.

5.7
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8.

Include the use of bio‐swales and permanent water features for
drainage management to reduce the volume and rate of stormwater
runoff from new developments. Stormwater carries nonpoint source
pollutants into streams and lakes. Additionally, higher runoff
velocities contribute to stream bank erosion, which further impacts
water quality and flooding risk due to stream
Natural stormwater drainage options are
sedimentation.
possible for rural roads and for addressing
9. Support green roofs on new developments as a method
stormwater issues on individual sites. The
examples from the Experimental Wal-Mart
of stormwater mitigation, as well as reduction of the
in McKinney (below) are alternative
urban “heat island” effect. Green roofs are important
approaches to detention or treatment.
because they fundamentally change the impact of
buildings. Green roofs are more expensive than
regular construction; however, they provide additional
insulation, which reduces energy costs for heating and
air conditioning. For new construction, the use of
green roofs should result in a reduction in the extent of
stormwater facilities that need to be constructed to
meet standards. Also, despite the higher upfront costs,
green roofs typically have longer life spans than
traditional asphalt shingle rooftops (30 to 40 years
versus 15 years).
GOAL 5.3: Reduced land pollution and waste generation.
⇒ Mitigate existing land pollution through brownfield
identification and clean‐up.
1. Create a locally‐maintained brownfield inventory to
establish a searchable listing of all sites that are known
to contain soil contamination based on environmental
testing (or already included on EPA brownfields list)
or could potentially contain contamination. This
project will consist of a GIS parcel map with marked
brownfields, as well as a database with information
about the type of contamination or remediation (some
parcels will not have this data readily available). This
activity is important to support economic
development, as well as for environmental protection.
2. Redevelop brownfield sites, as appropriate, while
being mindful of the possibility of brownfield grants to
aid in the environmental remediation and site re‐use.
⇒ Maintain and expand the waste management programs available
through the City.
3. Maintain and expand current levels of the recycling
program and trash pick‐up. The existing program is a
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commingled single stream curbside option that is collected from
residential households every other week. Since its inception in 2000,
this program has operated as an aggressive recycling commitment by
the community and should continue to do so in the future.
Investigate expansion of recycling to more niche markets that may
not be participating as heavily as the typical residential home, such as
apartment buildings. As more apartment dwellers request recycling,
options should be evaluated so that recycling can be part of multi‐
family complexes. A program might include a special City route
operating a front‐loading recycling vehicle that focuses exclusively on
apartment buildings. Challenges will need to be overcome with
regard to education, recycling collection screening, truck access, and
illegal dumping by non‐residents.
Maintain the downtown drop‐off location for recycling of clean office
paper. This site provides a service to local businesses that desire to
recycle and is an amenity for those operations located downtown.
Continue to collect hazardous household waste
Recycling in Sherman is more than feeling
(HHW) items like motor oil, paint, and batteries. This
good
about reusing household waste—it is
program relies upon a partnership with the City of
also a matter of dollars and cents. While
Fort Worth “Crud Cruiser,” which is scheduled for
trash collection is a general expenditure for
two annual visits to Sherman. Likewise, the e‐waste
the City, the economics of recycling earn a
program should continue in tandem with hazardous
small profit for the City. Any shift towards
waste collection to target electronic equipment. This
higher recycling rates and added recycling
participation results in more money for other
program is run by a private entity that schedules two
City programs. Looking ahead, the
pick‐up dates per year.
economics of recycling are expected to
Evaluate the methods for encouraging private
shift as higher tipping fees at the landfill
composting of food wastes at residences. While the
create an added incentive for the City to
City may not be able to enact a public compost
advocate for recycling efforts. The end of
program, there may be an opportunity for public
the line for all these recycled goods is the
Plano Material Recovery Facility (MRF),
education as to methods for composting in backyards.
pictured below.
This activity would reduce the level of waste collected
and sent to a landfill, while helping the community to
be more sustainable.
Add trash disposal and recycling options to parks and
streetscapes throughout the City. Public spaces also
need to be kept clean and beautiful for the enjoyment
of all residents and visitors, which means that all
public areas should eventually be fitted with trash
receptacles, as well as recycling options.
Consider a monthly bulky item pick‐up to build upon
the Spring Clean‐Up efforts. The City’s annual Clean‐
Up offers free dumping of large trash items or white
goods during that week. This amnesty week is in addition to one free
annual on‐site pick‐up for each residential customer. Any monthly
service would require additional staff and equipment since it would
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be a regular service. It would benefit the neighborhoods to have this
regular service so that trash does not accumulate in yards throughout
the year, and to discourage illegal dumping of such items elsewhere
around the community.
10. Consider ways to divert more waste from landfills through
intergovernmental cooperation.
11. Energize the now‐dormant Beautification Committee to become a
leader and supporter of waste management activities. Any expansion
of current waste and recycling programs will need champions, and
this group is one untapped leadership resource.
GOAL 5.4: Enhanced air quality.
⇒ Mitigate the effects of airborne pollutants in order to maintain or
improve local air quality.
1. Add trees to assist in the improvement and
management of air quality levels, as well as to mitigate
the effects of urbanization in the future. This effort
should not only target new developments, but examine
existing thoroughfares and developed public and
private areas as well.
2. Continue to track Grayson County’s status as an
attainment area. It is a benefit to local residents and
attractive to businesses looking for new, cost‐effective
locations.
3. Minimize the effect of Blalock Industrial Park air
emissions that are prone to “stacking” at the local
level. The existing row of industries along the US 75
corridor creates a local air quality issue that may be
exacerbated by increased pollutants in that area. New
industries should be sited appropriately so that wind
patterns do not add to the existing polluted air mass.
Similarly, new industries can negotiate air quality
mitigation packages with the City so that any negative
air quality impacts might be offset by other programs
or infrastructure.
4. Seek alternative transportation solutions to be enacted
at the local and regional levels to preserve air quality.
Transportation impacts represent some of the largest
contributions to poor air quality, with up to 40 percent
of the pollution levels resulting from nonpoint source
transportation causes. As highway and air
transportation connections increase to and within the
region, such as the proposed 289 extension or a complete 1417 Loop,
there could be subsequent impacts on local air quality.

Local air quality issues arise from the
prevailing winds, which blow from south to
north. As the industrial emissions are carried
over Sherman, the rest of the community is
impacted by decreased air quality. New
industry will need to be sited east or west—
away from the path of the predominant
“stacking” pattern shown below.
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a.

Support biking and walking opportunities through street
improvements and ongoing planning and grant efforts.
b. Look to the long‐term expansion of the transit system, as well
as the gradual replacement and updating of the vehicle fleet
to include more energy efficient and lower emission models.
c. Reduce congestion at local intersections by making physical
upgrades (e.g., dedicated left and right turning lanes, as
warranted) and coordinating traffic signals so traffic flow is
smooth.
GOAL 5.5: Reduced energy use and improved building efficiency.
⇒ Lessen the use of energy and improve building efficiency in municipal buildings,
as well as in private structures through local ordinances and educational efforts.
1. Evaluate the effectiveness of the current building code with regard to
building energy efficiency. While completing this review, the City
can encourage higher levels of energy and water efficiency through
voluntary practices in both site and building design.
2. Conduct a pilot project of energy efficiency or LEED certification for
new municipal buildings. A logical starting point may be the new fire
station near the Blalock Industrial Park. Any additional costs in
building design and materials could be offset within a
The City of Frisco recently completed its joint
few years by the energy efficiency savings. Given the
City Hall and library building. Green building
long lifespan of municipal facilities, the operational
techniques were used in the construction of
costs would far outweigh any initial building costs.
the building in an effort to be responsive to
3. Consider a City‐wide policy for all new public
budgetary needs over the long-term and
environmental considerations. Since most
buildings to be energy efficient or LEED certified based
communities only build civic buildings once
on this pilot evaluation.
in a long while, it is important that their
4. Existing municipal facilities could benefit from a City‐
design reflects their long life span. Energy
wide Energy Task Force, comprised of both City and
and water costs over the duration of the life
other government personnel plus private sector
of a building can easily pay back the initial
representatives, that meets monthly to identify energy
cost of the green improvements.
saving measures. Initial efforts could focus on building
lighting, street lights, building heating/cooling,
building/window shading, and water usage/re‐capture.
Techniques and successes achieved through this group
could then be disseminated across the community.
5. Adopt a long‐term energy strategy to include an energy
plan that enumerates reduction goals based on the
current energy usage.
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5.

Pursue measures to reduce impervious cover on development sites,
as recommended under Goal 5.2, but in this case to also help offset
the urban “heat island” effect. The extent of paved and unshaded
surfaces in developed areas can raise temperatures several degrees,
adding to summer discomfort and requiring further building cooling.

Building efficiency is already on display at
Austin College as the new science building
uses the latest in green design techniques.
Once complete, the science building seeks
a “Silver” rating through the LEED building
program. This rating reflects the energy,
water, site design, and livable qualities of
the building. While this project is the first
building of its kind in Sherman, it reflects
a larger trend of environmental (and
monetary) awareness. Economic incentives
to build ‘green’ buildings will increase as
energy and resource prices rise in the
coming years. The benefits to following this
building technique, highlighted below, are
good for the environment and pocketbook.

CARBON
SAVINGS

WATER
USE
SAVINGS

WASTE
COST
SAVINGS

50-90%

30-50%

35%
ENERGY
SAVINGS

30%

Source: U.S. Green Building Council
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Chapter 6

The mission of the City’s Parks and Recreation Department is to enhance the
quality of life in Sherman by providing the finest parks, facilities, programs,
and services in the area. Over the last three decades, the park system has
grown to 418 acres of parkland, both developed and undeveloped, in
20 locations throughout the community. This chapter addresses the
availability, quality, type, size, and location of recreation opportunities to
meet the needs of Sherman’s residents and visitors to the community.

Purpose
The purpose of the Parks, Recreation, and Open Space chapter is to determine
the communityʹs current and future needs for improving its existing parks
and providing adequate areas and facilities to meet its immediate and long‐
term needs. This plan element will form the policy direction pertaining to the
timing of park development, their placement within the City and its
extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ), the type of facilities, and the method by
which enhancements and improvements may be funded. It guides the Cityʹs
planning efforts for developing a suitable public parks and recreation system
and incorporating private contributions.
Parks and Recreation Master Plan (2005)
In 2005, Bucher, Willis & Ratliff (BWR) produced a Parks and Recreation
Master Plan to update the 1998 Plan and favorably position the Parks and
Recreation Department to receive external grants and internal funding. The
firm identified two conflicting perspectives on the condition of parks. Data
from a citizen survey indicated that 79 percent of respondents rated the
condition of the park system as good or excellent, whereas the consultants
6.1
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rated 74 percent of the parks as fair or poor (with no excellent ratings)
compared to national park standards. Although the consultant’s findings are
typical of many American park systems, most systems have at least some
excellent‐rated parks. The citizen survey did underscore frequent park and
program use, explained in Figure 6.1, Parks and Recreation Master Plan
(2005). This participatory survey data serves to reinforce the
Figure 6.1, Parks and Recreation
system’s central role in the community and interest in further
Master Plan (2005)
development.
Parks and recreation facilities are an essential part of a healthy,
quality, and sustainable community environment. They provide
the necessary components for events outside of the home and
after work and after school activities. Whether for passive or
active use, parks and recreation facilities are an important part of
everyday, active living—serving health benefits for children and
seniors alike. The park system enhances the community’s “quality
of life” factor, boosting economic development efforts to recruit
and retain a skilled workforce; build a strong tax base to finance
system
expansion,
Resource Protection
facility enhancements,
and maintenance; and
In the development of parkland,
recreation should play a secondary role
attract retirees.
to resource protection. Open space
preservation, particularly along stream
The park system has
corridors and encompassing floodplain
been developed on the
areas, contributes to natural stormwater
community’s
core
An illustrative element of the 2005 Parks
management, water quality protection,
recreational
values:
and Recreation Master Plan was the
and preservation of habitat for area
resident survey. There is a high rate of
wildlife. While floodplain areas
quality facilities and
participation in park services by residents.
complement many forms of recreation,
programs,
For example, 69 percent of respondent
the focus should be on low-impact uses
opportunities that are
households had visited City of Sherman
such as trails or unprogrammed green
close to home, safety
parks during the past year. Similarly,
space. Furthermore, recreation areas
and security, cultural
67 percent of respondent households that
should be partnered with public works
diversity, and citizen‐
had participated in Sherman programs
facilities to serve dual purposes, such as
during the past 12 months rated the
fishing ponds and stormwater retention
based planning; as
quality of programs they had participated
basins. See Chapter 5, Conservation
identified by the 2005
in as either excellent (14 percent) or
& Environmental Resources, for more
Parks and Recreation
good (53 percent).
information on resource protection.
Master
Plan.
The
system serves as an asset for
preserving a “small town character” and attracting new residents and visitors.
Much like streets and sidewalks, water and wastewater lines, drainage
facilities, police and fire equipment, and other municipal facilities and
services, parks are an integral component of the municipal infrastructure.
When Sherman residents were asked what priorities they had for their
community in 20 years, a popular response was for the community to be
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“more green.” While master‐planned communities have been taking the lead
with generous land dedications to parks, trails, and plazas, many
improvements can be made across the entire community. Whether it is more
walking and biking opportunities or nature preserves, the system warrants a
significant level of attention and commitment of resources.
This Parks and Recreation chapter is divided into four sections:
⇒ Discussion of issues and opportunities affecting parks and recreation
in Sherman.
⇒ Recommended goals, objectives, and actions for maintaining and
improving Sherman’s park system.
⇒ Classification of existing parks.
⇒ Future and planned capital projects identified by the capital
improvement program.

Issues and Opportunities
This Comprehensive Plan element is designed to ensure that Sherman is
aware of and prepared to address any deficiencies in the provision of parks
and recreation facilities—now and in the future. The long‐range planning
process supplemented the 2005 Parks and Recreation Master Plan findings to
identify the following priority issues and opportunities.
Pickens Lake Trails provides a
pedestrian linkage between Herman
Baker Park, Churchill Way Playground,
Achieving an Interconnected and Multi‐Modal Park System
and Binkley Park. Further advancement
of these trails can create linkages with
The recreational and social value of parks is increased
Center Street Playground and other
exponentially when they are linked through a series of greenbelts
recreational venues nearby. As a longalong natural water courses and drainageways, trail and
term goal, linkages should connect all
walkway/bikeway corridors, and other ties and connections. Just
existing and developing parks, such as
Pecan Grove Park.
as it is necessary to plan for road networks and other public
infrastructure in advance of growth, it is also important to plan
and protect “green infrastructure” in coordination with
development. An interconnected system of bicycle and pedestrian
facilities may serve as a resource for recreation and exercise, while
providing an added benefit as an alternative mode of
transportation. According to the 2005 Parks and Recreation Master
Survey, paved walking and biking trails had the highest
percentage of respondents select them as the most important
facility. Furthermore, respondents identified walking and jogging
as the most popular program or activity.

6.3
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Park Planning Principles
•

All residents and visitors will
have unrestricted access
to public park areas and
recreational facilities
regardless of their age,
gender, race, income,
cultural background,
housing environment,
or handicap.

•

Public recreation will
incorporate other public
services such as education,
health and fitness,
transportation, and leisure.

•

Facilities will be well
planned and coordinated
to ensure adequate
adaptability to future
needs and requirements.

•

The design of spaces and
facilities will encourage the
most efficient utilization of
land and will consider the
needs, desires and
opinions of the intended
users.

A system of parks and recreation areas is not complete without linear
linkages between park facilities, neighborhoods, schools and other public use
facilities. Such linkages may boost accessibility to parks and other public
spaces, thereby expanding the effective service area coverage of these existing
parks. This, in turn, reduces the amount of public investment necessary to
locate and construct parks densely throughout the community. In this
planning process, residents expressed a desire for parks and other amenities
to be within walking distance of home, such as Fairview Park. While trails
enhance the entire system by connecting neighborhood parks and greenways
to community parks, they also fill in the “gaps” on a micro level, connecting
individual homes to neighborhood parks.
The fact that cities develop in an incremental fashion adds to the complexity
of achieving a continuous system of linkages. This appears to be the historical
and ongoing scenario for Sherman, as well. Without advance planning, these
linkages will not happen naturally. To realize a comprehensive trail network
over time, there must be a connectivity review at the stage of subdivision
development, backed by the necessary requirements and standards for road
continuity, sidewalks and trails within rights‐of‐way and easements, and
other essential planning and design considerations, such as safe intersection
crossings, curb cuts, signage and various other factors.
As each trail component feeds into the larger system, consideration should be
given to the level of safety and maintenance requirements. Some segments
that are remote or poorly lit may need a police presence. Others may need to
be located off street to prevent automobile and pedestrian collisions. It is
acknowledged, though, that trails are expensive and sometimes difficult to
introduce and construct in already developed environments. Therefore, a
plan is warranted to identify the best and most efficient means for achieving
the intent of a community trail network, which is to enhance pedestrian and
other non‐motorized mobility within the City.
Key planning considerations for creating a path and trail network, as
addressed by Goal 6.1, include:
1.
2.

Phasing trail development according to a system plan.
Promoting trail‐friendly development patterns and practices.
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Providing Facilities that Offer a Greater Selection
of Recreational and Social Activities
Parks and recreation facilities serve a number of purposes that relate to
physical, social, and community well‐being. One of the hurdles to fulfilling
park and recreational needs is balancing resources and demands. With a
diverse population of 39,000, there is a wide breadth of active and passive,
indoor and outdoor, and rural and urban recreational interests that range
from Frisbee golf courses to equestrian trails. The challenge for the Parks and
Recreation Department is to concede to popular demand while also
accommodating specialized groups that otherwise could not participate in
that activity without municipal provisions.
The City’s parks and recreation function has to be able to respond to new and
emerging community desires. At public meetings for the Comprehensive
Plan, residents identified a new community recreation center as their number
one desire (specifically citing the need for an indoor pool—especially a lap
pool geared to adults, an indoor walking track, and diverse programming for
all ages). Another example, identified by City staff, is a water‐related facility
such as a spray park. Through an extensive pool renovation project at
Fairview Park in 2006‐07, the City added various water park features, but the
facility is already at capacity with waiting lines
The recently added water features in Hawn
common. Many communities across Texas have
Park raised the quality and overall use of the
followed this trend, creating popular summertime
park. Now, one of the most popular parks, Hawn
destinations that draw residents and tourists alike.
Park can be an example in park development
for other sites.
The preference for more athletic fields, passive
recreation areas, and a central green has also been
expressed by the community. The growing support for
youth and adult sports league activities has strained the
existing athletic fields, particularly areas that
accommodate practice activity. The popularity of Old
Settlers Park is telltale of the need for potential field
expansion. With a predominance of active recreation
facilities such as baseball fields, the current system
would also benefit from more passive recreation areas
such as “islands of tranquility.” These natural and
scenic areas, such as Baker Park, allow adults and
children to experience nature within Sherman via
greenways, lakes and ponds, and outdoor learning laboratories. While they
contribute to the rural aspect of quality of life, a central green has been
desired in an urban context. The City is lacking a place for citizens to gather
and hang out, particularly young adults. The Boys and Girls Club partially
fulfills this niche for younger children, but there is no place for older teens or
adults. A downtown park and plaza could host community events and serve
as a central gathering space for the entire community.
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Found later in the chapter, the park inventory identifies a typology that
relates to park size, service area, and facilities. The City is equipped with a
diversity of offerings, yet public input has identified a number of needs not
being fully met.
Key planning considerations for expanding the existing recreational facilities,
as addressed by Goal 6.2, include:
1.
2.

Identifying existing and future needs for the park system.
Accommodating the recreational needs of the community.

Establishing Joint Use and Financial Agreements
among Community Stakeholders
A collaborative approach to parks and recreation planning requires
communication and coordination among all vested entities. This effort could
include the City; Grayson County; the local school districts; Austin College;
and other public agencies, as well as potential private sector partners.
The existing partnerships tend to be informal by nature and primarily result
in a shared use of facilities (e.g., use of Veteran’s Field at Fairview Park for
Sherman High School athletic events or Old Settler’s Park for Austin College
softball games). Many entities such as churches and civic organizations do
not need written agreements, whereas many relationships need to be
strengthened, allowing for more cross‐over responsibilities such as land
acquisition, operation and maintenance, programming, and so on. The
private sector can leverage the resources of the public sector to improve its
marketability, just as the public sector can increase its public offerings by
partnering with the private sector.
Old Settler’s Park – Joint Use Facility

Source: Austin College
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Most importantly, collaboration between
stakeholders ensures greater planning, whether
it is at the macro or micro levels. For instance,
present‐day coordination between the Parks
and Recreation Department and the school
districts is primarily ad hoc. New protocols
could be developed to minimize service area
overlap, build sidewalks near and in between
facilities,
and
coordinate
undeveloped
infrastructure needs.
Intergovernmental
agreements and public‐private partnerships
create opportunities to use limited tax dollars
wisely, utilize land efficiently, and conserve
precious environmental resources.

6.6

Key planning considerations for encouraging formal partnerships, as
addressed by Goal 6.3, include:
1.

Prioritizing joint initiatives along with City efforts for recreational
development.

Ensuring Quality Park Appearance and Maintenance
The condition and appearance of parks is an indicator of their value to the
community, whether intended or not. Recent studies have shown that quality
parks increase adjacent property values and are a consideration in home
shopping and purchasing decisions. Collectively, parks and public open
space areas also contribute to the aesthetics and natural beauty of the
community.
The existing park system is highly valued, if not over‐utilized in some
respects. While some parks flourish with weekday and weekend traffic,
others are undermined by a lack of investment or
New playground and recreation equipment does not
inadequate maintenance. In particular, east side
necessarily imply the purchase of the same design.
residents cited Martin Luther King, Jr. Park and
Modern parks incorporate new activities to reflect
Fielder Park as examples of parks in need of
changing resident demand. Skate parks, pictured
newer/better equipment, lighting, restrooms, and
below, are one of the growing trends in park activities.
so on. Other types of park improvements include
installation of irrigation systems and a rigorous
grounds maintenance program; reconstruction of
major facilities, such as a skateboard park; court
resurfacing or replacement; new benches, tables,
grills,
and
trash
containers;
additional
landscaping and shade trees; picnic facilities and
shaded gathering areas; improved and/or
expanded parking areas; and new fencing.
A “parks‐to‐standard” program in Sherman
would establish a standard by which all parks,
recreation areas, and public spaces are measured
with regard to quality and level of importance.
The goal is not uniformity; residents prefer each
park has a unique character that matches its user group and site context
(e.g., cultural monuments in MLK Jr. Park). Rather, a quality standard is
desired to prioritize which parks need maintenance or equipment upgrades.
This type of program is especially applicable to older neighborhoods in which
unsafe or poorly maintained parks may lead to neighborhood decline. Both
public and private efforts will be required to make the program work. The
City may increase its dedicated funding source for equipment replacement,
building revitalization, and increased maintenance. The private sector and
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individual residents and groups may provide in‐kind services, volunteer
labor, and contribution of funding through improvement fees. As noted by
City staff, one way to solicit more volunteer activity is to elevate the
recognition of individual and corporate contributions. This type of
sponsorship (“Adopt‐a‐Park” approach) or recognition offers free marketing,
and it may even attract larger and more frequent donations.
The first priority for the park system should be to improve the existing parks
and bring them to the quality and maintenance level expected by residents.
This will require a significant commitment by elected leaders
Park investments are critical to keep
to
provide the necessary funds to catch up on current
equipment looking good year after year.
deficiencies, while also preparing for future needs. All
When investments are being made, equity
improvements certainly do not need to be achieved at once.
is important between neighborhoods.
Capital budgets should reflect a diversity
Instead, community standards and desires may eventually be
of geographies in addition to identifying
achieved through establishment of immediate, mid‐term, and
urgent needs.
long‐range priorities.
Key planning considerations for encouraging quality park
appearance and maintenance, as addressed by Goal 6.4,
include:
1.
2.
3.

Investing and reinvesting in the community’s parks
and recreation system to raise its quality standard.
Continuing an even distribution of parks and
recreation facilities throughout the community.
Developing a sustainable system that is supported by
ongoing maintenance.

Goals, Objectives, and Action
Recommendations
The following goals, objectives and recommended actions were formulated to
specifically address the issues and needs outlined above. The goals reflect the
overall vision of the community, which may be achieved by pursuing the
objectives and acting on the recommendations. Some recommendations do
not cost the City, some save costs, and some will be expensive to develop;
however, in every case, the recommendations are necessary for the City to
move ahead with the park system improvements that have surfaced during
the planning process in the past year.
It is important to note that these are also general statements of policy that
may be cited when reviewing development proposals and used in making
important community investment decisions regarding the provision and
timing of facilities and services.
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GOAL 6.1: Incremental development of an interconnected community trail
network.
⇒ Prepare a Trail, Bikeway, and Greenway Master Plan as a complement to the
2005 Parks and Recreation Master Plan.
1. Depict in the new master plan an overall network of off‐street trails,
nature trails and paths within linear greenways, and both on‐ and off‐
street bike lanes and routes. The master plan should examine
possible and feasible ways to create linkages, including trails along
existing easements or rights‐of‐way, re‐striping of road sections (or
extra‐wide curb/shoulder lanes) to include a designated bike lane,
repair of existing sidewalks and completion of missing links, and
construction of off‐street trail segments.
2. Inventory and map all existing trail segments and sidewalks
throughout Sherman’s developed area. Subsequently, identify
missing and incomplete segments needed to improve continuity,
particularly those adjacent to schools, parks, public buildings, and
other pedestrian generators and attractors, such as Downtown and
Austin College.
3. Prepare a near‐term capital improvement plan
The recently added Center St. Playground trail will
and program for those segments that will have
increase the interconnectivity between nearby
parks and playgrounds. A broader trails vision is
an immediate impact, meaning those by which
laid out in Map 6.3, Conceptual Network of
connections may be made to and between
Bikeways and Pathways.
significant destinations with relatively little
planning and investment.
4. Utilize utility corridors as trails and connections
within and between neighborhoods. These areas
must have an improved surface, although a
paved surface is not always necessary or
preferred. For new development, the proposed
alignment of utility corridors should be
evaluated with trail considerations in mind
during preliminary plat review.
5. In conjunction with the action recommendations
in Chapter 4, Transportation, pursue a
comprehensive sidewalk improvement program
to repair, replace, or install new sidewalks where they may be used as
a connection to the community‐wide trail network.
6. Adopt a policy for the potential conversion and use of abandoned
railroad corridors, under‐utilized or vacant alleys, and other rights‐
of‐way and easements as trails and walking connections.
7. Regularly submit grant applications to state and federal programs
and other available resources to leverage funds for trails and bikeway
planning and development.
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8.

Use the City’s Development Regulations as another means to
promote the gradual emergence of a city‐wide trail and bikeway
network.
9. Establish requirements for the dedication of easements or rights‐of‐
way from new developments that adjoin or overlap the City’s
planned trail network. Rights‐of‐way must be dedicated for main
trail segments and easements dedicated within the development to
provide direct access points to the system. Design standards must
also be established for segments of the trail and other connections to
ensure long‐lasting construction and minimized maintenance.
10. Amend the subdivision regulations within the City’s Development
Code to require pedestrian easements in appropriate mid‐block
locations between lots (or at the end of cul‐de‐sacs and elsewhere) to
allow access to existing or planned parks and trails. This must be
integrated as part of the preliminary plat review and approval
process, which will require designation of park and school sites and
identification of sidewalk locations and any planned internal trails
within the development.
11. Amend the street cross sections in the City’s Development Code, as
appropriate, to include provisions for trails and bikeways. These
facilities should be included in new road projects, as well as
reconstruction projects, where feasible and acceptable. At a
minimum, sidewalks should be constructed along both sides of
collector and arterial streets and one (preferably both) sides of local
streets. Provisions must also be made for pedestrian walkways on
bridges and across culverts.
GOAL 6.2: Expanded facility offerings to address unmet and new park needs.
⇒ Inventory and update the existing parkland holdings and associated
improvements with GIS mapping software.
1. Hire a GIS technician or contract with a consulting firm to organize
and create shape files for the City.
2. Develop a schedule and process for updating the City’s GIS files.
3. Coordinate with the website designer to allow the upload of mapping
capabilities to the City’s webpage.
⇒ Initiate the process of developing new park facilities included within the 2005
Park and Recreation Master Plan. The following projects have been singled out
for their significance:
1. Community Recreation Center. Conduct a feasibility study to
evaluate citizen program preferences for a recreation center, which
could also be useful in identifying the square footage needs of the
building. Given the population and other demographics of the City
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2.

3.

of Sherman, it is reasonable to assume that the size of a new center
would fall within a range of 50,000 to 75,000 square feet and include
indoor walking opportunities, gymnasium, meeting rooms, a
cardiovascular/fitness exercise area, and aerobics area.
New Aquatic Facility. Assess the condition of existing aquatic
facilities and identify the need for a modern
Parks provide children:
aquatic facility. Modern aquatic facilities
typically include a lazy river, sun and shaded
areas, leisure pool with zero depth entry,
water slides, lap lanes for exercise
swimming, water sprays with playgrounds,
and an area for swim lessons.
a. Following Fairview Park’s 2006‐2007
pool renovation, expand associated
seating and picnic areas given the
level of demand. The City should
also look to expanding its capabilities
to host parties and events at the pool
pavilion since rental demand for the
facility is very high, with all available
dates quickly booked each year.
Soccer Fields. Coordinate development of the
elementary schools’ soccer fields with the
community’s need for soccer fields, which
may include a soccer complex.

• A place to engage in healthy physical activity.
• A hands-on learning environment where the
can express their creativity and develop
problem-solving and social skills.
• A sense of place and belonging as an antidote
to violence, social alienation and vandalism.

⇒ Support the City’s popular youth and adult sports leagues by addressing space
shortages.
1. Develop additional practice field space since existing fields are in
high demand and cannot be sustained at an acceptable maintenance
level given the current excessive level of utilization. This can be
accomplished, in part, by retrofitting some existing facilities.
Installation of lighting will also enable greater utilization of fields
during the fall and winter months between Daylight Savings Time.
GOAL 6.3: A Partnership Policy among public and private entities to expand
and improve the provision of recreational services and facilities.
⇒ Develop written agreements to formalize shared costs and responsibilities.
1. Coordinate with Grayson County; the local school districts; and
Austin College to address potential joint acquisition of land,
improvement and maintenance of land and facilities, and use and
management of areas and buildings, especially to avoid duplication
of efforts and services. The 2005 Parks and Recreation Master Plan
outlined the following steps:
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a.

2.

Invite key partners into an ongoing dialogue for park system
improvements and recreation program planning.
b. Identify both existing and potential new partners to
participate in the process on a regular basis.
c. After due diligence, enter appropriate partners into a formal
agreement with the City.
d. Hold an annual meeting of all current and future partners to
discuss partnership opportunities.
Explore more formal arrangements/agreements with individual user
groups, such as the churches, Sherman Boys and Girls Club, and
adult and youth sports associations.
a. Document recreational demand and specific needs and
ensure appropriate contributions to field and facility
maintenance based on level of utilization.

GOAL 6.4: A balanced and wide variety of public parks, recreational areas,
and open space in near proximity to all residents.
⇒ Invest and reinvest in the community’s parks and recreation system to raise its
quality standard.
1. Support and carry out an aggressive park and facility maintenance
program, which must be acted upon rigorously and continuously.
The program must, first, identify and log all necessary maintenance
items, including repair of broken equipment, identification of unsafe
conditions and remedies for correction, and items needing more
significant capital expenditures. Cost estimates should be compiled
and integrated into the parks master plan annual work program and
the City’s multi‐year capital improvements programming. The City’s
current CIP outlines phased improvements it hopes to fund and
complete through 2012‐13.
2. Regularly review and adjust, as appropriate, its field and pool
use/rental fees to ensure that all City costs are being covered
(including staffing costs, such as for lifeguards).
3. Improve accessibility for disabled and handicapped users by adding
sidewalk curb cuts and ramps and wheelchair‐accessible sidewalks
and trails and providing accessible facilities such as play equipment,
drinking fountains, and restrooms.
4. Create a formal Cost Recovery Policy that addresses issues of
nonresident users of City facilities and other user groups such as the
sports associations and schools:
a. All costs must be identified for each program that is offered
by the City.
b. Programs and services provided by the City must be
categorized by public, merit, and private.
‐ Public services are typically offered at no charge.
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‐ Merit services typically split costs between the agency and
the user.
‐ Private services typically recover 100 percent of direct
costs.
⇒ Develop an even distribution of parks and recreation facilities throughout the
community.
1. Focus City efforts on the development of community‐level parks and
require
homeowners
associations
to
develop
Park Fees
neighborhood parks in individual subdivisions.
The structure of fees in lieu of land
2. Continue to monitor opportunities to acquire desirable
dedication
must be based upon an
tracts that are favorably situated in new growth areas
appraised value of the existing parks and
for future park development. It is particularly
their improvements so as to ensure
important to target potential purchases before area land
adequate resources to fund new facilities
prices begin to escalate with oncoming urbanization.
of an equivalent standard. Collected fees
3. Continue to address the needs of youth sports and
must be invested to acquire and develop
new parks or expand and enhance
athletic leagues for adequate fields and facilities to
existing
parks within the same vicinity (park
support the community’s desired level of recreational
zone) from which the fee was exacted.
activity and offerings.
However, developers cannot be expected
4. Expand upon the range of facilities and improvements
to bear the entire burden of expanding
available within the community to include those that
Sherman’s park system. Ultimately, the City
may provide an added attraction, such as a spray park;
must rely on other funding mechanisms to
achieve its park system goals (e.g., bonds,
local art park; historical monument walk; interpretive
capital budgeting, grants).
gardens; skateboard park; an indoor recreation center
with weight and exercise room, basketball and
racquetball courts, climbing wall, and meeting/ training
rooms; and other types of activity areas per the
preferences of community residents.
⇒ Provide official support and adequate funding and resources—on
par with similar‐sized communities—to perform ongoing
maintenance and repairs and to construct needed improvements
at existing and future parks and recreation facilities.
1. Establish funding sources for priority improvements
and a strategic implementation program with annual
targets and objectives for the first five years.
2. Establish a dedicated funding source for implementation of the
parks‐to‐standards program. Such funding may be from a single
source, such as the hotel/motel tax, or from a combination of sources
including County bond funds, fee in lieu of land dedication, and
other sources.
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3.

Amend the City’s subdivision regulations to establish a formal
parkland dedication program—and structured to encourage
developer utilization of a “fee in lieu of dedication” option given the
City’s desire to focus on development and enhancement of its existing
parkland holdings versus acquisition of additional land. Park fees
assessed in several other Texas cities are displayed in Table 6.1, Fee
in Lieu Amounts in Selected Texas Cities. (The CPAC also discussed

Table 6.1, Fee in Lieu Amounts in Selected Texas Cities
Municipality
Edinburg

Payment‐in‐Lieu Standard
$125 per lot and $125 per dwelling (single‐family subdivision)
$125 per lot and $125 per dwelling (two‐family and multi‐family subdivision)

Bryan

$520 per unit (single‐family), $425 per unit (multi‐family)

League City

$1,000 per lot

McAllen

$450 per dwelling unit

Mission

$200 per dwelling unit

Missouri City

$1,200 per lot

Pharr

$1,250 per acre of development plus a $250 development fee per residential
dwelling unit

Rosenberg

$1,700 per lot

Sealy

$350 per lot

Sugar Land

$350 per lot (subdivision), $240 per duplex, townhomes, and apartments

Source: Kendig Keast C
Source: Kendig Keast Collaborative (2008)

that obtaining more parkland through dedications will only add to
the imbalance in parkland acreage between the east and west sides
since most new development is occurring on Sherman’s west side.)
This will require elaboration of the current language in Section 10,
Provisions for Parks and Recreational Areas, in Article 10.05,
Subdivision Ordinance, of the City of Sherman Code (the current text
provides for negotiation between the City and developers, but City
staff noted that this provision is rarely used). This will also require
formal delineation of park zones within the City limits and ETJ to
ensure proper allocation of fee revenues to improvements in the same
respective area of the community. The regulations should also
establish criteria related to the practicality of any proposed land
dedication for public access, use, and ease of maintenance to ensure
that it will provide a true public benefit once accepted by the City.
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4.

Regularly prepare nominations and applications to qualify for grant
assistance or other funding arrangements to finance annual capital
improvements.
a. Target the Texas Parks & Wildlife Department (TPWD) grant
programs.

Park Classification
The National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) published the
Recreation, Park and Open Space Standards and Guidelines to establish
nationally applicable criteria for the provision of parks and recreation
facilities and open space. These standards serve as a guide for parks and
recreation planning, but do not replace reasonable judgment or specific local
needs. The needs and desires of the citizens of Sherman justify continued
development of parks and recreation facilities and preservation of open space
to meet the specific needs and requirements of the community.
A variety of types and sizes of parks and recreation facilities and associated
activities are recommended to satisfy the diverse interests of the population,
to ensure adequate and equal opportunity for all persons, and, ultimately, to
encourage use by all population groups. The classifications of parks needed to
meet the diverse needs of the community are as described below.

• Current revenue
• Reserve funds
• Enterprise and revenue funds
• General obligation bonds
• Lease-purchase
• Eminent domain
• Authorities and special
districts
• Sales tax
• User fees
• In-kind services and
volunteer participation
• State and federal assistance
• Land donation

Community Parks

• Trust fund

Community parks are intended to function on a large scale, serving the parks
and recreation needs of an entire community. They are typically larger in size
and include facilities and improvements for area‐wide activities and assembly
events such as picnic areas, walking/jogging trails, athletic fields, and other
larger‐scale activities. It is important that adequate off‐street parking be
provided. Where feasible, community parks should be located adjacent or
connected to a greenway to provide an off‐street linear linkage with other
areas.
Community Park Standards
National standards recommend a minimum community park size of 10 acres,
assuming appropriate topography and absence of other development
constraints. Many community parks, especially those with athletic field
complexes for organized sports, are as large as 25 to 40 acres. In overall
acreage terms, the standard is six to eight acres of community parkland per
1,000 persons. Recommended facilities and improvements include:
⇒ Picnic tables with covers and barbecue pits or grills
⇒ Sidewalks and/or a natural walking trail
⇒ Mountain biking trails with exercise stations (optional)
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Available Funding
Techniques
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• Private financing
• Land dedication
• Fee-in-lieu of development
• Tax deferral
• Tax reductions

⇒ Shade trees and native landscaping
⇒ Drinking fountains
⇒ Security lighting
⇒ Multi‐purpose open play areas
⇒ Multi‐purpose courts
⇒ Playground equipment and playscape (for up to 50 children)
⇒ Bicycle racks
⇒ Perimeter fencing or landscaping
⇒ Street signs indicating ʺchildren at playʺ
⇒ Benches
⇒ Trash receptacles and enclosures
⇒ Curb cuts and crosswalks
⇒ Tennis courts
⇒ Basketball courts
⇒ Softball and little league fields with bleachers
Herman Baker Park – Community Park

⇒ Soccer/football fields with goals and
goal posts
⇒ Sand volleyball courts
⇒ Swimming pool
⇒ Covered pavilions
⇒ Performance stage (optional)
⇒ Restrooms
⇒ Fencing for ball fields and athletic
courts
⇒ Concrete surface for a general play
area
⇒ Off‐street parking

Community Park Locations
Community parks should be centrally located for convenience to all residents.
They should have direct access to collector or arterial streets in order to
handle special event traffic, while avoiding neighborhood disruption.
Community parks should include adequate off‐street parking. The “ideal”
service area radius of a community park is one mile. A community park that
is located in or near a residential area usually serves a secondary role as a
neighborhood park, as described below.
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Neighborhood Parks
Neighborhood parks should provide facilities and improvements that
conveniently accommodate use by surrounding neighborhoods. Ease of
access from adjacent neighborhoods, central location, and pedestrian/bicycle
linkages are key considerations when developing neighborhood parks. They
should be designed to accommodate the needs of all ages and, therefore,
should have a blend of passive and active facilities.
Role of Neighborhood Parks
Neighborhood parks are intended to provide residents with ample
opportunity for both passive and semi‐active recreation activity. The method
of determining the need for neighborhood parks is quite different from an
assessment of need for community parks.
Cherry Street Park – Neighborhood Park
Whereas community parks are designed for
large‐scale, area‐wide events and activities,
neighborhood parks are intended to meet the
daily recreation needs of nearby residents. The
level of activity is limited as a result of the size
and location of these parks and the equipment
and facilities available.
The size of neighborhood parks varies according
to the availability of property, method and timing
of acquisition, and intended use. National
standards recommend a minimum neighborhood
park size of five acres, assuming an adequate and
even distribution across the community.
Although a 10‐acre park may accommodate ball fields and larger recreation
and open space areas, two parks that are each five acres in size may equally,
and perhaps better, serve the need, while providing a broader distribution of
neighborhood parks.
Neighborhood Park Standards
The ideal neighborhood park should be between five and 10 acres, with an
overall provision of one to three acres of neighborhood park per 1,000
residents. Despite the smaller size of Fielder Park (two acres) and Ely Park
(three acres), they were included as neighborhood parks for their advanced
amenities. Recommended facilities and improvements for neighborhood
parks include:
⇒ Picnic tables with sheltering covers
⇒ Barbecue pits
⇒ Sidewalks and/or a natural walking trail
⇒ Shade trees and landscaping
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⇒ Drinking fountain(s)
⇒ Security lighting
⇒ Multi‐purpose open play area with multi‐purpose play courts
⇒ Playground equipment and/or a playscape (for up to 25
children)
⇒ Perimeter fencing or landscaping with benches
⇒ Restrooms
⇒ Trash receptacles
⇒ On‐ or off‐street parking
⇒ Curb cuts and crosswalks
It is important that a neighborhood park has handicapped accessible toilet
facilities. The lack of a restroom significantly limits the parkʹs service radius
and prevents it from accommodating organized recreation program activities
or events, especially childrenʹs programs.
Location of Neighborhood Parks
Neighborhood parks should be within a short walking distance (typically
one‐half mile or less) for the residents of one or more neighborhoods, thereby
encouraging use and promoting convenience, ease of access, and walking
safety for neighborhood children. Whenever possible, they should be located
away from busy arterial streets and should not require any busy street
crossings for access from their constituent neighborhoods. Accomplishing this
task poses difficulties in Sherman, particularly in the more mature, built‐up
areas having grid street patterns.
Mini Parks
Mini parks are intended for active recreational use by nearby residents, such
as within apartment complexes and residential subdivisions. There are no
specific criteria to guide development of mini parks, although they should
have facilities and improvements available to meet the identified needs of
children living in the immediate area. The notable features that distinguish a
mini park from a neighborhood park are its considerably smaller size and
lack of restrooms.
Mini Park Standards
As mentioned before, there are no specific size or facility standards for mini
parks, but guidelines suggest that there should be one‐ to three‐tenths acre
per 1,000 residents on a community‐wide basis. Recommended facilities and
improvements might include:
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⇒ Picnic tables with covers
⇒ Perimeter sidewalks
⇒ Shade trees and native landscaping
⇒ Drinking fountain
⇒ Security lighting
⇒ Multi‐purpose open play area

Hillcrest Park – Mini

⇒ Playground equipment (for up to
15 children)
⇒ Perimeter fencing or landscaping
⇒ Benches
⇒ On‐street parking
⇒ Trash receptacles
⇒ Curb cuts and crosswalks
Location of Mini Parks
The most important criterion for mini park
location is that it be situated on a local, low‐traffic
street with sidewalk or path access for the nearby
residents it serves.
Open Space
Open space areas include reserved public lands dedicated as permanent open
space. These lands are owned by the City or County or dedicated through
private instrument as a development reserve. They are typically undeveloped
and used for informal activities. They may also serve as stormwater collection
areas during major storm events. Other examples of open space areas include
easements for drainage basins, excess rights‐of‐way, greenways and street
esplanades.

Sherman Park Inventory
Locations
The locations of City of Sherman parks and other recreation facilities in the
community are displayed in Map 6.1, Existing Parks. A summary listing of
the City’s facilities is provided in Table 6.2, Existing Park Facilities. This
does not include facilities maintained by the school districts (Sherman,
Denison, and Howe) or parks in unincorporated areas of Grayson County.
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Facility Inventory
Integral to park planning is a thorough evaluation of the existing system. The
foundation for establishing an adequate parks and recreation system begins
with the availability, location, and condition of the existing City‐located parks
and recreation areas. In determining the need for additional parkland,
recreational facilities, and park‐related improvements, the first step is to
assess the level of sufficiency of the existing parks in meeting the
Table 6.2, Existing Park Facilities
needs of the community. This assessment is done, first, by
comparing the acreage of parks to standards for cities of
Community Parks
Acres
comparable size and, secondly, by soliciting the input of citizens.
Binkley Park
42
Each park must also be evaluated in terms of its proximity to its
Fairview Park
80
users, its safety and accessibility, the availability and condition of
its equipment and facilities, and its utilization.
Hawn Park
14
Herman Baker Park
Pecan Grove Park

85
117

Neighborhood Parks

The City currently offers an assortment of parks that provide
opportunities for a typical variety of activities, as displayed in
Table 6.2. Sherman currently has access to an inventory of 20 parks
owned and maintained by the City, representing a total of 418 acres
of land. The acreage is divided into:

Cherry Street Park

5

Ely Park

3

Fielder Park

2

⇒ Five community parks offering 338 acres;

Martin Luther King, Jr. Park

8

⇒ Five neighborhood parks totaling 24 acres;

Rosedale Park

6

⇒ Seven mini parks totaling 11 acres;

Austin Street Playground

1

Churchill Way Playground

1

⇒ One undeveloped park offering five acres; and
⇒ Two special use parks contributing an additional 40 acres
to the City’s park inventory.

Hillcrest Park

1

Kent Drive Playground

1

Lamar Street Playground

1

Pebblebrook I
Rex Cruse Street Playground

4
2

Mini Parks

Undeveloped Park
Pebblebrook II

5

Special Use Park
Old Settlers Park

27

Center Street Sports Complex

13

Source: City of Sherman (2008)

Needs Assessment
Resources versus Needs
A combination of a standard‐based and demand‐based approach
was used to assess the need for additional parks and recreation
areas and facilities within Sherman. The demand‐based approach
entails input from the City/County Parks and Recreation
Department staff, as well as input gained from residents through
citizen participation activities during the course of the park master
planning process.
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Using the published standards of the National Recreation and Park
Association (NRPA), the acreages of parks and recreation areas currently
recommended for Sherman are as displayed in Table 6.3, Recommended
Area Standards for Sherman. The potential need for additional parks and
recreation acreage to satisfy current demands is determined by applying the
recommended standards to the current population of the City.

Table 6.3, Recommended Area Standards
for Sherman
Class
Community
Neighborhood
Mini
TOTAL

Standard
6.65 acres/1,000 persons
1.25 acres/1,000 persons
0.1 acres/1,000 persons

Recommended
259
49
4
312

Note: Based upon the 2007 population estimate of 39,000
(Texas State Data Center)
Source: Kendig Keast Collaborative and
National Recreation and Park Association

As shown in Table 6.3, based on a 2007 estimated population of 39,000
persons, the total park acreage Sherman should have is approximately
312 acres. The overall suggested standard is based on the 2005 Sherman Parks
and Recreation Master Plan, National Recreation and Park Association
(NRPA) Standards, and comparative data from other Metroplex cities.
The City currently maintains 373 acres of parks and recreation areas in the
three specified categories (community, neighborhood, and mini park).
Therefore, based on the park acreage available to the community today, the
City has a surplus of roughly 61 acres in its amount of public parkland. There
is a surplus of community parkland and a deficiency of neighborhood
parkland.
Displayed in Table 6.4, Existing Acreage vs. Future Demands, is a tabulation
of the recommended park supply necessary to support the projected 2030
population of 50,600 persons. The total acreage needed to support the
projected population ranges is approximately 405 acres, indicating a
deficiency of 19 acres. The development of more neighborhood parks would
better prepare the system to handle future growth.
Furthermore,
homeowners’ associations could be held responsible for the development of
neighborhood parks, particularly in new housing developments.
Nevertheless, the need for more park land is made apparent by the heavy
utilization of existing parks, the frequency of needed trash collections, and the
demand for new ball fields and special facilities. Overstressed parks require
higher maintenance and more frequent replacement of facilities.
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Table 6.4, Existing Acreage vs. Future Demands
Class
Community
Neighborhood
Mini
TOTAL

Standard
6.65 acres/1,000 persons
1.25 acres/1,000 persons
0.10 acres/1,000 persons

Recommended
337
63
5
405

Note: Based upon the 2030 projection of 50,600 persons
(Texas Water Development Board)
Source: Kendig Keast Collaborative and National Recreation and Park Association

Park Service Areas
Evaluating service areas is an effective means of determining if the parks are
well located relative to their users. While some communities have sufficient,
or even an abundance of, parkland, the location of these opportunities plays a
crucial role in determining the effectiveness of the entire park system. This
analysis allows identification of those areas of the community that have
sufficient park areas available and, more importantly, those that are in need
of parks and recreation areas and facilities in closer proximity.
Depicted in Map 6.2, Park Service Areas, are service area buffers around all
existing parks. The service areas are shown separately to emphasize the
difference in service area coverage based on the type of park. In some cases,
such as Herman Baker Park, parks are multi‐use destinations, serving as both
a community park and a neighborhood park for nearby residents.
From a purely locational standpoint, the analysis indicates that, within the
City limits, the developed areas of the eastern side of the community are
fairly well served by the existing neighborhood parks system. On the west
side, there is an availability of community level parks that serve the local
neighborhoods. However, some of the older neighborhoods near the City core
and the fringes of the community, especially in the northeast, are deficient in
City parks.
Findings of the service area analysis for each type of park include:
⇒ Community parks have a primary service area of two miles,
meaning that a majority of persons utilizing these area‐wide
parks generally reside within this radius. As illustrated by
Map 6.1, Sherman currently has five community parks. While
their associated service areas cover most of the City limits, the
northeastern and far southern areas of the community have
limited coverage. Since there is limited development in these
areas, the community park needs are being met at present.
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However, as future development takes place in these areas, it
will be important that commensurate improvements in parkland
occur.
⇒ Illustrated in Map 6.2 are the one‐half mile service areas of the
five neighborhood parks, as well as the one‐eighth mile service
areas of the City’s mini parks. The intent is to have well‐
distributed and evenly spaced neighborhood parks proximate to
residentially developed areas. As displayed, the current array of
neighborhood parks provides good coverage near the original
core of the City. However, under‐served areas are evident as
pockets near the central spine of the City. For example, there is
limited coverage near U.S. 75 and Piner Middle School. Another
such area is along the northeastern and far western portions of
the City limits.
However, these areas are still sparsely
developed and may not necessarily need additional
neighborhood parks until more development occurs. As new
residential development occurs throughout the periphery of the
City, there will be a need for additional neighborhood parks, but
most especially in these two areas.
⇒ As shown in Map 6.2, mini parks have a limited service area of
one‐quarter mile, and, by nature, they serve the needs of people
living in their immediate vicinity. While these parks tend to
benefit a relatively limited population, they provide an
additional form of recreation for nearby residents. Mini parks
are not of a size that the City should acquire on its own and are
not desirable as parkland dedication acquisitions. However,
mini parks should be accepted as parkland dedications if a
separate agency will assume maintenance responsibilities for the
site (i.e. homeowners’ associations).

Planned Projects
The capital improvement program identifies planned and projected capital
improvement projects as displayed in Table 6.5, Capital Improvement
Projects. Only the Fiscal Year 2008‐09 projects had been funded at the time
this Comprehensive Plan was prepared. All future year projects through
2012‐13 will be revisited through the City’s annual budget process.
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Table 6.5, Capital Improvement Projects

Source: City of Sherman (2008)
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Housing &
Neighborhoods
Chapter 7

Concurrent with job and population growth, Sherman’s stock of housing and
neighborhoods will continue to grow. This anticipated growth requires that
the City keep pace with the ever-changing demand for housing, both in
new developments and existing neighborhoods. While the development of
new residences will be met by the market, the challenge will be to sustain
the integrity of neighborhoods and the quality of the existing, older housing.
Having a diverse stock of housing—new and old, big and small—
is instrumental in offering choice and providing for the individual needs of all
households, regardless of economic conditions.

Introduction
Sherman residents wish to enjoy the privileges of quality housing and the
positive impact that well‐designed neighborhoods can have on the image and
attitude of the community. Issues voiced by citizens, organizations, and
officials indicate that addressing housing needs and demands is a primary
component to a successful future. Stakeholder input resulted in the assembly
of several key issues relative to housing in the planning area.
Housing Needs
Sherman’s population is forecast to grow from 39,149 people in 2007 to about
50,000 by the year 2030 (Texas Water Development Board projection), an
increase of approximately 11,000 people. Based on the analysis below, by
2030, the City will need approximately 4,545 housing units of various types to
accommodate its projected population and maintain a healthy, balanced
housing market.
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The year 2000 average household size in Sherman was 2.42 people. Assuming
that this number stays steady, Sherman will add another 198 households per
year over the next 22 years through 2030. This projection for demand for new
dwelling units anticipates that Austin College’s student population will
remain the same or future needs will be met through on‐campus housing.
Based on population projections from
the Texas Water Development Board,
an additional 4,545 housing units will be
needed before 2030. This overall number
of housing units can be expressed as a
rate: an average of 198 households per
year for the next 22 years.

At any given point in time, a portion of the housing stock is
vacant. Those vacancies are essential to the healthy
functioning of the housing market (and the City’s economic
development). When vacancy rates are too low, demand for
housing will push up rents and prices as consumers vie for
scarce units. When vacancy rates are high, new households
can be accommodated by the existing stock of housing, and
new units are not necessary. The rule of thumb used by
many economists is that five to eight percent is a “natural”
vacancy rate that promotes a healthy housing market.

In 2000, the City had a relatively low 2.0 percent vacancy
rate among all for sale housing units and 8.9 percent vacancy
rate for rental units. This rate is similar to the State, which
maintained rates of 1.8 percent and 8.5 percent, respectively.
The 2000 Census counted 13,739 total housing units in
Sherman. In terms of product type, the 2000 Census showed
that 56.4 percent of the City’s housing stock was owner‐occupied, and
43.6 percent was renter‐occupied. Using the assumption that a comparable
ratio of ownership to rental units will be maintained in the community, there
will be a need for 2,563 additional ownership units and 1,982 rental units.
Housing Type Mix
Sherman already has a wide range of neighborhood character and housing
types, from downtown lofts to suburban, and from duplex, multiplex and
apartment to converted homes and efficiencies in additions and ancillary
units. In addition, estate development continues in the form of one‐acre or
more sized lots.
Looking ahead, aging residents may desire to have more housing options
available, including (at some point during the planning horizon) additional
assisted living and continuing care facilities. Units marketable to households
that are “downsizing” (such as village houses, patio homes, townhomes, and
downtown residential‐over‐retail condominiums) should be permitted and
encouraged in appropriate locations. Additionally, a market segment exists
that prefers suburban‐style living in detached single‐family homes on larger
lots. In other areas, suburban and auto‐urban products should be developed
on more connected grid‐like street networks. These networks should feature
multiple connections (and preferably, multiple modes of travel) to the
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thoroughfare system and, eventually, to the larger transportation system
(discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, Transportation).
Recent Construction and Sales
As displayed in Table 7.1, Sherman Building Permit Activity, the Sherman
housing market is very active. In the last three years, there have been a high
number of both new building permits and permits related to
additions/alterations. The number of single‐family residential units permitted
since 2006 totals 431, which represents an availability of single‐family housing
stock capable of housing 1043 persons (2.42 persons/dwelling unit). The total
number of housing units permitted since 2000 is 1,251, illustrating an increase
in housing units in eight years. This percentage increase compares to a
1,285 dwelling unit increase for the entire
decade of the 1990s.
New home
Table 7.1, Sherman Building Permit Activity
construction starts around $100‐$120 per
2008
2007
2006
New Construction
square
foot
(including
lot,
basic
Residential
113
138
165
landscaping/irrigation, and fencing), which
Multi‐family (2)
8
16
7
is up $10‐$20 per square foot from recent
Apartments (1‐200)
0
0
0
years. This price increase is partly due to an
Commercial
16
23
23
increase in labor and materials and also to
Industrial
2
0
0
buyers seeking higher quality finish
Additions & Alterations
materials and products.
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Demolition
Miscellaneous
Manufactured Homes
TOTAL

The active housing market is visible through
the high number of choices available
through the Multiple Listings Service. Most
of the sales occur in the $50,000 to $100,000
and the $100,000 to $200,000 price
categories. Recent Sherman sales totals: In
2006, 523 housing units; in 2007, 506 housing
units; and in 2008 (through October 2), 362
housing units. MLS numbers indicate the number of transactions in the
market, but are not necessarily all new homes. The presence of an active
market indicates the ability for residents to move into or out of existing
housing without added difficulty. Since some of these transactions are new
housing, increases in housing supply will create positive impacts on several
issues. There will be relief in the low vacancy rate, and owners of the older
units will likely need to upgrade them to remain competitive in the rental
market. The additional supply also should slow the increases in rents, while
providing additional choices for prospective home buyers and renters.
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213
91
8
49
75
0
575

308
100
3
35
98
0
721

300
107
1
53
83
0
739

Source: City of Sherman

Purpose
The purpose of this section is to identify solutions to ensure the community
meets its future housing needs. This is accomplished by providing access to
safe, quality, and affordable housing within livable, attractive neighborhood
environments. Furthermore, the types of housing, their arrangement and
design, and integration of open space and amenities contribute significantly
to the quality appearance and character of the community. The City’s
economic health relies, in part, on its ability to preserve its well‐established
neighborhoods while planning for the development of new living
environments that meet the physical, social, and economic needs of its
residents.
This Housing and Neighborhoods chapter is divided into three sections:
⇒ Discussion of trends affecting housing cost and availability in
Sherman.
⇒ Recommended goals, objectives, and actions for maintaining and
improving Sherman’s transportation network.
⇒ Inventory of existing City programs related to housing.

Issues and Opportunities
Development within the ETJ is subject to
the same subdivision regulations as land
developed within the City limits. One key
subdivision design element is the
improvement of streets and the
connections to the existing street grid.
Building streets with the appropriate
dimensions is important so that later
development is not stymied by an earlier
thoroughfare decision. Future thoroughfare
design should not only be depicted on the
Thoroughfare Plan, but it needs to be
adopted as part of the subdivision
ordinance as an implementation measure.

Promoting Quality Development in New Neighborhoods
Providing quality housing and neighborhoods is fundamental
in creating a desirable place to live. In fact, residents supported
this premise through their comments indicating their desire for
attractive, landscaped, and well‐connected neighborhoods.
Many hopes and concerns related to Sherman’s housing and
neighborhoods, as addressed in this section, were enunciated at
the public meetings. One key element of new housing is the
connection between desired outcomes and existing regulations.
Despite the desire for quality new development in the City and
ETJ, the City’s current ordinances do not have adequate
provisions to ensure the outcome of quality neighborhoods. For
instance, most new residential areas are developed as
independent
subdivisions
rather
than
as
dynamic
neighborhoods that are connected to other destinations. Based
on citizen concerns and comments about existing
developments, it is essential to recognize that creating future
housing options and designs will require additional
development standards.
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Key planning considerations for creating desirable and high quality
neighborhoods in the future, as addressed by Goal 7.1, include:
1.

Adding new site development standards to the subdivision and
zoning ordinance.
The housing stock in Sherman is older than
2. Ensuring connectivity and multi‐modal options in
many of the surrounding cities. Due to its
newly built neighborhoods.
origin as a freestanding City, Sherman
developed much of its housing stock in the
Maintaining Appearance and Housing Stock
first half of the previous century. As a result,
in Existing Neighborhoods
many of the housing concerns are
associated with older homes: improving
energy-efficiency, retrofitting for
Housing impacts neighborhood appearance and creates an
accessibility,
rehabilitating to remain
impression. Housing that appears to need upkeep can be an
modern
interiors,
and addressing infill
indication of a community in a state of disrepair and decline.
design issues. This housing agenda is much
Freshly painted and well‐maintained homes are indicative of a
different than a Metroplex suburb that
positive community with a promising future. Appearance is
includes more recent housing stock.
also correlated to community pride and ownership,
Looking ahead, Sherman will need
perception, area property value, maintenance costs, and
programs and policies that will address this
quality of life, where each of these factors can be influenced
older housing stock as it continues to age.
positively or negatively.
Established neighborhoods often lack the size, design, and
amenities of new housing. However, many communities are
beginning to understand that, in return, older neighborhoods
offer intangibles such as history, culture, proximity, and a
stronger sense of community. In Sherman, some older
communities have been well maintained, while others require
infill development, infrastructure improvements, and further
revitalization efforts. While the impacts of history, neglect due
to poverty, conversions to student‐rental use, and
inappropriate surrounding land uses may make recovery
difficult for some neighborhoods, most offer an opportunity
for renewal and long‐term viability.
On average, Sherman’s housing stock is older than nearby
Metroplex suburbs because the community developed as and
still remains a freestanding city. Only 11.6 percent of housing
units in Sherman were constructed between 1990 and 2000. By
comparison, 60.1 percent of McKinney and 83 percent of
Frisco’s housing stocks were developed between 1990 and
2000. The community must remain cognizant of its older
housing stock as rehabilitation and reinvestment will become
more important to the integrity and sustainability of
neighborhoods within the original City core. As with other
planning issues, there is a distinct “east side/west side”
difference as most of the existing housing stock on the east
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side is older and in need of reinvestment. Code enforcement and basic
building maintenance are critical issues in these neighborhoods.
Comments by Sherman residents at public meetings indicated concerns about
the appearance of the housing stock and area neighborhoods. Some suggested
the need for stricter regulations or better enforcement of existing
requirements. Others emphasized the need to improve basic cleanliness and
property maintenance.
A key planning consideration for maintaining appearance and housing stock
in existing neighborhoods, as addressed by Goal 7.2, includes:
1.

Promoting opportunities for housing stock and neighborhood
improvements and rehabilitation.

Ensuring Access to Affordable Housing Options
Affordability is a constant issue of debate. For many, the question is,
“Affordable to whom?” The household earning $25,000 will define
“affordable” quite differently from the household that earns $90,000 a year.
Nevertheless, each is looking for housing that is affordable. Families earning
the median income have been able to afford housing in the past, but with the
recent increases in housing costs, these families are now beginning to
encounter affordability issues.
Affordable housing options lead to a higher quality of life. In general, as
more affordable housing options are supplied, a greater number of residents
are able to live in Sherman and work nearby. In addition to the distress it
causes families who cannot easily find a place to live, lack of affordable
housing is considered to have negative effects on a communityʹs overall
health. The City recognizes the need to ensure that all of Sherman’s residents
enjoy access to quality and affordable housing within livable and attractive
environments. Maintaining livability in light of recent growth will require
creativity and a willingness to coordinate efforts. Increasing housing prices
create obstacles for low‐income households and threaten to push residents to
unsatisfactory housing options. The inability to find housing locally poses a
hardship for households seeking an affordable home and employers seeking
employees.
Housing affordability is generally defined in several ways. A widely used
standard developed by the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) states that a family or household can afford to spend 30 percent of its
income on housing. This percentage leaves a sufficient amount of income for
other essential household needs. Households who pay more than 30 percent
of their income for housing are described as “cost burdened.” According to
the 2000 Census, approximately 36.3 percent of Sherman’s renting households
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paid more than 30 percent of their income for rent, and 18.9 percent of the
households who owned paid more than 30 percent of their monthly income
for a mortgage. In the Sherman area, the median household income in 1999
was $34,211. For housing to be considered affordable to a household earning
the median income, housing costs could not exceed $855 in a month
regardless of the type or terms of the mortgage. Based on this, a family
earning 180 percent of the median could pay slightly more than $1,539 per
month and still consider housing costs to be affordable. On the other hand,
families earning only 30 percent of the median household income can afford
only $256 in monthly housing‐related expenses.
More recently, the Sherman‐Denison (Metropolitan Statistical Area) Housing
Affordability Index conducted in 2008 concluded that Sherman was relatively
affordable when comparing the median family income and the median priced
home (Figure 7.1, Housing Affordability). However, newly constructed
homes, at any level of quality, would cost more than the median priced home
($97,000). Therefore, the level of housing affordability is much less when new
construction is involved.
Looking at the bigger picture, availability of affordable housing supports
economic development efforts. A diversity of housing opportunities in a
community promotes a mixture of people with different skills, needs, and
aspirations. Additionally, a variety of housing choices is attractive to a
broader range of potential workers. Since the region has an abundance of
jobs, it is important that local firms are able to attract future employees. As in
any community, people need to live near their jobs in order to keep commutes
short, while not exceeding their monthly budget. Providing affordable
housing options near employment centers will have a positive effect on the
economic well‐being of individual residents, families, and the entire
community. For example, lack of affordable housing can make low‐cost labor
scarce and increase demands on transportation systems as workers travel
longer distances between jobs and areas with affordable housing. Planning
for an available supply of affordable housing ensures that communities retain
economic growth possibilities and maintain a high quality of living.
Figure 7.1, Housing Affordability
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A key planning consideration for ensuring access to affordable housing
options, as addressed by Goal 7.3, includes:
1.

Providing adequate and safe housing options that are affordable to
Sherman residents.

Goals, Objectives, and Action
Recommendations
The following goals, objectives, and recommended actions were formulated
to address the specific issues and needs outlined above. The goals reflect the
overall vision of the community, which may be achieved by pursuing the
objectives and acting on the recommendations. It is important to note that
these are also general statements of policy that may be cited when reviewing
development proposals and used in making important community
investment decisions regarding the provision and timing of facilities and
services.
GOAL 7.1: A high standard of overall site design in new developments.

Figure 7.2, Bufferyards

⇒ Improve subdivision design standards to include additional criteria addressing
site design.
1. Adopt design standards for high‐density residential development,
which may include provisions for building form and scale, articulated
building walls, building orientation, architectural detailing, roof
types and materials, façade enhancements, and acceptable building
materials.
2. Consider amending the City’s
development
regulations
to
incentivize the provision of a
perimeter bufferyard along edges of
residential developments where
dwellings would benefit from extra
buffering near more intensive
residential
uses,
nonresidential
development, or the noise and
visual impacts of an abutting
arterial street. Flexible standards
should ensure that the scale of the
bufferyard is commensurate with
the intensity and/or proximity of
adjacent uses as conceptualized in
Figure 7.2, Bufferyards.
3. Continue to monitor investor
interest in downtown residential
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4.

5.

6.

projects, including attached single‐family, multi‐family, and
residential‐over‐retail opportunities. Work with private interests to
pinpoint and remove or reduce barriers to new development and
redevelopment in and around downtown.
Support open space and parkland areas in subdivisions for enhanced
value and amenities to residents. This may include well‐designed
residential development near creek corridors and other
environmental assets (through conservation design, open space
preservation, taking advantage of natural views, etc.). The presence of
dedicated space for parks or open space is the critical factor in
defining such a subdivision option, as illustrated in Figure 7.3,
Residential Clustering Examples.
Promote
detention
Figure 7.3, Residential Clustering Examples
pond
design
in
Different levels of Open Space Ratios (OSR) result in developments
residential
with varying levels of open space. A higher OSR results in
developments
to
more protected open space.
incorporate them more
as an amenity and
design element rather
than just a mandated
land set‐aside with
minimal
design
treatment.
The
ordinance can include
Single Family (no OSR)
Cluster (30% OSR)
more
details
for
encouraging
or
mandating improved
detention
pond
outcomes. The site plan
review process will
need
to
provide
guidance
to
Conservation Cluster (50% OSR)
Preservation Cluster (80% OSR)
developments that fall
short in this respect.
Encourage life‐cycle housing options in new subdivisions that will
offer alternatives to residents. A subdivision should not only be
allowed, but should also promote inclusion of more than one housing
type. A combination of housing options and lot size will result in a
diversity of housing choices ‐‐ choices that will be useful in attr acting
younger families and keeping older residents.

⇒ Require adequate connectivity and multi‐modal design in new subdivisions and
neighborhoods.
7. Establish requirements concerning new communities that address fire
access, open space, fence landscaping, roadway continuity, and
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pedestrian connections between abutting neighborhoods and to
nearby schools and parks. Requirements should ensure:
⇒ Private subdivisions do not interfere with circulation within a
superblock.
⇒ Private development does not obstruct any planned
pedestrian circulation system or access to any public park or
school by forcing pedestrians out to collector or arterial
roads.
8. Discourage design that promotes cut‐through traffic and speeding.
9. Consistent with the recommendations of Chapter 4, Transportation,
require sidewalks in all neighborhoods. As an alternative, off‐street
trails may be used in lieu of sidewalks as long as there is adequate
linkage within and through the neighborhood, providing connection
to adjacent neighborhoods and the surrounding area.
10. At the time of platting, require public access easements to provide for
direct linkages between developments and to trails, parks, schools,
and neighborhood convenience areas. Provide regular maintenance
on pedestrian amenities including crosswalks and signals, replacing
obsolete traffic signs and synchronizing traffic signals.
Quality Neighborhood Design
Contemporary subdivision design too often overlooks the time-honored elements of what makes a
neighborhood appealing and sustainable for the long term. Typical features of a quality neighborhood
design include:
• Some focal point, whether a park or central green, school, community center, place of worship,
or small-scale commercial activity, that enlivens the neighborhood and provides a gathering place.
• Equal importance of pedestrian and vehicular circulation. Street design accommodates, but also
calms, necessary automobile traffic. Sidewalks along or away from streets, and/or a network of
off-street trails, provide for pedestrian and bicycle circulation (especially for school children) and
promote interconnectivity of adjacent neighborhoods.
• A variety of dwelling types to address a range of needs among potential residents (based on age,
income level, household size, etc.).
• Access to schools, recreation, and daily conveniences within relatively close proximity to the
neighborhood, if not within or at its edges (such as along bordering major streets).
• An effective street layout that provides multiple paths to external destinations (and critical access for
emergency vehicles) while also discouraging non-local or cut-through traffic.
• Appealing streetscapes, whether achieved through street trees or other design elements, which
“soften” an otherwise urban atmosphere and draw residents to enjoy common areas of their
neighborhood. Landscape designs consistent with local climate and vegetation.
• Compatibility of fringe or adjacent uses, or measures to buffer the neighborhood from incompatible
development.
• Evident definition of the neighborhood “unit” through recognizable identity and edges, without going
so far (through walls and other physical barriers) as to establish “fortress” neighborhoods.
• Set-aside of conservation areas, greenbelts, or other open space as an amenity, to encourage leisure
and healthful living, and to contribute to neighborhood buffering and definition.
• Use of local streets for parking to reduce the lot area that must be devoted to driveways and garages
and for the traffic calming benefits of on-street parking.
• Respect for historic sites and structures and incorporation of such assets into neighborhood design.
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GOAL 7.2: Preservation of existing housing and neighborhoods.
⇒ Support opportunities for improving existing housing stock and aging
neighborhoods.
1. Seek the participation of churches, civic organizations, schools, and
businesses in neighborhood improvement and revitalization efforts.
2. Focus on park and recreation improvements as a means for elevating
neighborhood viability. In concert with Chapter 6,
The presence of Austin College creates
Parks and Recreation, highlight the importance of
opportunities for collaboration with the City
on the issue of neighborhoods. Despite the
clean, safe, well‐maintained and vibrant neighborhood
fact that most students live on campus,
parks as an anchor for strong, established
there is quite an impact on the surrounding
neighborhoods where residents and kids use public
neighborhood. Faculty and staff (in addition
spaces and interact on evenings and weekends.
to a small number of students) live in close
3. Explore greater joint use of school facilities for
proximity to the campus. Likewise, the
neighborhood‐oriented adult education and outreach
College owns many residential properties.
Through College-initiated incentives and
programs, also in accordance with Chapter 6, Parks
working with the City, improvements and
and Recreation. The result is two‐fold: both to benefit
maintenance can occur in the immediate
lower‐income residents and so neighborhood
area to the benefit of all residents.
elementary schools remain a hub of activity at other
times besides just school hours.
4. Pursue alternative code enforcement methods in an
endeavor to be more proactive and ensure positive
outcomes. Consider use of an advocacy program to
aid in code compliance rather than citing
noncompliant property owners.
5. Continue to work with Austin College on mutually
beneficial housing needs issues. Contrary to most
colleges, a vast majority of students live on campus.
This trend is not likely to change as the College
anticipates that its enrollment will not dramatically increase in the
future. However, there are issues of faculty and staff housing that
should be addressed, as well as the housing options for those few
students who do live off campus. These issues are similar to those
issues already targeted in this chapter and many of the
recommendations will benefit the Austin College community. That
being said, the College and City need to continue working together to
find acceptable solutions to housing issues in existing neighborhoods
around the College.
6. Form a target‐area capital investment program focused on
infrastructure improvements within at‐risk neighborhoods. The
purpose of this program is to provide a dedicated source of annual
funding for use in making improvements and leveraging private
reinvestment through rehabilitation, redevelopment, building
additions, and/or infill development.
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Review compatibility provisions for infill development and
redevelopment to address the “mega duplex” concern. The City still
needs areas for duplex development in order to meet the need for
housing units. The existing ordinance creates a discretionary process
(conditional use reviewed by the City Council) as one method for
addressing this point of neighborhood contention. However, there
needs to be better definition on issues related to building form and
scale, orientation and setbacks, building height, and extent of
impervious cover (especially in front yards).

GOAL 7.3: A sufficient level of safe and attractive, affordable housing
options.
⇒ Provide housing options that are affordable to lower income and elderly residents,
both now and in the future.
1. Continue Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) programs
that provide assistance to low‐income residents.
2. Continue support for the First‐time Homebuyer
Community Development Block Grant
Assistance Program administered through Sherman
funds area in short supply in most
Neighborhood Services and explore ways to boost
communities due to their dwindling federal
supplies. However, these funds play an
revenue for this program to expand its coverage (and to
important role in Sherman since these
find ways to replace dwindling grant funding for this
funds are used in existing neighborhoods on
program, which seems to be in need of additional funds
rehabilitation, demolition, and education
each year).
efforts. The older housing stock in the City
3.
Encourage
redevelopment in target areas through the
will require future improvements and these
tax abatement program that rewards infill
grant funds fulfill this niche in the
community.
redevelopment in low‐income neighborhoods.
4. Establish an average, rather than minimum, lot size
whereby lot sizes are required to vary in width, with a
certain percentage being narrower and the remaining
being wider than the average. This approach allows a
variety of housing styles.
5. Allow flexible site design options that permit
alternative treatment of utilities and infrastructure.
There can be cost savings to development from flexible site design
and cluster development techniques, which translate into reduced lot
and house prices (e.g., reduced linear feet of street, pipe, sidewalk;
fewer street lights, fire hydrants; reduced stormwater management
needs; etc.).
6. Provide a density bonus to offset the affordable housing requirement
to avoid significantly affecting the feasibility of the residential
development. Density bonuses are a type of housing production
program where projects are granted additional residential density
over and above the maximum limit allowed by existing zoning, with
the condition that the additional housing is restricted to occupancy by
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7.

a certain target group and that the units remain affordable over time
and multiple resale of the property.
Coordinate a housing program with the economic development
program by working with the Sherman Economic Development
Corporation (SEDCO) to identify the profile of workers in the
targeted industries in order to provide appropriate housing choices.

City of Sherman – Existing
Housing Programs
Owner‐Occupied Housing Rehabilitation Program
Income‐qualified residents are able to tap into a small grant
program (typically less than $5,000) that aims to fix up existing
homes that are in need of repair. This program focuses on key
housing elements: plumbing, electrical, and roof. It also covers
improvements related to handicapped accessibility, which can
be an expensive and necessary investment for many
homeowners. A total amount of $204,934 was spent in Year
2007 on these rehabilitation activities. Many elderly residents
are able to take advantage of this program, which assists them
with repairs that would otherwise be neglected.

As an example, accessory units can be built
as additions to existing structures, additions
to a garage, or a freestanding building. In
any case, the unit has a separate entrance
that allows access to the unit even though it
is located on the same lot as the principal
building.

There are several obstacles that this program faces, which is
unfortunate since the program is in such high demand. First
and foremost, this program is a Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) funded program, and the trend for federal
dollars is downward. It is a trend in recent years for CDBGs to cities to
decline, and this trend is expected to continue. Therefore, it may be necessary
to explore other funding options in the future. Whether these funding sources
are local, state, or federal is uncertain, but this program is especially critical to
the future of Sherman’s existing neighborhoods.
Secondly, technical details arise when a home over 45 years old is targeted
since it must receive State approval before proceeding. While this is not an
impediment in most cases, it is noteworthy since so much of the City’s
housing stock is older. Historic preservation analysis is critical to keeping the
character of the neighborhoods intact, and this review is typically
straightforward. However, this additional review time needs to be accounted
for and understood as part of the rehabilitation process.
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First‐time Homebuyer Assistance
A first‐time homebuyer program aimed at income‐qualified residents allows
potential purchasers to receive up to $2,000 in grant funds. This program
seeks to defray some of the costs associated with purchasing a new home.
Only certain associated costs of purchasing a home are eligible: underwriting
fee, survey, title policy, attorney (title) fee, appraisal, closing fee, filing
(including courier and report), and a termite inspection. Over the past two
years, 36 households have been assisted through this program.
Demolition of Unsafe Structures
The City program to demolish unsafe structures is partially funded by CDBG
funds ($5,000) and the City General Fund. As a cost‐saving measure,
municipal staff performs the demolition of unsafe structures. Although it is
unfortunate to lose existing housing stock in the community due to
demolition, these structures are neglected beyond repair. Therefore, equally
important to the demolition program is a rehabilitation program that
proactively seeks to repair homes, as well as a redevelopment program that
matches homebuilders with newly demolished lots. In this respect, the City
has been ambitious in granting tax rebates for developers willing to build on
selected infill lots.
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Community
Facilities &
Cultural Services
Chapter 8

Introduction
Sherman’s community facilities and cultural resources are an asset for
residents and visitors alike. Cultural amenities (such as performing arts) and
community facilities (composed of library and senior services) are viewed as
critical elements in the everyday lives of residents. Moreover, they are
deemed an essential part of a healthy, quality, and rewarding community
environment. The Sherman Public Library and Senior Center are two facilities
that represent large community efforts that are directly sponsored by the City.
Libraries provide for relaxation and research outside of the home, after work,
and beyond school activities. In fact, the concept of the modern library is
constantly evolving and extends much further beyond its utilitarian role as
book storage. Likewise, senior service programs face the budgetary pressure
of serving a growing population amidst heightened expectations. As stated
previously in this Plan, the City’s population will continue to age and more
residents will be in the upper age brackets. Aside from the service demands
of a growing target population, there will be a need to evaluate the nature of
senior services as future retirees are expected to lead more active lifestyles.
These senior service programs will need to address issues of housing, health
care, transportation, and employment.
Whether for exhibition or performance use, arts facilities are an important
part of everyday living. Much like streets and sidewalks, water and
wastewater lines, drainage facilities, police and fire equipment, and other
municipal facilities and services, arts facilities are integral parts of any
municipality. They warrant a significant level of attention and commitment of
resources to be adequately acquired, constructed, operated, and maintained.
Supporting the arts goes beyond brick and mortar needs as relationships and
alliances can be equally important.

7.1
8.1
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Intertwined with the issue of City services and arts programs is the Tourism
Department connection to Downtown programming. Again, much of this
work is not physical infrastructure, but emphasizes building relationships
between organizations. Many of the redevelopment goals listed in Chapter 2
are only feasible through the advocacy of an active Downtown
Where do city services and cultural
organization.
Likewise, there are ties to tourism efforts in the
programs fit into a Comprehensive Plan
geared towards land use, transportation,
Downtown that also serve as linkages in programming.
and economic development? In Sherman’s
case, they fit in everywhere. A regional
reputation for the arts already exists due to
Purpose
the many organizations and facilitieis
available within the city. While this
recognition is welcomed, there is more that
The purpose of this chapter is to identify the challenges and
can be done to work with existing
solutions to ensure that Sherman remains a community
resources. Future planning is necessary to
committed to its local services and arts/humanities programs.
maintain and improve the arts and cultural
This is accomplished by providing access to high quality
amenities in Sherman.
programs that are available to residents in all areas of the City.
As an indicator of quality of life, the arts and humanities, as
well as community services, can be a bellwether as to the
overall livability of a city. This quality of life is not only visible
to existing residents, but can serve as a point of attraction for
future residents. The long‐term economic health of the City is
driven, in part, by its attractiveness as a cultural and service
center. Thus, the City needs to plan for addressing future
service demands and improving arts offerings within the
larger goal of meeting the needs of its residents.
This Community Facilities and Cultural Services chapter is
divided into three sections:
⇒ Discussion of trends affecting community services
(senior services and library system), arts, and tourism
in Sherman.
⇒ Recommended goals, objectives, and actions for
maintaining and improving Sherman’s role in
community services, arts, and tourism.
⇒ Inventory of existing City arts and humanities
organizations.
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Issues and Opportunities
Adequately Supporting City Services: Sherman Public Library and Senior
Services
As both the host city for two colleges and a growing, vibrant
community in its own right, Sherman increasingly desires to
promote a range of library resources to enliven its residents’
leisure time. The modern library system needs to include
unique, as well as integrated opportunities for lending,
meeting, learning, and researching. The era of the library as a
“books only” type of institution transitioned into a
“community learning center” with the advent of modern
computing. A well‐rounded library offers meeting rooms and
computer facilities that fulfill the needs of residents, both now
and in the future. Such offerings clearly boost a community’s
livability and also make it more attractive to businesses,
potential new residents, and retirees.
In taking a direct role as both a promoter and purveyor of
senior services, the City is actively engaged in promoting
senior social activities, wellness, and education. With limited
funds and staffing, both within municipal government and
among its various private and nonprofit partners, the City
faces the challenge of being responsive to diverse wants and
needs. At present, the City focuses on some core offerings,
such as a high‐quality senior center and associated
programming, which can be adequately provided and
maintained over time. Since most of the City’s direct
involvement is concentrated at the senior center, it is the most
visible outlet in providing senior services. As such, the senior
center can increase its support of senior residents through its
own physical and programming improvement. The City also
has a support role to play in broader aspects, such as ongoing
support for food and wellness programs that make a
statement about Sherman as a holistic and nurturing
community for seniors.

The library system in Sherman, and across
the country for that matter, is changing
rapidly due to the influence of technology.
No longer are libraries simply book
depositories, but rather, they serve as a
community learning center. Some changes
in library services include:
• Pervasiveness of IT
• Importance of location
• Shared sites/shared buildings
• Niche computer usage
• Energy saving buildings
• Accessibility
• Functionality and multi-functionality
• Importance of interior design
• Social learning spaces
• New service patterns

Key planning considerations for ensuring high‐quality City
services related to the library system and seniors in the future,
as addressed by Goal 8.1, include:
1.

8.3

Updating the Sherman Public Library to continue to
function as a modern library system.
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2.

Expanding the quality of services to the growing Sherman senior
population.

Maintaining and Expanding the Arts and Humanities Offerings in Sherman
The City is fortunate to have an arts district
that is anchored by the Kidd-Key Auditorium
and Ballroom. It serves multiple roles in the
community in addition to be a physical
space for performances. Increasing the
usage of this space and improving the
connections to adjoining areas will be
encouraged through this Plan.

Sherman has an emerging performing and visual arts
community that is well‐known by residents and growing in
regional reputation. The efforts on behalf of the City and the
Sherman Council for the Arts and Humanities to foster an
attitude of acceptance and celebration must continue. Arts
groups need assistance in spreading throughout the
community and permitted access to different venues. In
Sherman’s case, perhaps the greater benefit is derived from
improvements in coordination between existing organizations.
Communication and coordination between arts group may
lead to a City steering committee on the arts and humanities,
funding capital projects, identification of heritage trails, zoning
for more housing types near Downtown, cultural tourism
marketing, and public/private partnerships. Existing physical
space resources are abundant: theater performance venues,
musical concert halls at both colleges, outdoor performance
spaces, seasonal exhibition opportunities, neighborhood park
displays, and municipal facilities such as the recently restored
Kidd‐Key Auditorium and Ballroom. Future growth may
occur through the improvement of these existing physical
spaces, such as Pecan Grove Park amphitheater or more
efficient use of the Kidd‐Key auditorium.
A key planning consideration for enhancing arts and
humanities organizations, as addressed by Goal 8.2, includes:
1.

Partnering with local organizations to grow the
program of local and regional arts and humanities
events while efficiently using existing facilities.

Emphasizing the Role of Tourism in Supporting the Arts and
Downtown
Sherman’s historic Downtown provides a wonderful backdrop
as an event site for most of the year, which creates
opportunities for both indoor and outdoor seasonal events.
The area near Downtown plays host to many of the larger
special events, including the Sherman Arts Festival, Open Air
Market, Snowflake Festival, and Hot Summer Nights.
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However, special events require adequate facilities, human resources,
funding assistance, and leadership. The growing population requires that its
cultural attractions, whether seasonal or permanent, grow while meeting its
future special event and cultural needs.
Key planning considerations for promoting tourism and Downtown
programming, as addressed by Goal 8.3, include:
1.
2.

Improving the tourism promotions and collaborations with other
organizations.
Supporting the Downtown through programs that attract people and
provide economic development benefits to Sherman businesses.

Goals, Objectives and Action
Recommendations
The following goals, objectives, and recommended actions were formulated
to address the specific issues and needs outlined above. The goals reflect the
overall vision of the community, which may be achieved by pursuing the
objectives and acting on the recommendations. It is important to note that
these are also general statements of policy that may be cited when reviewing
program connections and used in making important community investment
decisions.
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U.S . Female

80 to 84 years

U.S . Male
S herman Male

70 to 74 years

S herman Female

60 to 64 years
50 to 54 years
40 to 44 years
30 to 34 years
20 to 24 years
10 to 14 years
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Under 5 years
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⇒ Expand senior services as the target
population increases and needs
demand.
1. Update the goals related to
the modernization of the
senior center facility. Since an
initial study was completed in
1999, some aspects of the
senior center have changed
and voters have responded
unfavorably to the previous
proposal. The senior center
may be re‐conceptualized as a
“multi‐generational
community
center”
that
encompasses
more

The importance of senior services is magnified in Sherman
due to the larger percentage of senior residents. The city and
county are well-regarded as a retirement destination. Older
residents enjoy the natural amenities, low level of congestion,
and low tax rates.

11

GOAL 8.1: High‐quality, City‐
sponsored senior services and library
resources.

The Sherman Senior Center (1500 N.
Broughton) offers many activities that
promote social gatherings, wellness,
and learning. It is home to the TriCounty Senior Nutrition Program,
which serves lunches on a daily basis.
A sampling of the regular activities at
the senior center includes:
• Painting, woodcarving, pottery
• Dancing
• Exercise classes
• Bowling, Bridge, Bingo, and SkipBo
• Blood pressure screening (Fire
Dept.)
• Special trips and outings
• Specialized programs, such as
“defensive driving”

community‐level activities than an exclusive focus on seniors. This
community center should include a substantial amount of space that
is dedicated to seniors. It would also allow for the modernization of
the center to create more space for computers and internet use, as
well as watching movies or television. Ultimately, there will need to
be some areas of a combined center that provide joint use and others
that will be designed exclusively for seniors. An intergenerational
community center will also promote more efficient use of the facility
throughout the day since different age groups tend to visit at
different peak times.
⇒ Improve the available space and facilities in a new senior
center. The current facility is in need of improvements to the
overall square footage, adequacy of bathroom space,
placement of offices, and handicapped accessibility. Current
conditions also include foundation and wall cracking due to
the expansive soils, a general lack of insulation in the
building (no wall insulation and minimal ceiling insulation),
absence of sprinkler system, limited parking, and the
inability to host outdoor activities.
⇒ Pursue an improved facility that remains centrally located,
accessible, and near other destinations. While the current
facility does have a lack of sidewalk connectivity, it is
centrally located and nearby other uses. Any future site
should seek a similar situation that allows the senior center to
remain part of an existing neighborhood. An isolated site that
is accessible only by car would be a detriment to the issues of
accessibility and would limit the overall usefulness of the site.
⇒ Seek funding opportunities for this senior center
reconstruction. The previous facility study recommends a
new building on a new site and lists the approximate costs at
$3.3 million ($165/sq. ft. as an estimate cost in a 20,000 sq. ft.
facility). A combination of funds will be necessary so that
multiple stakeholders are involved in the funding, as well as
the design. This “big‐tent” funding strategy may allow for
greater interest instead of a more narrowly focused group of
stakeholders.
⇒ Evaluate cost‐sharing strategies for residents in the county
who use the Sherman senior center. While Sherman residents
contribute property tax money to the general fund, there is no
funding from county residents. Any future improvements
will need to be supported by ongoing maintenance and
operations, which would benefit from a more equitable
City/County cost‐sharing strategy.
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2.

Similar to the recommendations in previous chapters, seek
retrofitting opportunities for sidewalks near the existing and future
senior center. At present, the sidewalk network near the senior center
is best described as “patchy.” Also, there is no pedestrian‐friendly
crossing of Texoma Parkway despite the location of Kroger’s on the
west side of the street. This grocery store is a major destination for
many elderly pedestrians, and improvements to this pedestrian
crossing would be a notable safety improvement.
3. Support transit improvement to the TAPS network so that senior
residents have increased mobility throughout the
Creating attractive places for Sherman
community as indicated in Chapter 4, Transportation.
senior residents means more than an
Any future senior center should be designed to
improved senior center. There is a need for
include a designated van drop‐off location that is near
additional senior housing options located
the front door. Likewise, pedestrian access should
near the senior center. Current trends in
lead to the front door from the surrounding
senior housing include:
neighborhood.
• Aging in place, but with assistance
from local orgs or “catered living”
4. Coordinate with grocery stores in an effort to provide
options
local delivery service for nearby homes. After
• Congregational senior living
purchasing groceries, create an option whereby a van
• College campus senior housing
can drop off groceries at homes later in the day. This
• Increased technology
would be an opportunity for those car‐free residents,
• Green construction
in addition to older residents.
• Accessibility
5. Encourage multiple housing options for senior
• Mixed use communities
• Walkable neighborhoods
residents who choose to downsize from their single‐
• Wellness centers as amenity
family home or require assisted living facilities. The
• “Rightsizing” housing
growing senior population will require additional
• Active volunteerism and mentoring
senior living options. Graduated assisted living
facilities offer multiple housing options on the same
site and will become more prevalent as the City
continues to age. The City needs to work with these
development patterns to ensure that there is a place
and a process for accommodating this housing
pattern.
6. Promote the concept of community vegetable plots in
City‐owned open space or on empty lots that have yet
to develop. While this strategy may not be exclusive
to seniors, it is an activity that would be welcomed by senior
gardeners who are able to rent a small garden for vegetable growing.
⇒ Update and invest in the Sherman Public Library to meet modern library system
demands.
7. Complete the library repair and stabilization to the building addition
as specified in the Capital Improvement Plan ($350,000 in Year 2010‐
2011). This project is a near‐term maintenance effort to deal with the
expansive soils underneath the library addition that cause foundation
and wall cracking.

8.7
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Create a long‐term library services plan to address the modernization
of the library system. This plan would lay out the steps needed to
ensure that the library evolves into a high‐quality facility.
9. Conduct an architectural and feasibility study to analyze the library
space needs and future expansion options. While the work itemized
in the CIP is necessary, it does not add space or amenities to the
library. The long‐term vision for the library needs to include a
recommendation for future expansion to the existing
Library services are undergoing a revolution
buildings or the reconstruction of the entire library.
due to the increased demand for access
Not to be underestimated are the challenges, which
to information (technology and internet).
include
the site’s existing soils, future parking needs,
There is also an evolution in education and
learning so the library system must adapt. In
future space needs, and potential funding options.
fact, its very existence is changing its role in
10. Commit to keeping any future library site at the same
community –moving towards a more
location or in a nearby location. As a centrally‐located
interactive focus with usage by larger
facility, the library functions at a high level of
segments of the population. This time of
accessibility for the City. However, if relocated to a
opportunity for change is not only visible in
more
remote location, the utility of the services would
Sherman, but is evident through the library
building boom that is taking place in the
decrease. Further, the library is an anchor that brings
region north of the Metroplex.
residents to the Downtown area and provides a
“place” in the urban fabric of the neighborhood.
11. Secure additional funding from county residents in a
manner that does not jeopardize the library’s
accreditation. As a minimum standard, the library
must meet a specified ratio of dollars per residents
served. At present, there are no payments from the
county or county residents. However, county residents
have full access to the library. This inequity in funding
adds to the “free‐rider” problem. This is a long‐term
funding issue that, when solved, will assist the City in
meeting its maintenance obligations while providing a
higher level of service to all nearby residents.
12. Recognize the changing role of the library as it
becomes a community learning center that plays a
vital role in the community beyond print materials.
The space needs of libraries are changing as the library
becomes the de facto meeting place for small nonprofit
board meetings, community meetings, music groups,
and children’s programming. It has becomes, in effect,
that “third place” that fills the niche between work
and home. Access to computers and internet is
important as more library resources are located online.
Adapting the interior of the library to meet these
modern needs will be a critical evolution for the
Sherman Public Library.
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GOAL 8.2: Growth of the arts and humanities programs in Sherman.
⇒ Collaborate with local arts organizations to improve the physical space, funding
mechanisms, and overall coordination.
1. Incorporate arts and humanities into community parks, such as the
proposed Pecan Grove Park amphitheater, which is a flexible space
for use in the expression of the arts and performances. Large‐scale art
exhibition spaces, such as an amphitheater or plaza, should be
incorporated into any future community park or other public space in
a central and visible location. Smaller parks should allow murals,
temporary art exhibition space, arts programming, and creatively
designed infrastructure elements (park benches, trash cans, etc.).
2. Maximize the use of walls and open floor space
Organizational support can be as critical as
within public buildings for temporary exhibitions,
physical spaces and funding. One of the
rotating displays, and performances. This functional
key issues to improve Sherman’s arts and
use of the existing buildings for visual arts would
humanities offerings is the communication
between organizations. Residents cited the
distinguish Sherman as a leader of the arts. An
need for connecting the City to Austin
example of this type of visual arts display is the set of
College
and the Sherman Council for the
24 “Texomaland” canvasses on exhibit at the
Arts and Humanities.
American Bank of Texas.
3. Consider forming a City‐sponsored steering
committee to coordinate with local and regional
entities active in the arts and humanities. The City
could be the primary sponsoring entity since it can
bring together the larger organizations, such as the
Sherman Council for the Arts and Humanities, Austin
College, Grayson County College, and the Tourism
Department. This umbrella group should bring
together the colleges, the City (tourism), and local arts
organizations. There is an often mentioned lack of
connection between these groups, and this City‐led
effort should start to weave stronger linkages between
these local agencies.
4. Continue funding the arts and humanities through
the hotel/motel tax. Since the number of hotels is
expected to rise in the near future, there may be more
money available in the long term. Although most arts
organizations remain cash‐starved as a general
characterization, it is important to recognize that
additional funds need to be allocated with care. At
present, the funds from the hotel/motel tax only fund
about five percent of each organization that is part of
the Sherman Council for the Arts and Humanities. A
larger portion of those dollars goes to the Tourism
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5.

6.

Department operations and programming. It is also important to
consider the statutory restrictions on the hotel/motel tax since it can
be used specifically for programs related to tourism and cultural
organizations.
Create a long‐term vision that sets five‐ or ten‐year goals for the arts
community. This may be an effort of the new steering committee and
could be budgeted through the anticipated funds from the
hotel/motel tax. It would identify specific goals for improving the
coordination and regional recognition of Sherman arts organizations.
Increase participation in the arts and humanities among the minority
community. Involvement of a greater segment of the Sherman
population would benefit local groups through increased attendance
and provide an opportunity for participation in the local arts
communities for minority residents. This initiative may be met
through increased participation in existing groups or by adding a
new organization (i.e. contemporary gospel choir or ethnic dance
group).

GOAL 8.3: Increasing the interaction of the Tourism Department with the
arts and Downtown.
⇒ Provide housing options that are affordable to lower income and elderly residents,
both now and in the future.
1. Expand the role of the Tourism Department through advanced
coordination, technical assistance, and more programming with
existing arts organizations.
2. Leverage private reinvestment with municipal projects around the
arts district and Downtown. Small‐scale projects such as pedestrian‐
scale street lighting, sidewalks, landscaping, and street re‐surfacing,
would improve the safety and accessibility of the facility and its
connectivity with the neighborhood. Any Downtown improvements
should involve Downtown Sherman Preservation and Revitalization
as an advocate and stakeholder.
3. Incorporate Downtown zoning provisions to allow ‐‐ and encourage ‐‐
mixed use development. Density bonuses may be used in Downtown
to lower market rates, making development options more affordable.
Also, an incentive for upper floor residences allows a live/work
situation where residents may both live and work in the same
building. Another Downtown housing alternative would be attached
housing along some of the vacant spaces between Courthouse Square
and the Arts District. Develop performance standards to manage
compatibility.
4. Implement a plan to create a distinct sense of place within the Arts
and Cultural District. Features such as public sculptures, signage,
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5.

6.

streetscape amenities, murals, and interpretive exhibits should be
used to demarcate the specific district. Locations of existing structures
or those that may be suitable for studios, galleries, performance
venues, and workshops should be identified as placemaking assets.
Consider physical connections between Courthouse Square and the
Arts and Cultural District. One such improvement would be a
program to establish a heritage walk. Paint or stone materials may be
used for the sidewalk as a means of way‐finding for self‐guided arts
tours. They may also relate to the history and local significance of the
area by way of historical facts. Seek private sponsorship for
development of the heritage walk although the Tourism Department
may lead specialty tours during the year.
Strengthen connections between residents, artists, and the Downtown
by supporting arts and culture through monthly (or weekly)
programming, such as the Open Air Market. Routine programs bring
people to Downtown in addition to the existing annual programs,
such as the Sherman Arts Festival and Snowflake Festival.
Bridging the existing gaps between the Courthouse Square area and the Arts District will take
participation and investment from many participants. The Tourism Department and Downtown
Sherman Preservation and Revitalization will be two important voices that are needed in the
discussion with other groups. Only then, through a larger effort, will progress be achieved in
creating a stronger linkage between the arts and Downtown.
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Conduct an annual design competition for local and regional artists to
create interpretive displays on existing public infrastructure.
Establish design and thematic parameters to relate the art to the
community. Select highly visible locations for the initial displays,
with a phased multi‐year implementation program. Examples of
potential infrastructure sites include underpasses and viaducts,
building walls, and parks.
8. Integrate art and design features into capital improvement projects.
Introduce an art representative into the early design stage of projects
to identify opportunities for art incorporation. Art in public projects
may be used in seeking grant funds or soliciting public support for an
infrastructure project. Opportunities for art to be a visible part of
future capital projects include roadway medians, municipal
buildings, public parks and spaces, utility boxes, fire hydrants, school
buildings, and irrigation facilities.
9. Coordinate with the local school districts to utilize school buildings
for murals or temporary displays of visual art. Performance spaces
such as an auditorium may also be incorporated as a shared‐use
space for performing arts groups.
10. Improve the overall utilization of the Kidd‐Key Auditorium and
Ballroom since it is designed to be multi‐functional and to
accommodate gatherings of all sizes. While the Pecan Grove Park
amphitheater will allow for large‐scale seasonal events, there needs to
be a permanent solution to the current scheduling conflict between
the ballroom and the auditorium so more cultural activities can occur
on a regular basis.
11. Continue to promote and sponsor seasonal events such as Hot
Summer Night, Snowflake Festival, and the Sherman Arts Festival.
Invest in facilities and improvements to support and grow the events
in their respective locations. Seek local support and partnerships with
other organizations to co‐sponsor new events to serve the growing
demands of the population.
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Sherman Council for the Arts and Humanities (SCAH)
North Texas Concert Chorale
The North Texas Concert Chorale consists of 26 voluntary members that sing several music types. Typical genres
include classical, pop, jazz, seasonal, sacred, and secular collections. The choir presents two or three concerts
per year while being directed by Ms. Linda J. Mulder.
Children’s Chorus of Greater North Texas
Susan Matthews and Claire Dering lead the Children’s Chorus through several performances a year. First
through eighth grade children are divided into two groups to rehearse weekly while also performing several
times throughout the year.
Red River Valley Chorus
Jan Abbott started the Red River Valley Chorus in 1996. The chorus consists of 16 women who sing barbershop
and other styles of music at events, as well as at competitions.
Sherman Community Players
The Sherman Community Players is a community theatre comprised of two programs. “Main Stage” is a theatre
based for adults, while “Theatricks” is themed on children audiences. The SCP has been around since the 1920s
and was incorporated as a nonprofit community theatre as of 1950.
Sherman Symphony Orchestra
Since the orchestra was founded in 1966, it has grown to consist of 70 members with more performances per
year. The orchestra’s current home would be the Kidd-Key Auditorium, whereas they also perform at the Sid
Richardson Center and their original home, the Wynne Chapel on the campus of Austin College.
Sherman Community Series
The Sherman Community Series features musical events and performances held in performance art venues in
Sherman. The series also presents all performances by the Sherman Symphony Orchestra.
Texoma Chordringers
The Texoma Chordringers is a men’s group who presents barbershop music. Although the music style is similar
to the Red River Valley Chorus, the Chordringers sing the four-part a cappella harmony.
Sherman Art League
The Art League consists of monthly meetings of people interested in promoting art. The league puts together
exhibits and art shows in which local art can be presented, including the Fine Arts Festival in the Sherman
Ballroom.
Friends of the Sherman Public Library
The purpose of creating the Friends of the Sherman Public Library was to expand and improve the services and
facilities of the library. Several programs, discussion group meetings, a public newsletter, and the use of
sponsors are some of the tools currently used to achieve that purpose.
Red River Historical Museum
Since the museum was founded in 1976, the Carnegie Library and the historic Church of Christ building have
come to be the museum while holding more than 50,000 objects in collection. Off-site and traveling exhibits,
as well as children’s workshops, have been made available to schools, clubs, and organizations by the museum
to reach a greater population in the community.
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Economic
Development
Chapter 9

Reaching a consensus on a common understanding of economic development is the
first step in developing attainable goals and strategies. With this in mind, a definition
is encouraged that acknowledges the importance of collaboration and partnership.
Economic development policies for Sherman should be judged by how effectively the
community can generate a response from the private sector. This response can
certainly be measured in jobs, but a more inclusive and difficult set of metrics should
include tax base diversification, increased income, enhanced community image,
entrepreneurship, and talent attraction.

Introduction
Sherman stands at a crossroads in its economic development evolution.
To this point, the city—along with its neighboring rival Denison—has
traditionally served as a freestanding regional center for the Texoma area,
which includes rural communities north and south of the Red River. Over the
last decade, however, residential and business growth has marched north
from Dallas along US 75 from Plano, to Allen, to McKinney. In addition,
ongoing plans to expand and extend SH 289, which would connect Sherman
to one of the nation’s fastest growing suburbs, Frisco, will only serve to
increase pressures for the suburbanization of Sherman.
The appropriate response must ultimately be determined by local residents
and community leaders. Throughout the planning process, this question was
posed to stakeholders. Overwhelmingly, interviewees clearly demonstrated
their desire for Sherman to retain a distinct identity by protecting and
enhancing its community character.

9.1
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This economic development chapter presents the City of Sherman and the
Sherman Economic Development Corporation (SEDCO) with a range of goals
and strategies. Their intent is to empower the community in retaining its
distinct identity within the rapidly growing North Texas region, while at the
same time leveraging specific opportunities for expanding employment and
income opportunities for local residents. Balancing these somewhat
contradictory desires will be require a cohesive and coordinated approach to
land use and economic development—not unlike walking a tightrope.
“Economic Development”
Is … the application of
public resources to
stimulate private
investment.

A strong commitment to downtown revitalization and redevelopment from
community and business leaders will also be required. So too will be a
dedicated effort for maximizing specific development opportunities in
strategic business locations along major highways and arterials while
protecting the integrity of Sherman’s urban form.

Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the City of Sherman and SEDCO
with guidance for pursuing opportunities to achieve long‐term growth and
economic vitality. Some issues, however, that have an indirect impact on
economic development in Sherman—but lie beyond the direct responsibility
of the SEDCO—are also raised in this chapter and in the full Economic
Development Plan which this chapter summarizes. Nevertheless, this chapter
and the Plan make recommendations regarding all these issues. Failure to
address the various challenges will ultimately weaken Sherman’s
effectiveness and overall capacity to support and promote economic
development.

Economic Development Assessment
The goal of the following assessment is to arrive at a common understanding
of Sherman’s economy. This analysis takes the traditional approach of
examining strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT). It also
considers regional and national economic and demographic factors with an
eye towards Sherman’s advantages and disadvantages.
Methodology
To understand the economic development opportunities available in
Sherman, the team conducted an assessment of the area to identify Sherman’s
unique economic strengths and weaknesses, from a data standpoint, in the
context of the wider regional and national economies. The team relied on the
most current and accurate data sources (proprietary and public), covering
those attributes that most clearly demonstrated Sherman’s recent economic
performance relative to the North Texas region.
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The following activities were undertaken to understand Sherman’s economic
development challenges and opportunities:
♦ A review of existing economic and demographic data, including
population growth, educational attainment levels, employment growth
and distribution, major employers, wages, and location quotients for
Sherman and Grayson County,
♦ Tours of Sherman sites to better understand its economic development
product from a real estate standpoint,
♦ Focus group meetings and workshops to establish priorities for
appropriate goals and objectives.

9.3
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SWOT
The consulting team first conducted a “SWOT” analysis for Sherman. This
assessment was based on a review of economic and demographic
characteristics, input from economic development professionals, interviews
with local leaders, and consultant experience from working across the
country. The following table captures the major findings from this analysis:

Figure 9.1
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, & Threats

STRENGTHS




















Proximity to Dallas-Fort Worth
Metroplex
Access to US 75
Excellent land inventory and industrial
parks
Diversified industrial base
Area recreational assets (Lake
Texoma)
Strong retail base
Center for regional labor, especially
southern Oklahoma and Fannin Co.
Competitive educational attainment
levels
Post secondary education (Grayson
County College, Austin College)
Low tax rates and healthy tax base
OPPORTUNITIES
Increased economic self-sufficiency
Leverage food processing base
Leverage existing technology
businesses, especially semiconductors
Capitalize on growth of North Texas
region
Balance industrial employment with
“white collar” opportunities
Leverage existing healthcare assets
Downtown redevelopment and
revitalization
Leverage post-secondary education
assets
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WEAKNESSES








Ongoing labor force shortages,
especially in blue-collar industries
Perception that codes are unequally
enforced or not strong enough
Lack of cohesive internal vision
Limited local entertainment options
Regional perceptions of Sherman’s
distance from DFW
Shortage of business and technology
oriented workers in local area

THREATS






Fluctuating energy costs placing
pressure on employers
Dependence on rural areas to grow
labor force, and rising fuel costs
Pressures of globalization increasing
on American manufacturers
Future retail leakage to McKinney
Loss of unique character as Sherman
continues to “suburbanize”

9.4

Major Findings
The following demographic and economic assessment provides a brief
snapshot of the major findings and their implications uncovered through the
analysis of data trends:
Over the last few years, Sherman’s population growth (Figure 9.2) has
accelerated despite relatively slow job growth (Figure 9.3). The data suggest
that migration has fueled much of the city’s growth. Moreover, migration
figures indicate that many of Grayson County’s newest residents are
relocating from Collin County (Figure 9.4). This would suggest an increasing
trend toward the suburbanization of Sherman. In other words, the city is
beginning to see initial signs that it is falling more into the orbit of the
Metroplex’s economy. Commuting patterns reinforce this assumption as a
growing number of Grayson County residents are commuting to Collin
County for employment (Figure 9.5).
Simultaneously, Grayson County has seen
Figure 9.2
a large influx of commuters from its
Population Estimates, 1990-2006
City of Sherman
northern Oklahoma neighbor, Bryan
39,000
County. In sum, these trends imply that
38,000
white‐collar Grayson County residents are
37,000
commuting to Collin County as blue‐collar
36,000
residents from Bryan County are
35,000
commuting into the local area. As a result,
34,000
Sherman and Grayson County are slowly
33,000 32,279
transitioning away from a near stand‐alone
32,000
economy toward one that is more fully
31,000
integrated with the Metroplex.

Sherman is transitioning
away from a stand-alone
economy toward one that
is more fully integrated
with the Metroplex.

37,623

35,191

30,000

Determining the appropriate response
from an economic development standpoint
will largely be dictated by the long‐term
vision for the community. For example, if
current residents desire an outcome that
would result in Sherman developing into a
suburban
community,
economic
development leaders should respond
accordingly in their business recruitment
activities. On the other hand, the retention
of Sherman’s traditional status as a
regional
center
with
a
balanced
employment base will call for a
corresponding economic development
approach.
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Figure 9.3

Grayson County Employment, 1970-present
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SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census (via Moody's Analytics)
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2000

Conversations with local community and business leaders appear to indicate
that the prevailing view is that Sherman should retain its relative
independence as a free‐standing community, while simultaneously
leveraging opportunities from a more regionally integrated economy.
Achieving this result will require a renewed focus on diversifying the local
economy with a view toward increasing incomes of local residents.

Figure 9.4

In-Migration: Gross Number of People Moving to Grayson Co. Annually from...
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SOURCE: U.S. Internal Revenue Service (accessed via Moody's Analytics)

Figure 9.5

— Outbound from Grayson County
— Inbound into Grayson County

Major Commuting Patterns for Grayson County, 1960-2000
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SOURCE: U.S. Census Bureau, Journey-to-Work Data (accessed via Moody's Analytics)
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Economic Development Vision & Goals
Vision
Economic development strategies must be driven by a clear vision. While
conceptually this makes sense, the more practical value of a vision is in
directing community resources. As a result, successful vision statements are
bold but provide a clear direction and can be supported by goals and
strategies. The following statement establishes a clear vision for Sherman’s
economic development efforts:
Sherman will strengthen its position as the regional growth center of
the Texoma area through the establishment of a diverse, balanced, and
self‐sufficient economy.
This vision statement presents a clear focus for the community’s economic
development efforts with aggressive, yet attainable, goals. Sherman will
solidify its position as a regional center through the development of a well‐
rounded and diversified economy. This process will be driven by leveraging
the city’s exceptional business sites and significant multi‐modal
transportation infrastructure options. In addition, the community will
continue to focus efforts toward the redevelopment and revitalization of
downtown as a means for strengthening its traditional role as the hub of
economic and civic activity in Sherman. Finally, the underlying assumption
for employment growth should be to promote prosperity for local residents.
Goals
Sherman’s vision as the regional growth center for the Texoma area is based
on the recognition that the community will continue to solidify its current
position within the wider region. For this to occur, however, Sherman can no
longer rely solely on a traditional recruitment model for economic
development. Instead, a variety of local allies must be called upon to assist
SEDCO in diversifying the community’s tax base and providing economic
opportunities to its citizens. The following three goals will support the
proposed vision and provide a strong framework for strategies and actions:
♦
♦
♦

Goal One: Stimulate economic activity through business development
and industry attraction.
Goal Two: Develop, retain, and attract talent.
Goal Three: Promote and enhance quality of place.

While each of these goals was chosen for its ability to leverage distinct
opportunities in Sherman, they were also intentionally chosen for their ability
to support one another. The City of Sherman and SEDCO should, therefore,
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remain mindful that a lack of support for one of these goals may hinder
progress on another. As a result, community leaders should recognize that
policies supporting a strong business climate for promoting economic
development cannot be implemented within a vacuum. Instead, policies and
program activities should be considered within the overall context of the
variety of factors that can influence long‐term economic growth in Sherman.
Industry
The US manufacturing industry
continues a transformation that
has profound effects on the
practice of economic
development. It is forcing us to
rethink what we mean by a
primary job, how we measure
economic impact, and how we
design incentives. This is due,
in large part, to the continuing
decline in manufacturing
employment. It is no
overstatement to say that you
cannot build an economic
strategy solely around
manufacturing jobs.
For this reason, this assessment
of industry considers the full
complement of economic
activities — ranging from
traditional industrial employers
to advanced research to
entrepreneurship — as well as
the physical infrastructure
(industrial parks, sites,
transportation, etc.) and
business climate to support
those activities.
Understanding the role of
innovation, the opportunities for
expansion of existing
companies, and the best
targets for recruitment, are
important building blocks of an
economic development plan.

Strategies & Actions
Goal One: Stimulate economic activity through industry attraction and
business development.
It is no secret that American manufacturers, and their host communities, have
suffered greatly in the face of stiff global competition. Rural America has been
especially hard hit, due to its traditional reliance on low‐wage manufacturing
that is now rapidly migrating off‐shore to even lower wage international
labor markets. The results of this struggle have littered much of the nation’s
landscape with shuttered factories. This is not to say, however, that Sherman
will be unsuccessful or will not have viable options for recruiting outside
industry. Regardless, local decision makers should understand that larger
global economic forces present a strong headwind for any American
community to play the traditional industrial recruitment game, especially
during times of recession.
This suggests that SEDCO and its local allies should use a highly focused
approach to business development efforts – an approach that embraces and
reinforces the community’s existing economic assets and serves the needs of
existing employers. This calls for local leaders to remain mindful of the effects
of policy decisions on the needs of area businesses, as well as providing a
support structure which they might thrive.
♦

STRATEGY 1 >> Raise the profile of SEDCO’s economic development
efforts both locally and regionally.
As with all successful marketing, it is critical to identify target audiences
and focus efforts on them. The primary target audiences for Sherman
should be: 1) local and regional business leaders who can influence
business location and other investment decisions; 2) key allies, such as
state and regional economic development organizations; 3) members of
the region’s various media; and 4) decision‐makers at companies within
the target sectors (See the full economic development plan prepared for SEDCO
for a listing of target sectors).
The most important target audience should be the people and businesses
who are already invested (either financially or emotionally) in the
community. They are also who represent Sherman on a daily basis in
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their business and personal interactions—regionally, nationally, and
internationally. A sustained internal marketing campaign should be
undertaken to generate and promote a positive image of Sherman.
Making sure that existing residents and local business leaders have a
positive image of the community is critical to the success of any external
campaign as these are the people who can best tell the “Sherman story” to
the outside world.
Sherman must also set itself apart from the competition throughout the
region. The most effective marketing strategies are those that promote
specific initiatives and opportunities. In other words, the various target
audiences must be swayed by the message that their interests can be
maximized by investing social and economic capital in Sherman.
o

9.9

Action A: Build consensus for a primary theme/message for
marketing for Sherman.
Lead: SEDCO; Support: City of Sherman; Sherman Chamber; Grayson
Community College (GCC) & Austin College
 Convene a focus group of SEDCO, City, Chamber, and higher
educational representatives to discuss the merits of having a
coordinated marketing message for Sherman. If a common
message is developed, it should be used consistently in all
materials. Consideration should be given to hiring a marketing
firm to assist in the development of a marketing message/theme
and logo/tagline for Sherman.
 Once a marketing theme has been established, conduct a local
awareness campaign for economic development to increase
public support for specific recommendations. Ideally, the roll‐out
of this strategic plan would assist in building initial support and
“buy‐in” for this and other economic development efforts.
 Incorporate the new theme into future marketing materials,
including SEDCO’s website. The website should also incorporate
opportunities highlighted in this plan that the SEDCO will
promote and distinguishing attributes (e.g., proximity to Dallas,
downtown Sherman, comprehensive plan, etc.).
 Develop target sector profiles based on information provided for
this plan to assist in recruiting new businesses to Sherman. These
profiles can be used in direct mail as well as in any information
provided to prospects.
 Prepare an updated press packet with a summary of Sherman’s
business highlights and contact information. Specific items to
include are:
- Cover letter to answer specific questions or address specific
topics the writer is covering, as well as offering to put the
writer in touch with potential interviewees.
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Marketing theme
SEDCO’s current marketing
materials, including website, are
first-rate in quality and convey a
strong positive message
regarding the community and
the surrounding area. It is
currently using the tagline
“OPPORTUNITY RECRUITERS”. If
the marketing focus group
agrees to retain this concept, it
is recommended that the word
“opportunity” continues to play a
prominent role among the
messages being disseminated
by the various entities that are
marketing the community. In
other words, “opportunity” can
be easily incorporated by the
Chamber, City, GCCC, etc.

-

-

Fact sheet about Sherman, including list of major employers.
Distinguishing features about Sherman (Austin College,
proximity to Dallas, industrial sites, downtown Sherman,
etc.).
Copies of news articles that have been published about
Sherman.
New expansions and locations in Sherman.
High quality photographs of Sherman.

o

Action B: Build awareness among Sherman’s leadership and local
residents.
Lead: SEDCO; Support: Sherman Chamber
 Utilize the Sherman Ambassadors program to: 1) build an
awareness of the community’s strengths among area business
and community leaders, and 2) provide information for
spreading a positive image of Sherman in their relationships
outside the region.
- Identify community and business leaders most likely to
influence decision makers.
- Create a brief presentation, profile, and script promoting
Sherman’s positive aspects to be used by Ambassadors
during the course of their business interactions both within
and outside the area.
- Create a mechanism for the Ambassadors to refer prospect
leads.
- Meet quarterly with Ambassadors keeping them up to date
on current economic development initiatives, progress, and
honing the city’s marketing message.

o

Action C: Build awareness of Sherman throughout North Texas.
Lead: SEDCO; Support: Sherman Chamber
 Focus Sherman’s primary external marketing efforts on the
region’s real estate development community and targeted
industry sectors.
 Hold a semi‐annual Developers Days or “Fam Tours” to promote
on‐going and future developments in Sherman.
 Implement a public relations campaign targeted at regional
publications, such as the Dallas Business Journal and the Dallas
Morning News, sending press releases about recent business
successes. The initial press release should promote the success of
the economic development plan and explain how local leadership
worked together to determine the best opportunities for Sherman.
 Participate in joint marketing activities with organizations that
can refer prospect leads. Examples include regional economic
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♦

development organizations [e.g., Dallas Area Chamber, North
Central Texas COG, Texoma COG, state agencies (e.g. Governor’s
Office of Economic Development), and area utilities (e.g., TXU
Energy)].
Identify other parties that could refer leads to Sherman and set
up a visitation schedule with a focus on the Metroplex. Examples
include local and regional developers, real estate brokers, banks,
construction firms, and service firms (legal and accounting), and
regional industry associations.
Consider developing a quarterly newsletter that is focused on
business issues in Sherman and send to site selectors, real estate
developers in Dallas, and other business leads throughout North
Texas and nationally. Consider the inclusion of editorials on a
host of topics written by city leaders and business owners, and
other potential partners and stakeholders.

STRATEGY 2 >> Support locally‐driven economic development
opportunities.
Building awareness of the needs that existing employers have, and
developing policies and mechanisms to support local business and
industry, is a must. Local companies are, by far, the largest and most
reliable source for creating new jobs. Given that many of Sherman’s
existing industrial base experienced a wave of layoffs or shut down
operations a few years ago, it is critical that the SEDCO and area partners
understand how local issues affect the competitiveness of local industry.
Just as important to locally‐driven economic development is the
stimulation of entrepreneurial and small business development.
Promoting entrepreneurship involves leveraging existing resources in the
local business sector—including innovation, financing, know‐how, and
business and social networks—and matching those resources with
investment opportunities. One reason for focusing on locally‐driven
economic development is to increase income for Sherman residents by
keeping the profits from business transactions within the local economy.
o
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Action A: Continue to support the retention of existing businesses
in Sherman.
Lead: SEDCO; Support: Sherman Chamber
 Place periodic calls with existing businesses in Sherman to not
only achieve a better understanding of their challenges, but also
to potentially uncover opportunities for local expansions and to
assist in raising awareness of available technical and financial
assistance programs.
 Develop and maintain a comprehensive inventory of existing
businesses to have a clear understanding of the types of
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o
Entrepreneurship Fundamentals
A healthy entrepreneurial
environment requires three key
components:

Ideas

Management Talent

Capital
Like a three-legged stool, if any of
these elements are missing, the
entrepreneurial program will fail.
More importantly, these three
elements are true of virtually all
businesses.
Mom & pop enterprises might
have ideas and management
talent in a single person and
capital could come in the form
of savings, credit cards, or bank
loans.
Emerging growth companies will
likely have ideas in the form of
patentable technology or other
intellectual property,
management talent from serial
entrepreneurs or professional
managers, and capital from
professional venture capital firms.
Without a healthy supply of each
of these three elements, no
entrepreneurship program can
succeed.

businesses already in Sherman and to keep tabs on new locations
and expansions.
Ensure that local businesses are aware of state and local
incentives.

Action B: Encourage the startup of new businesses in Sherman.
Lead: SEDCO; Support: Sherman Chamber, GCC, & Austin College
 Establish an Entrepreneurs Forum where individuals can network
and discuss key issues relevant to their efforts.
 Meet semi‐annually with current and potential entrepreneurs in
Sherman to better understand issues affecting their business
decisions and provide networking opportunities for area
professionals and emerging entrepreneurs. Include all area taxing
entities and potential partners, such as Austin College and GCC,
in these discussions.
 Focus entrepreneurship and business investment programs on
target industry sectors, especially professional and financial
services and independent retailers.
 Advocate for entrepreneurs by facilitating local government
assistance and help address issues and challenges.
 Sponsor financial literacy courses to educate entrepreneurs and
business owners on the various types of financing mechanism,
the pros and cons of each, and best practices for using them.
 Encourage local lenders to offer small business financing to assist
startups and strengthen their Community Reinvestment Act
(CRA) ratings.
 Leverage existing state and federal program that offer business
startup assistance (e.g., SBDC, etc.)
 Consider sponsoring an annual awards program for area
entrepreneurs to provide an enticing incentive/award for the
most innovative concept.
 Support the creation of a youth entrepreneurship education
program in the public schools.
 Establish an information clearinghouse to aid entrepreneurs in
gaining competitive information, market research, and assistance.
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♦

STRATEGY 3 >> Continue to support the development of infrastructure
and sites to support industrial and economic development.
The number of traditional industrial recruitment prospects seeking
opportunities for new plants in the U.S. will likely dwindle during a
recessionary environment. As a result, competition among communities
for these investments will continue to heat up. Sherman and Grayson
County are currently served by several high quality industrial parks.
This is not to say, however, that a plan of inaction is recommended
Rather, SEDCO and its local allies should continue to aggressively pursue
business park improvements and expansions as a means for remaining
competitive and drawing interest to the area.

9.13

o

Action A: Continue to support transportation infrastructure
improvements and expansions.
Lead: SEDCO; Support: City of Sherman; Sherman Chamber
 Continue to monitor highway improvements (especially along
SH 289) by meeting with individuals and agencies who are
responsible for its expansion (both within North Texas and at the
state level).
 Continue to update the community regarding progress on the
highway’s expansion.

o

Action B: Continue to plan for improvements and expansions of
existing industrial areas.
Lead: SEDCO; Support: City of Sherman
 Continue to promote infrastructure improvements to roads and
rail serving Sherman’s existing industrial parks, especially the
Progress Parks area.
 Improve “wayfinding” signage to industrial area, especially
along highways (e.g., US 75 and FM 1417).
 Consider developing properties with access to rail to ensure that
Sherman remains competitive in its ability to offer rail‐served
sites.
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Talent
The concept of talent means
more than a skilled workforce. It
means recruiting talented
people as well as cultivating the
talent pool represented by
groups as diverse as students,
retirees, and entrepreneurs. It
also means ensuring that the
employees and companies that
have been responsible for a
community’s growth continue to
see a reason to remain in the
area.
National demographic trends,
most notably the aging of the
Baby Boomers, suggest that
demand for workers may soon
outstrip supply. As a result,
competition for labor is
expected to increase among
companies as well as
communities. Focusing on the
development, attraction, and
retention of talent should,
therefore, be an important part
of any economic development
strategy.

Goal Two: Develop, retain, and attract talent.
Economic development planning has traditionally focused solely on the
recruitment of new businesses. Unfortunately, this approach depends heavily
on large incentives, such as tax abatements, free land, and reduced costs for
infrastructure services. While these types of incentives certainly remain an
important part of the overall industry attraction process, most organizations
stop at this point. Fortunately, these are only the most basic tools in the
economic development kit.
Nurturing and attracting talent is perhaps the most fundamental issue for
creating long‐term, sustainable economic vitality in the 21st Century. Much of
this is due to the changing needs of U.S. employers as the economy
transitions from manufacturing to services. But this “talent” goal implies
more than the typical workforce development and training issue. It also
encompasses the idea of recruiting people.
♦

STRATEGY 1 >> Leverage existing workforce development and other
training assets serving Sherman and Grayson County.
The importance of higher education and workforce training in economic
development cannot be overstated. Employers must be assured of access
to skilled workers, and talent is drawn to locations that offer educational
opportunities. Higher education institutions also often play a crucial role
in enhancing the image of a community both externally and internally. In
addition, specific training and educational programs should be closely
considered for Sherman as a means for supporting SEDCO’s economic
development efforts.
o

Action A: Coordinate economic and workforce development efforts.
Lead: SEDCO; Support: Grayson Community College (GCC) & Workforce
Solutions Texoma
 Act as a liaison between workforce training and development
providers (e.g., Workforce Solutions Texoma and GCC) and
existing businesses in Sherman to ensure local employers are
aware of all available training resources. Additionally, SEDCO
should communicate the needs of local business to Workforce
Solutions Texoma, GCC, and other training providers.
 Assist in the facilitation of an annual Workforce Development
Summit to:
- Better understand the county’s labor force availability, talent
assets, and training capabilities available for potential
employers relocating to Sherman.
- Maintain and solidify existing cooperative relationships
between Workforce Solutions Texoma, GCC, Sherman
Chamber, Sherman ISD, and the business community.
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Ensure that area businesses are made aware of workforce
development incentives (e.g., customized training incentives,
tuition reimburse tax credits, etc.) that are available to Texas
businesses and that area training programs continue to match
business needs Sherman.
Support new and expand existing internship/apprenticeship
programs (if demonstrated need is determined through
workforce development conference) that aid in the placement of
vocational/technology students with area employers to support
their needs for talent.
Explore opportunities for the expanded coordination of
internship/apprentice programs at the high school level with
GCC.
-





♦

STRATEGY 2 >> Strengthen Sherman’s leadership base.
Promoting and training local leadership is a long‐term, but invaluable,
resource for local economic development. Without committed leadership,
economic development professionals often find themselves lacking in the
support to undertake necessary initiatives. Not only can local leaders aid
in the improvement of the local business climate, but they can also—
when properly leveraged—be effective in directly marketing a local area
to the outside world during the course of their business and social
interactions. A focus on raising awareness of economic development
among the area’s leadership base should be coordinated with a capital
fundraising campaign.
o

9.15

Action A: Raise awareness of issues and support for economic
development among Sherman’s existing leadership.
Lead: SEDCO; Support: Sherman Chamber
 Establish an annual Economic Summit to keep the area’s existing
and potential leadership abreast of opportunities and challenges
in Sherman and the surrounding area, including area economic
trends and business climate issues (i.e. local taxation, planning
initiatives, business announcements etc.). Consider making this a
Grayson County event where leaders from Sherman, Denison,
and other communities in the county present on the opportunities
the area offers businesses and citizens. A panel of presenters can
present on regional issues and a project profile from each
community. Invitees should include real estate developers,
agents, and brokers; business leaders; community leaders; and
regional media. Consider hosting an award for a local visionary
that has helped the region meet its goals.
 Meet quarterly with key leaders and decision makers to provide
opportunities for private discussions and input on Sherman’s
business climate issues.
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o

♦

Establish a long‐term planning process for updating progress on
specific strategies and projects. Consideration should be given to
coordinating progress with the annual Economic Summits.

Action B: Enhance and expand leadership training programs and
networking opportunities in Sherman.
Lead: Sherman Chamber; Support: SEDCO
 Utilize the Leadership Sherman program as a vehicle for
communicating economic development goals and understanding
the needs of various groups in the community.
 Develop targeted networking opportunities (e.g. evening and
weekend functions) for professionals living and working in the
area.
 Establish a Young Professionals Organization (YPO) group to serve
as a source for identifying potential emerging community and
business leaders (an excellent resource for YPO’s is
www.ypcommons.org).
 Investigate other ways for identifying current and future leaders
within the community who represent various groups (e.g.,
professional, youth, minority, etc.).

STRATEGY 3 >> Support excellence in the public schools.
The importance of a local school system in economic development cannot
be understated. Employers need to be assured of access to trainable
workers; company executives and rank‐and‐file workers strongly desire
an excellent education for their children; and homebuyers and the
development community recognize their housing investments are
affected by the quality of a school district. As a result, it is imperative that
Sherman remains supportive of the local school district and establish
excellence in education and workforce training as long‐term goals.
o

Action A: Expand programs and course offerings in the public
schools in support of Sherman’s economic development efforts.
Lead: Sherman ISD; Support: SEDCO & Sherman Chamber
 Continue to support proposals to enhance Sherman ISD facilities
to ensure that it continues to make strides toward educational
excellence.
 Consider the establishment of a formal internship/apprenticeship
program to aid in the transfer of vocational students to entry‐
level positions among existing industrial employers and/or
targeted industries (See the Target Sectors section of this plan).
 Explore the potential for creating scholarships—with support
from both the public and private sectors—to local students who
choose to pursue higher education within the region.
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o

Consider paying particular attention to academic tracks that
would support both target sectors and existing businesses.

Action B: Enhance partnerships between Sherman ISD and area
higher education institutions.
Lead Organization: Sherman ISD; GCC, Austin College
 Establish college/high school student mentoring/tutoring
programs to aid children attending Sherman ISD.
 Consider the establishment of a program to assist local high
school graduates gaining automatic admittance into area higher
educational institutions as a means for retaining local talent in the
region (e.g., GCC, University of North Texas, Austin College,
etc.).

Goal Three: Promote and enhance quality of place.
Increasingly, companies rely on the skills and talent of their workforce to
retain or gain a competitive advantage. Only recently have employers
discovered that one way to tap into talented workers is by locating operations
in communities with a strong sense of place. This is because communities
offering a multitude of amenities are the ones attracting many of today’s
skilled and talented workers. While no set definition for “quality of place”
exists, the one common factor is the wide availability of choices in housing,
entertainment, culture, recreation, retail, and employment.
If Sherman is to retain its identity as a stand‐alone community, a renewed
focus on place should be embraced by area leaders. One means for
accomplishing this goal will be a sustained focus on ensuring high quality
development throughout the community—not only among in residential real
estate market, but also along Sherman’s major transportation corridors, such
as US 75 and major arterials. One risk is that lax standards could allow for
lower‐end development to occur at high‐visibility gateways to the
community. While new investment should certainly be encouraged,
managing growth and maximizing its positive impact should remain at the
core of Sherman’s approach to development. In other words, the community
should remain mindful of the quality of development along its corridors and
at its gateways, recognizing that the types of development in high‐visibility
areas will project the image that most people have of Sherman.
♦
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STRATEGY 1 >> Continue to support revitalization and redevelopment
activities occurring in downtown.
Downtown is a unique quality of place asset that—if fully leveraged—can
enhance the Sherman’s overall image within the wider region. While this
may appear to be an intangible benefit, an enhanced image can be
translated into direct economic benefit for the community. The continued
revitalization and redevelopment of downtown would serve several
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Place
Much has been written about
the importance of quality of life
to the site selection process.
Communities throughout the
nation have positioned
themselves by touting their
advantages in this regard—
good schools, safe streets,
pleasant weather. We agree
these factors are important. We
take issue only with the
narrowness of the focus. Quality
of life assumes that everyone
thrives in the same environment
and is attracted to the same
amenities. It assumes that
current residents’ view of what
makes a community would be
shared by all.
By contrast, quality of place
considers what is attractive to a
range of residents, both old and
new. The idea of quality of
place accommodates growth
and recognizes the benefits of
change. It recognizes that one
person’s “good place to raise a
family” might translate into
another’s “there’s nothing to do
in this town.” Quality of place is
about providing options, not just
for current residents, but for
those who will be residents in the
future.

functions: 1) retaining and attracting young talent, 2) capture increased
visitor spending, 3) enhance Austin College’s attractiveness to potential
students and faculty, and 4) protect the significant private and public
investments that have already occurred downtown.
o

Action A: Strengthen linkages between downtown and Austin
College.
Lead: City of Sherman; Support: Austin College & Downtown Sherman
Preservation and Revitalization (DSP&R)
 Establish a Downtown Task Force (comprised of major property
owners, downtown businesses, local officials, DSP&R, Austin
College, and other allies) in order to support the creation of a
vision for downtown Sherman.
 Improve streetscapes (e.g., widened sidewalks, shade trees, street
furniture, enhanced lighting, improved signage, etc.) to mark
stronger connections between Austin College and downtown.
 Support Austin College’s efforts in populating preferred arterial
linkages with community development related nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs).

o

Action B: Support ongoing revitalization and redevelopment efforts
throughout downtown and adjacent areas.
Lead: City of Sherman; Support: Sherman Chamber, DSP&R, & Austin
College
 Support private and public efforts in developing a retail strategy
for existing business and for the attraction of new specialty retail
boutiques in downtown Sherman.
- Offer assistance in identifying potential funding sources for
revitalization efforts.
- Promote downtown Sherman as a destination for specialty
retail and entertainment in all marketing materials.
- Highlight Austin College’s proximity to downtown.
 Establish new special events and support existing ones to bring
activity downtown (e.g. outdoor festivals, live music, outdoor
movies, farmers market, crafts fairs, etc.).

o

Action C: Support the establishment of an entertainment and arts
district in downtown.
Lead: City of Sherman; Support: Sherman Chamber, DSP&R, & Austin
College
 Meet with property owners and area residents to gauge support
for the establishment of an entertainment district in downtown
Sherman. If the proposal receives a positive community reaction,
the following tasks should be considered.
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♦

STRATEGY 2 >> Promote quality development throughout the
community.
To confront and instill both community and investor confidence in the
local economy, efforts should be devoted toward improving Sherman’s
physical appearance. The image that the area portrays to both outsiders
as well as existing residents plays an important role in how the
community is perceived. Focal points for these efforts should include
major arterials and gateways. Their appearance is inextricably linked with
perceptions of Sherman itself, because gateways and transportation
corridors form the primary visual medium through which the
community’s image is presented to both residents and out‐of‐towners
alike. In addition to their impact on perceptions, gateways and arterials
also offer some of the best opportunities for newer developments.
o
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Identify the boundaries of the entertainment district.
Designate the entertainment district with special zoning status (if
necessary).
Develop a conceptual site plan for the entertainment district as a
means for promoting the idea to potential developers.
Include conceptual site plan in marketing materials for Sherman.

Action A: Establish a “streamlined permitting process” for
desirable developments, including targeted industries.
Lead: City of Sherman; Support: SEDCO
 Develop a baseline comparison of Sherman’s development
review and permitting process with neighboring and competitor
communities (i.e., Denison, McKinney, etc.). If no such baseline
comparison already exists, then the City should begin tracking
the review time for different categories of permitting (i.e.,
residential/commercial and infill/greenfield development). At the
same time, the City should gather information from the
benchmarks and begin comparing this data with Sherman’s.
 Once the data has been collected, the City should hold monthly
or quarterly meetings with the development community to
review the benchmark data to obtain their feedback. This
qualitative information can often be more valuable than the
comparative data in improving the development review and
permitting process.
 What is most important to the development community is
consistency and predictability. Therefore, streamlining may not
resolve the issue. Often, the larger issue with the review process
lies in the planning and zoning commission or the city council
being more subjective than is necessary. Again, if the baseline
and benchmarking analysis reveals that Sherman’s review
process is in fact much slower than the benchmarks, then the
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developer focus group information will reveal where the
problems lie. This feedback and information should be shared
with the planning and zoning commission and the city council in
a strategy discussion with the objective of improving the process.
o

Action B: Enhance the relationship with area real estate
representatives.
Lead: SEDCO; Support: City of Sherman
 Strengthen SEDCO’s relationship with area brokers, property
owners, and developers to communicate the economic
development vision for Sherman, as well as the community’s
overall comprehensive planning goals.
 Pay particular attention to those who might influence
development along the US 75 corridor.
 Continue to maintain and build relationship with developers and
land owners, offering assistance to aggressively market their
properties and buildings to future tenants if their plans meet the
criteria established by the community.
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SHERMAN
Comprehensive
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2 0 0 9

Implementation
Chapter 10

The comprehensive plan should be a “living document,” that is, a document
that is frequently referred to for guidance in community decision-making. Its
assumptions, goals, policies and action strategies must also be revisited
periodically to ensure that it is providing clear and reliable direction on a
range of matters, including land development issues and public investments
in infrastructure and services.
Implementation is not just about a list of action items. It is a challenging
process that will require the commitment of the City’s elected and
appointed officials, staff, residents, business owners, major institutions, other
levels of government, and other organizations and individuals who will serve
as champions of the plan and its particular direction and strategies. Equally
important are formal procedures for the ongoing monitoring and reporting
of successes achieved, difficulties encountered, new opportunities and
challenges that have emerged, and any other change in circumstances
which may require rethinking of plan priorities.

Purpose
The comprehensive plan will be the basis for decision‐making on the future
development and enhancement of the City of Sherman. This final chapter
breathes life into the rest of the plan by setting out a practical, prioritized, and
sequenced implementation program. The key objective of this chapter is to
integrate the different elements of the plan in such a way as to provide a clear
path for sound decisions. This chapter is also intended to establish
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accountability for plan implementation and provide guidance on essential
processes to maintain its relevance to the City and its citizens.

Plan Implementation Methods
Simply setting out an implementation framework in this chapter is not
enough to ensure that the action items of this plan will be carried out and the
community’s vision and goals ultimately achieved. The policies and action
priorities in this plan should be consulted frequently and should be widely
used by decision‐makers as a basis for judgments regarding:
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

The timing and availability of infrastructure improvements.
Proposed development and redevelopment applications.
City‐initiated and landowner‐requested annexations.
Zone change requests and other zoning‐related actions.
Expansion of public facilities, services and programs.
Annual capital budgeting.
Potential re‐writes and amendments to the City’s Zoning Ordinance
and related code elements.
⇒ Intergovernmental
(including
City/College,
inter‐City, and
City/County) coordination and agreements.
⇒ Operations, capital improvements, and programming related to
individual City departments.

There are five general methods for plan implementation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

policy‐based decisions;
land development regulations and engineering standards;
capital improvements programming;
specific plans and studies; and
special projects, programs, and initiatives.

Policy‐Based Decisions
Land use and development decisions should be made based on the policies
that are set out in this comprehensive plan. In some measure, the adoption of
new or amended land development regulations (e.g., zoning, subdivision,
landscaping, sign controls, etc.) will establish a specific framework for
evaluating private development proposals against the City’s articulated
policies. However, decisions regarding annexation, infrastructure investment,
Future Land Use & Character map amendments, and right‐of‐way acquisition
are generally left to the broad discretion of the City Council. This plan
provides the common policy threads that should connect those decisions.
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Land Development Regulations and Engineering Standards
Land development regulations and engineering standards are fundamentals
for plan implementation. It is plain—but often underappreciated—that
private investment decisions account for the vast majority of any City’s
physical form. Consequently, zoning and subdivision regulations and
associated development criteria and technical engineering standards are the
basic keys to ensuring that the form, character and quality of development
reflect the City’s planning objectives. These ordinances should reflect the
community’s desire for quality development outcomes while recognizing
economic factors. They should not delay or interfere unnecessarily with
appropriate new development or redevelopment that is consistent with plan
goals and policies.
Capital Improvements Programming
A capital improvements program, or “CIP,” is a multi‐year plan (typically
five years) that identifies budgeted capital projects, including street
infrastructure; water, wastewater and drainage facilities; parks, trails and
recreation facility construction and upgrades; construction of public
buildings; and purchase of major equipment. Identifying and budgeting for
major capital improvements will be essential to implementing this plan.
Decisions regarding the prioritization of proposed capital improvements
should take into account the policy and management directives of this plan.
Specific Plans and Studies
There are a number of areas where additional planning work is
recommended, at a “finer grain” level of detail than is appropriate in a
comprehensive plan. As such, some parts of this plan will be implemented
only after some additional planning or special study.
Special Projects, Programs, and Initiatives
Special projects or initiatives are the last broad category of implementation
measures. These may include initiating or adjusting City programs; entering
into interlocal agreements; expanding citizen participation programs;
providing training; and other types of special projects.

Plan Administration
During the development of the plan, representatives of government, business,
neighborhoods, civic groups, and others came together to inform the
planning process. These community leaders, and new ones to emerge over the
horizon of this plan, must maintain their commitment to the ongoing
implementation of the plan’s policies—and to the periodic updating of the
plan to adapt to changing conditions or unforeseen events.

10.3
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Education
Comprehensive plans are relatively general in nature, but they are still
complex policy documents that account for interrelationships among various
policy choices. As such, educating decision‐makers and administrators about
plan implementation is an important first step after plan adoption. As the
principal groups that will implement the plan, the City Council, Planning &
Zoning Commission, and City department heads should all be “on the same
page” with regard to priorities, responsibilities and interpretations.
Consequently, an education initiative should be undertaken immediately
after plan adoption, which should include:
⇒ A discussion of the individual roles and responsibilities of the
Council, Planning & Zoning Commission, Comprehensive Plan
Committee (and other advisory bodies), and individual staff
members.
⇒ A thorough overview of the entire comprehensive plan, with
emphasis on the parts of the plan that relate to each individual group.
⇒ Implementation tasking and priority setting, which should lead to
each group establishing a one‐year and three‐year implementation
agenda.
⇒ A public hearing to discuss the plan and implementation of related
action items, with support from planning personnel, the City
Attorney, the City Engineer, and other key staff.
Role Definition
As the community’s elected officials, the City Council will assume the lead
role in implementation of this plan. The key responsibilities of the City
Council are to decide and establish priorities, set timeframes by which each
action will be initiated and completed, and determine the budget to be made
available for implementation efforts. In conjunction with the City Manager,
City Council must also ensure effective coordination among the various
groups that are responsible for carrying out the plan’s recommendations.
The City Council will take the lead in the following general areas:
⇒ Acting as a “champion” of the plan.
⇒ Adopting and amending the plan by resolution, after
recommendation by the Planning & Zoning Commission.
⇒ Adopting new or amended land development regulations to
implement the plan.
⇒ Approving interlocal agreements that implement the plan.
⇒ Establishing the overall action priorities and timeframes by which
each action item of the plan will be initiated and completed.
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⇒ Considering and approving the funding commitments that will be
required.
⇒ Offering final approval of projects and activities and the associated
costs during the budget process, keeping in mind the need for
consistency with the plan and its policies.
⇒ Providing policy direction to the Planning & Zoning Commission,
other appointed City boards and commissions, and City staff.
The Planning & Zoning Commission will take the lead in the following
general areas:
⇒ Hosting the education initiative described above.
⇒ Periodically obtaining public input to keep the plan up to date, using
a variety of community outreach and citizen and stakeholder
involvement methods.
⇒ Ensuring that recommendations forwarded to the City Council are
reflective of the plan goals, policies and recommendations. This
relates particularly to decisions involving development review and
approval, zone change requests, ordinance amendments, and
potential annexations.
⇒ After holding one or more public hearings to discuss new or evolving
community issues and needs, making recommendations to the City
Council regarding plan updates and plan amendments.
City Staff will take the lead in the following general areas:
⇒ Managing day to day implementation of the plan, which could
include ongoing coordination through an interdepartmental plan
implementation committee (similar to the staff team that informally
met during the development of this plan).
⇒ Lead capital improvements planning efforts.
⇒ Managing the drafting of new or amended land development
regulations.
⇒ Conducting studies and developing additional plans (including
management of consultant efforts, as necessary).
⇒ Reviewing applications for consistency with the comprehensive plan
as required by the City’s land development regulations.
⇒ Negotiating the specifics of interlocal agreements.
⇒ Administering collaborative programs and ensuring open channels of
communication with various private, public and non‐profit
implementation partners.
⇒ Maintaining an inventory of potential plan amendments, as
suggested by City staff and others, for consideration during annual
and periodic plan review and update processes.
⇒ Working with the Comprehensive Plan Committee to identify and
report to Council significant deviations from the plan arising from
development activities.
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ACTION PLAN
The vision and goals in a comprehensive plan are attained, over time, through
a multitude of specific actions. To this end, both long‐ and short‐range
implementation strategies must be identified along with an action timeframe
and the assignment of responsibilities to specific entities.
Table 10.1, Action Agenda Ranking, highlights a variety of recommended
initiatives that were identified through the long‐range planning process and
discussed with the Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee (CPAC). It is
helpful to have the City’s leadership identify their highest priorities among
these action options to provide direction for the plan implementation efforts
of both municipal government and the broader community.

A joint workshop of City
Council and Planning
& Zoning Commissioners
enabled participants to
learn about strategic
opportunities and
challenges identified in the
draft Comprehensive Plan
and consider what action
initiatives might be most
important to pursue in the
first several years following
plan adoption.

As part of the joint workshop of City Council and the Planning and Zoning
Commission that was held to review highlights of the Cityʹs draft
Comprehensive Plan (February 25, 2009), this type of prioritization exercise
was completed to determine which recommended action items in the plan
might receive priority attention in the first several years of plan
implementation. A total of 18 individuals participated in the ranking exercise
(members of City Council and the Planning and Zoning Commission, along
with several key members of City staff). Each participant was given eight
sticker dots to indicate their highest priorities among a list of 32 significant
action items from the plan (seven dots of the same color were worth 5 points
each, and a “silver bullet” dot of a different color was intended to indicate
each individual’s ultimate priority as it was worth 10 points).
The results show that ʺUpdated and enhanced development regulationsʺ
received a very high number of regular dots (13), as well as a high number of
ʺsilver bulletʺ dots (5). While this item was by far the highest ranked action
item, there was a cluster of about 10 additional items that received a relatively
high ranking. Items that rose to the top through the ranking exercise—and
which the City should have the capacity to address during the first several
years following Comprehensive Plan adoption—are presented in Table 10.2,
Action Agenda – Highest Priorities. It should be noted that this set of actions
represents the overall comprehensive plan well since, as indicated in the
table, they originated from various sections of the plan.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the initiatives will also require different
types of action, with some involving physical construction (capital
improvements) while others are regulatory in nature or call for more targeted
study and planning to set the stage for important community enhancements
(e.g., a Trail, Bikeway & Greenway Master Plan). As was clarified in the
ensuing workshop discussion of the prioritization results, code
“enhancements” does not necessarily mean stricter ordinances. This could
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also include providing more flexibility as to how development applicants go
about meeting City standards and achieving compliance, as well as building
incentives into the code to reward quality development outcomes which are
desired by the community to enhance Sherman’s image and development
value.

Table 10.1, Action Agenda Ranking

Rank

Action

ʺSilver Bulletʺ
Dots (10 pts)

Total
Points

Number

Points

Number

Points

1

Updated and enhanced development
regulations

13

65

5

50

115

2

City Geographic Information System (GIS)
enhancements (e.g., storm water system,
parks system)

8

40

3

30

70

3

Storm drainage studies and planning for
targeted capital improvements and
financing

7

35

3

30

65

4

Revitalization of older neighborhoods

8

40

2

20

60

5

Parks to Standard maintenance and
enhancement initiative for existing parks

8

40

1

10

50

5

Strategic annexation planning

8

40

1

10

50

6

Downtown development / revitalization

9

45

0

45

7

Trail, Bikeway & Greenway Master Plan
and initial trail network development

8

40

0

40

8

Roadway system maintenance, upgrades,
and safety improvements

5

25

10

35

1

8

Senior Center modernization and upgrades

5

25

1

10

35

9

Enhanced community aesthetics

4

20

1

10

30

9

Sherman Public Library modernization and
upgrades

6

30

0

30

10

Enhanced and unified marketing effort
through SEDCO

5

25

0

25

10

SPD / SFD facility needs study

5

25

0

25

10

Water / wastewater system master plan

5

25

0

25

10

Water system improvements

5

25

0

25

4

20

0

20

4

20

0

20

3

15

0

15

1

5

10

15

3

15

0

15

11
11

12
12
12

10.7

Regular Dots
(5 pts)

Formal parkland dedication (and fee in lieu
of dedication) process
Ongoing and new housing affordability
initiatives (low‐income, first‐time
homebuyers, seniors)
Green building practices in new/upgraded
City facilities (and promotion of private
measures)
Promotion of conservation development
practices
Workforce development and training
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The priority‐setting workshop was conducted to demonstrate the value of
considering plan implementation priorities among the City’s leadership—and
then revisiting these priorities at least annually to recognize
accomplishments, highlight areas where further attention and effort is
needed, and determine whether some items have moved up or down on the
priority list given changing circumstances and emerging needs. It should be
kept in mind that early implementation of certain items, while perhaps not
the uppermost priorities, may be expedited by the availability of related grant
opportunities, by a state or federal mandate, or by the eagerness of one or
more partners to pursue an initiative with the City. On the other hand, some
high‐priority items may prove difficult to tackle in the near term due to
budget constraints, the lack of an obvious lead entity or individual to carry
the initiative forward, or by the community’s readiness to take on a
potentially controversial new program.

Table 10.1, Action Agenda Ranking (continued)

Rank

Action

Regular Dots
(5 pts)
Number

Points

ʺSilver Bulletʺ
Dots (10 pts)
Number

Points

Total
Points

13

Leadership development and networking
(annual Economic Summit, Young
Professionals Organization

2

10

0

10

13

Specific park/recreation improvements in
accordance with 2005 Master Plan

2

10

0

10

13

Wastewater system improvements

2

10

0

10

14

Energy efficiency initiatives for public
facilities (and promotion of private
measures)

1

5

0

5

14

Ongoing promotion of local arts and culture
(public/private Steering Committee)

1

5

0

5

14

Rehabilitation of older housing stock

1

5

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15

15
15

Community‐wide sidewalk inventory for
targeting repairs, improvements, grant
requests
Downtown Arts & Cultural District focus
(including physical link to Courthouse
Square)
Emergency Operations Center
improvements

15

Maintain/expand strong recycling program

0

0

0

0

15

Transit system improvements by TAPS

0

0

0

0
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Table 10.2, Action Agenda –
Highest Priorities
Priority Action

Relevant Plan Section



Updated and enhanced
development regulations

Urban Design & Future
Land Use (plus others)



City Geographic Information
System (GIS) enhancements
Storm drainage studies and
planning
Revitalization of older
neighborhoods
Maintenance and
enhancement initiative for
existing parks
Strategic annexation
planning
Downtown development /
revitalization
Trail, Bikeway & Greenway
Master Plan and initial trail
network development
Roadway system
maintenance, upgrades, and
safety improvements

Growth Management
& Capacity
Growth Management
& Capacity
Housing &
Neighborhoods
Parks, Recreation
& Open Space











Growth Management
& Capacity
Urban Design & Future
Land Use
Parks, Recreation
& Open Space
Transportation

Where to Start on Highest Action Priorities
In Table 10.3, Implementation Strategy for Near Term Action Priorities,
a format is provided for expanding upon the priority items in Table 10.2. This
includes the following elements and considerations:
⇒ Further Prioritization. The nine highest‐ranked action items are
further categorized as Priority 1, 2, or 3. This could relate to Years 1‐3
following plan adoption, or it could just be a further indication of
relative priority and readiness to take on a particular task over an
initial implementation period not necessarily tied to calendar years.
For example, action on a Priority 1 item might get started in Year 1
but take several years to complete fully, while some advance work on
a Priority 2 item might be possible toward the end of Year 1.
⇒ Action Type. This relates back to the five types of implementation
methods highlighted earlier in this chapter (policy focused,
regulatory focused, capital focused, planning/study focused,
program/initiative focused).
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⇒ Next Steps. This involves the essential step of breaking down larger
efforts into “first and next steps” to lay the groundwork for
measurable action and build momentum toward targeted outcomes.
This often involves further clarification of objectives and a realistic
assessment of resources and capabilities to move an initiative
forward. As noted in the table, in some cases it involves preparing to
obtain professional services assistance if City staff do not have the
time for or experience with a particular subject.
⇒ Implementation and Coordination Roles. In addition to identifying
which City department(s) or function(s) would likely lead a task, this
portion of Table 10.3 also highlights a variety of local and regional
agencies and entities that might have a role to play in certain
initiatives, whether through potential cost‐sharing, technical
assistance, direct cooperation (potentially through an interlocal
agreement), or simply by providing input and feedback on a matter
in which they have some mutual interest. In particular, whenever
potential regulatory actions or new or revised development standards
are to be considered, participation of the development community is
essential to ensure adequate “give and take” and consensus building.
Some of the entities currently listed do not factor into the nine actions
itemized in Tables 10.2 and 10.3, but they might in future years as
other Comprehensive Plan action recommendations move to the
forefront. Likewise, others will likely need to be added to this table
depending on the task at hand.
⇒ Funding Sources. This final set of columns in Table 10.3 indicates the
typical ways to finance plan implementation efforts. An obvious
source is through the City’s own annual operating budget, as well as
multi‐year capital budgeting, which is not only for physical
construction projects but also for funding significant studies and
plans (e.g., the Trail, Bikeway & Greenway Master Plan) that are
intended to lay the groundwork for phased capital investments and
construction over a period of years. An “Other Governments” column
is included along with a “Grants” column because grants are often
applied for and awarded through a competitive process, but the
County or another government agency might choose to commit funds
directly to an initiative along with the City. On the other hand,
“grants” can also come from foundations and other non‐government
sources. Finally, the “Private/Other” column is meant to underscore
the potential for public/private initiatives, as well as corporate
outreach and volunteerism, faith‐based efforts, and other community
and volunteer contributions (e.g., churches, Scouts, civic and service
groups, etc.).
It is essential that this table, or a format like it, is completed by those involved
in the plan development process as the first step toward implementation,
especially in conjunction with the City’s annual budget process, CIP
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preparation, and departmental work planning. Following its refinement, this
table should be advanced to the Planning & Zoning Commission and City
Council for their review, consideration, and acceptance. At that point, the
City staff member designated as the Comprehensive Plan Administrator
should initiate a first‐year work program in conjunction with the City
Manager, other departments, and other public and private implementation
partners.
Progress on the Year 1 priorities should be the focus of the first annual review
and report a year after Comprehensive Plan adoption. Then, similar to multi‐
year capital improvements programming, the entire Action Agenda list in
Table 10.1—and all other action items dispersed throughout the plan
chapters—should be revisited annually to decide if any additional items are
ready to move into the next three‐year timeframe, and whether in Year 1, 2,
or 3.

PLAN AMENDMENT PROCESS
The Sherman Comprehensive Plan is meant to be a flexible document
allowing for adjustment to changing conditions over time. Shifts in political,
economic, physical, technological, and social conditions, and other unforeseen
circumstances, may influence and change the priorities and fiscal outlook of
the community. As the City grows and evolves, new issues will emerge while
others will no longer be as relevant. Some action statements will be found
impractical or outdated while other plausible solutions will arise. To ensure
that it continues to reflect the overall goals of the community and remains
relevant and resourceful over time, the plan must be revisited on a regular
basis to confirm that the plan elements are still on point and the associated
goals, policies and action statements are still appropriate.
Revisions to the comprehensive plan are two‐fold, with minor plan
amendments occurring at least bi‐annually and more significant
modifications and updates occurring every five years. Minor amendments
could include revisions to certain elements of the plan as a result of the
adoption of another specialized plan or interim changes to the Future Land
Use & Character Plan and/or the Thoroughfare Plan. Major updates will
involve reviewing the base conditions and anticipated growth trends;
re‐evaluating the goals, policies and recommendations in the plan—and
formulating new ones as necessary; and adding, revising or removing action
statements in the plan based on implementation progress.
Annual Progress Report
The Planning & Zoning Commission along with the Comprehensive Plan
Committee, with the assistance of staff, should prepare an annual progress
report for presentation to the Mayor and City Council. This ensures that the
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plan is consistently reviewed and that any needed modifications or
clarifications are identified for the bi‐annual minor plan amendment process.
Ongoing monitoring of consistency between the plan and the City’s
implementing ordinances and regulations should be an essential part of this
effort.
The Annual Progress Report should include and highlight:
⇒ Significant actions and accomplishments during the past year,
including the status of implementation for each programmed task in
the comprehensive plan.
⇒ Obstacles or problems in the implementation of the plan, including
those encountered in administering the land use and transportation
aspects, as well as any other policies of the plan.
⇒ Proposed amendments that have come forward during the course of
the year, which may include revisions to the individual plan maps or
other recommendations or text changes.
⇒ Recommendations for needed actions, programs and procedures to
be developed and implemented in the coming year, including
recommendation of projects to be included in the City’s CIP, other
programs/projects to be funded, and priority coordination needs with
public and private implementation partners.
Bi‐Annual Amendment Process
Plan amendments should occur on at least a bi‐annual (every two year) basis,
allowing for proposed changes to be considered concurrently so that the
cumulative effect may be understood. When considering a plan amendment,
the City should ensure the proposed amendment is consistent with the goals
and policies set forth in the plan regarding character protection, development
compatibility, infrastructure availability, conservation of environmentally
sensitive areas, and other community priorities. Careful consideration should
also be given to guard against site‐specific plan changes that could negatively
impact adjacent areas and uses or detract from the overall character of the
area. Factors that should be considered in deciding on a proposed plan
amendment include:
⇒ Consistency with the goals and policies set forth in the plan.
⇒ Adherence with the Future Land Use & Character and/or
Thoroughfare Plans.
⇒ Compatibility with the surrounding area.
⇒ Impacts on infrastructure provision including water, wastewater,
drainage, and the transportation network.
⇒ Impact on the City’s ability to provide, fund and maintain services.
⇒ Impact on environmentally sensitive and natural areas.
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⇒ Whether the proposed amendment contributes to the overall
direction and character of the community as captured in the plan
vision and goals (and ongoing public input).
Five‐Year Update / Evaluation and Appraisal Report
An evaluation and appraisal report should be prepared every five years. This
report should be prepared by City staff with input from various City
departments, the Planning & Zoning Commission, and other boards and
commissions. The report process involves evaluating the existing plan and
assessing how successful it has been in achieving the community’s goals. The
purpose of the report is to identify the successes and shortcomings of the
plan, look at what has changed over the last five years, and make
recommendations on how the plan should be modified in light of those
changes.
The report should review baseline conditions and assumptions about trends
and growth indicators. It should also evaluate implementation potential
and/or obstacles related to any unmet goals, policies and recommendations.
The evaluation report and process should result in an amended
comprehensive plan, including identification of new or revised information
that may lead to updated goals, policies and/or action recommendations.
More specifically, the report should identify and evaluate the following:
1.
2.
3.

4.
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Summary of major actions and interim plan amendments undertaken
over the last five years.
Major issues in the community and how these issues have changed
over time.
Changes in the assumptions, trends and base studies data, including
the following:
⇒ The rate at which growth and development is occurring relative
to the projections put forward in the plan.
⇒ Shifts in demographics and other growth trends based upon the
2010 Census data.
⇒ The area of land that is designated and zoned for urban
development and its capacity to meet projected demands and
needs.
⇒ City‐wide attitudes and whether apparent shifts, if significant,
necessitate amendments to the stated goals or strategies of the
plan.
⇒ Other changes in political, social, economic, technological or
environmental conditions that indicate a need for plan
amendments.
Ability of the plan to continue to support progress toward achieving
the community’s goals. The following should be evaluated and
revised as needed:
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⇒ Individual statements or sections of the plan must be reviewed
and rewritten, as necessary, to ensure that the plan provides
sufficient information and direction to achieve the intended
outcome.
⇒ Conflicts between goals and policies that have been discovered in
the implementation and administration of the plan must be
pointed out and resolved.
⇒ The action agenda must be reviewed and major accomplishments
highlighted. Those not completed by the specified timeframe
should be re‐evaluated to ensure their continued relevance
and/or to revise them appropriately.
⇒ As conditions change, the timeframes for implementing the
individual actions of the plan should be re‐evaluated where
necessary. Some actions may emerge as a higher priority given
new or changed circumstances while others may become less
important to achieving the goals and development objectives of
the community.
⇒ Based upon organizational, programmatic and procedural
factors, as well as the status of previously assigned tasks, the
implementation task assignments must be reviewed and altered,
as needed, to ensure timely accomplishment of the plan’s
recommended actions.
⇒ Changes in laws, procedures and missions may impact the ability
of the community to achieve its goals. The plan review must
assess these changes and their impacts on the success of
implementation, leading to any suggested revisions in strategies
or priorities.
Ongoing Community Outreach and Engagement
All review and updates processes related to the comprehensive plan should
emphasize and incorporate ongoing public input. The annual and continual
plan evaluation and reporting process should also incorporate specific
performance measures and quantitative indicators that can be compiled and
communicated both internally and to elected officials and citizens in a “report
card” fashion. Examples might include:
⇒ Acres of new development (plus number of residential units and
square footage of commercial and industrial space) approved and
constructed in conformance with this plan and related City codes.
⇒ Various measures of service capacity (gallons, acre‐feet, etc.) added to
the City’s major utility systems as indicated in this plan and
associated utility master plans—and the dollars allocated to fund the
necessary capital projects.
⇒ Acres of parkland and linear feet of trail developed or improved in
accordance with this plan and related parks and recreation plans.
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⇒ Indicators of City efforts to promote neighborhood integrity as
emphasized in this plan (e.g., enhanced screening and buffering
techniques between different development types, code enforcement
activity, etc.).
⇒ Miles of new bike routes and transit routes added to the City’s
transportation system to provide alternative mobility options as
recommended in this plan.
⇒ New businesses and associated employment added to the local job
market through the economic development initiatives and priorities
identified in this plan.
⇒ Indicators of the benefits of redeveloped sites and structures
(appraised value, increased property and/or sales tax revenue, etc.) as
envisioned through this plan.
⇒ The estimated dollar value of operating cost savings from reduced
energy and water use, heating/cooling, etc., from green building
practices and related conservation efforts in new and existing City
facilities, as suggested in this plan.
⇒ The numbers of residents and other stakeholders engaged through
City‐sponsored education and outreach events related to
comprehensive plan implementation and periodic review and
updating, as outlined in this chapter.
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Table 10.3, Implementation Strategy for Near Term Action Priorities

1

2

3

Updated and
enhanced
development
regulations

City
Geographic
Information
System (GIS)
enhancements

Storm drainage
studies and
planning



8

Regulation






8

Program /
Initiative




Further
Study /
Planning

8








4

5

6

Revitalization
of older
neighborhoods
Maintenance
and
enhancement
initiative for
existing parks

Strategic
annexation
planning

IMPLEMENTATION

8

Program /
Initiative





8

8

Program /
Initiative

Further
Study /
Planning
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 Identify priority annexation areas
and rationale.
 Determine areas appropriate for
non‐annex agreements.
 Identify “exempt” areas eligible
for near‐term action.
 Identify areas subject to
three‐year annexation plan.
 Assess service needs and
fiscal outlook by area.
 Monitor / coordination with
neighboring cities.

Development
Services,
City Attorney

z

Utilities &
Engineering

z

z

z

z

Neighborhood
Services
Development
Services,
Utilities &
Engineering

z

Parks &
Recreation

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Private/Other

Grants

Other Govts

CIP Budget

City Budget

TASWA

Private/
Other

Development
community

Information
Technology,
Development
Services,
Utilities &
Engineering

Development
Services,
Finance
City Attorney

GTUA

S‐D MPO

Funding Sources
Texoma COG

GSBDC

Grayson CAD

Grayson Co

CITY OF
SHERMAN

SISD

NEXT STEPS
Identify code amendment
priorities.
Determine staff capabilities and
consultant needs.
Budget for consultant role.
Update GIS implementation plan
as needed.
Identify priority data needs and
map layers.
Identify sources of readily
available data and mapping.
Determine items requiring fresh
data collection/mapping.
Determine City staffing needs.
Prioritize study areas.
Determine potential cost‐sharing
to fund studies.
Explore external funding
possibilities.
Budget for consultant role.
Identify priority areas for
neighborhood‐level plans.
Outreach to neighborhood
groups and leaders.
Prioritize capital projects and
other actions based on plans.
Conduct system‐wide facility
review and quality/safety
assessment.
Prioritize improvement needs.
Budget for multi‐year CIP effort.

GC College

Action
Type

A College

3

DSP&R

2

S CA&H

1

Sh C & VC

ACTION

Sh C of C

Item

Implementation & Coordination Roles

SEDCO

Priority

9 9

9 9 9

z

U.S. Army
Corps of
Engineers,
FEMA

9 9 9 9

Neighborhood/
civic
associations,
HUD‐CDBG

9 9 9 9 9

User groups,
sports
associations,
neighborhood
groups

9 9

Neighboring
cities

9 9

9
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Table 10.3, Implementation Strategy for Near Term Action Priorities (continued)


7

Downtown
development /
revitalization

8

Trail, Bikeway
& Greenway
Master Plan
and initial trail
network
development

9

Roadway
system
maintenance,
upgrades, and
safety
improvements

Abbreviations
CIP
SEDCO
Sh C of C
Sh C & VC
SCA&H
DSP&R
A College
GC College
SISD
Grayson Co
Grayson CAD

8

Program /
Initiative





8

8

Further
Study /
Planning,
Capital
Investment



Capital
Investment

 Prioritize known problem
areas and improvement needs.
 Explore external funding or
cost‐sharing possibilities.
 Define specific CIP projects.
 Seek voter extension of 1/8‐cent
sales tax for specified projects.



Capital Improvements Program
Sherman Economic Development Corporation
Sherman Chamber of Commerce
Sherman Convention & Visitors Council
Sherman Council for the Arts & Humanities
Downtown Sherman Preservation & Revitalization
Austin College
Grayson County College
Sherman Independent School District
Grayson County
Grayson County Appraisal District

IMPLEMENTATION
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Development
Services,
Tourism

Parks &
Recreation,
Utility &
Engineering

z

Public Works,
Utilities &
Engineering,
Finance

z

z

z

z

GSBDC
Texoma COG
S‐D MPO
GTUA
TASWA
FEMA
HUD‐CDBG
TxDOT

z

Downtown
merchants and
property owners

z

9 9

Private/Other

Grants

Other Govts

CIP Budget

Private/
Other

City Budget

TASWA

GTUA

S‐D MPO

z

Funding Sources
Texoma COG

z

GSBDC

z

Grayson CAD

z

Grayson Co

CITY OF
SHERMAN

SISD

NEXT STEPS
Identify priority issues/topics
to be addressed through a
Downtown Master Plan.
Determine potential cost‐
sharing to fund plan.
Budget for consultant role.
Identify priority areas and
issues for Master Plan to
address.
Determine potential
cost‐sharing to fund plan.
Budget for consultant role.

GC College

Action
Type

A College

3

DSP&R

2

S CA&H

1

Sh C & VC

ACTION

Sh C of C

Item

Implementation & Coordination Roles

SEDCO

Priority

9

z

z

User groups,
cycling clubs

9 9 9 9 9

z

z

TxDOT
coordination

9 9

Grayson Small Business Development Center
Texoma Council of Governments
Sherman‐Denison Metropolitan Planning Organization
Greater Texoma Utility Authority
Texoma Area Solid Waste Authority
Federal Emergency Management Agency
U.S. Department of Housing & Community Development – Community Development Block
Grant Program
Texas Department of Transportation
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